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Abstract
The Dark Matter problem is one of the most relevant quests for the understanding of the
elementary constituents of the Universe: the nature of the Dark Matter is still unveiled. Ex-
perimental efforts aiming to detect the Dark Matter have shown a great progress in the last
decade. This work is devoted to the phenomenological and astroparticle studies of Dark
Matter candidates of supersymmetric nature –the neutralino– and beyond –scalar particles.
The former, in the (1−100) GeV mass range, is currently being tested by the Large Hadron
Collider, direct detection and indirect detection experiments; this work shows that the inter-
play between experimental techniques is a decisive tool to thoroughly search for theoretical
predictions. The latter is a non-standard candidate as light as 1 MeV which could be copi-
ously produced at the Large Hadron Collider and, at the same time, it could explain other
phenomena such as neutrino masses and/or the 511 keV line from the galactic center of the
Milky Way.
Re´sume´
La Matie`re Sombre repre´sente une des queˆtes les plus importantes pour la compre´hension
des constituants e´le´mentaires de l’Univers : la nature de la Matie`re Sombre reste un myste`re.
La dernie`re de´cennie a connu des de´veloppements expe´rimentaux remarquables dans la re-
cherche de la Matie`re Sombre. Le but de ce travail est l’e´tude de candidats de Matie`re Sombre
de nature supersyme´trique (le neutralino) et au-dela` (les particules scalaires) dans leurs as-
pects phe´nome´nologiques et d’astroparticules. Le neutralino, dans l’intervalle de masses
(1− 100) GeV , est teste´ par les expe´riences du Grand Collisionneur de Hadrons, et a` tra-
vers des techniques de de´tection directe et de de´tection indirecte ; ce travail montre que la
combinaison de ces techniques expe´rimentales est un outil de´cisif pour une recherche minu-
tieuse des pre´dictions the´oriques. Les particules scalaires sont des candidats non-standards
ayant de masses aussi le´ge`res que 1 MeV qui pourraient eˆtre produits abondamment dans le
Grand Collisionneur de Hadrons et, au meˆme temps, expliquer d’autres phe´nome`nes tels que
la masse des neutrinos et/ou le signal a` 511 keV provenant du centre galactique de la Voie
Lacte´e.
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Introduction xvii
Introduction (Re´sume´)
Le contexte actuel des recherches en physique, que ce soit en physique des particules ou en
cosmologie, est tre`s prometteur. C’est l’e`re des expe´riences remarquables, telles que le Grand
Collisioneur de Hadrons (LHC) ou les satellites Fermi et Planck qui observent l’univers
proche et lointain. C’est aussi un carrefour stimulant du coˆte´ the´orique, puisque le mode`le
standard de la physique des particules (SM) et le mode`le standard de la cosmologie (ΛCDM)
soule`vent des questions auxquelles ils n’apportent pas de solution. Notamment, l’existence
de la Matie`re Noire (ou Matie`re Sombre) (DM). Ce concept fut introduit en 1933 par l’astro-
nome Fritz Zwicky pour expliquer la diffe´rence entre la masse dynamique et la masse lumi-
neuse dans les amas de galaxies. Toutes les preuves expe´rimentales de l’existence de la DM
sont, pour l’instant, issues d’effets gravitationnels. Bien qu’une modification de la the´orie de
la gravitation, de Newton et d’Einstein, peut expliquer ces observations, l’hypothe`se la plus
performante est celle de l’existence d’une nouvelle particule, massive et neutre. Des the´ories
allant au-dela` du SM proposent des candidats qui peuvent eˆtre teste´s par des expe´riences
telles que le LHC et ses de´tecteurs, les expe´riences de de´tection directe (DD) et celles de
de´tection indirecte (ID).
Les travaux ici pre´sente´s ont donne´ lieu a` quatre articles scientifiques, dont deux de´ja` pu-
blie´s [1, 2] et deux autres en cours de re´vision [3, 4]. En particulier, la possibilite´ de si-
gnaux correspondants a` des particules de DM de masses dans le rang (6− 12) GeV au
sein d’expe´riences de DD a motive´ la recherche de neutralinos (candidats de DM super-
syme´trique) le´gers dans deux mode`les diffe´rents [2, 3, 4]. Dans [1] sont montre´es les po-
tentielles signatures au LHC issues d’un mode`le de DM scalaire avec de nouveaux fermions
ayant des interactions fortes.
Dans ce me´moire, une premie`re partie introduit des preuves de l’existence de la DM, sa
place dans la cosmologie standard et sa distribution locale sous forme de halos. Ensuite,
une deuxie`me partie traite les contraintes que doivent satisfaire les mode`les de DM, puis
pre´sente des mode`les supersyme´triques contenant des neutralinos comme candidats de DM
ainsi qu’un mode`le de DM scalaire. Une troisie`me partie pre´sente une me´thode d’exploration
de l’espace de parame`tres supersyme´triques, les re´sultats des recherches de mode`les avec des
neutralinos le´gers ainsi que les pre´dictions qui en de´coulent, et finalement une e´tude sur les
possibilite´s de production de DM scalaire dans les collisionneurs hadroniques.
Premie`re Partie : La proble´matique de la Matie`re
Sombre (Re´sume´)
Chapitre 1 : Introduction a` la Matie`re Sombre (Re´sume´)
Il y a une grande quantite´ d’indices qui justifient l’hypothe`se de l’existence de DM. Par
exemple, la densite´ de l’univers a e´te´ mesure´e graˆce aux anisotropies du fond diffus cosmo-
logique (CMB). L’univers est plat : sa dynamique est mesure´e par l’observation de super-
novas lointaines. Ainsi, la composante de matie`re doit repre´senter plus d’un cinquie`me du
contenu de l’univers. Les mesures de pre´cision du CMB par le satellite WMAP montrent que
la fraction de DM dans l’univers est de (22.8±2.7)%.
Le mode`le ΛCDM est une construction base´e sur les e´quations de Friedman appliquant la
relativite´ ge´ne´rale a` un univers en expansion. L’e´loignement apparent des objets lointains
et la de´couverte du CMB ont motive´ ce mode`le qui de´crit un univers contenant du rayon-
nement de contribution e´nerge´tique ne´gligeable, de la matie`re domine´e par la DM froide
(CDM) et d’une constante cosmologique ou de l’Energie Noire. Ce mode`le remporte un
grand succe`s dans l’explication des e´tapes successives de l’histoire de l’univers, incluant la
formation primordiale des e´le´ments chimiques, le de´couplage des photons observe´ au CMB
et la formation des grandes structures a` partir d’un sprectre primordial de la matie`re ge´ne´re´
apre`s une pe´riode d’inflation.
En ce qui concerne l’e´volution de la DM, il est commune´ment admis qu’elle fut en e´quilibre
thermique et chimique avec les particules du SM. Quand l’expansion de l’univers fut plus
importante que le taux d’annihilation duˆ a` la transition au re´gime non-relativiste de la DM,
elle n’a pratiquement plus vu changer sa densite´ en nombre. C’est le me´canisme du freeze-
out (FO). De meˆme, l’arreˆt des collisions e´lastiques fixe la distribution de densite´, cruciale
pour la formation des structures.
Le candidat type est le WIMP : une particule ayant des interactions de l’ordre de l’interac-
tion faible, massive, de sorte qu’elle obtienne naturellement la densite´ relique via le FO. Les
candidats de DM de physique des particules sont issus de the´ories allant au-dela` du SM, et
correspondent souvent a` des WIMPs. Une telle the´orie est la Supersyme´trie (SUSY). Parmi
les candidats supersyme´triques de DM on trouve le neutralino, un WIMP.
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Les recherches de de´tection de la DM sont tre`s avance´es. En ce qui concerne les collision-
neurs, l’exercice est mode`le-de´pendant et consiste a` observer n’importe quel type de signal
pre´dit par le mode`le soujacent. Suite au manque de manifestations de nouvelle physique,
les re´sultats restent des limites sur les configurations possibles. La DM est pre´sente dans
notre environnement, dans notre galaxie. Il est donc possible de contraindre ses collisions
e´lastiques avec les noyaux via la DD sur terre, et ses annihilations via la ID, c’est-a`-dire de
la de´tection des produits des annihilations dans la Voie Lacte´e et ailleurs. Ainsi, les re´sultats
du LHC, du Tevatron, de CDMS-II, de XENON100, de DAMA, de CoGeNT, de Fermi-LAT
sont a` tenir en compte dans la construction de mode`les.
Chapitre 2 : Histoire thermique de la Matie`re Sombre (Re´sume´)
La pre´sence de la DM dans notre entourage est due a` sa cre´ation dans l’univers primordial.
L’abondance de DM est de´termine´e par son de´part de l’e´quilibre chimique avec les autres
particules du plasma chaud. L’e´volution de la densite´ en nombre de particules est de´termine´e
par l’e´quation de Boltzmann, e´quation cine´tique qui traduit l’impact des interactions dans
l’espace des phases d’une espe`ce dans un fluide. La dynamique d’expansion et le refroidis-
sement de l’univers y sont inclus par les de´pendances spatiales, temporelles et dynamiques
de la fonction de distribution des particules. Ainsi, on obtient une e´quation qui permet de cal-
culer la densite´ en nombre des particules a` tout instant. La solution, pour un cas ge´ne´rique de
particules e´voluant dans l’univers primordial, est re´alise´e a` l’aide d’un traitement nume´rique
avec une tre`s bonne pre´cision. Des outils tre`s sophistique´s, notamment le code micrOME-
GAs, permettent de traiter des mode`les particuliers en incluant des corrections allant au-dela`
du premier ordre des interactions.
La densite´ relique de la DM est de´termine´e par la transition au re´gime non-relativiste, lui-
meˆme arrivant au moment ou` la tempe´rature du plasma atteint une valeur comparable a` celle
de la masse de la DM. Plus la DM est le´ge`re, plus elle reste longtemps en e´quilibre. Par
contre, la quantite´ de particules restantes de´pend surtout de la section efficace d’interaction,
qui, elle, de´termine le moment auquel le de´part de l’e´quilibre s’ache`ve. Vu que ceci arrive
pendant la transition non-relativiste, et que celle-ci est exponentielle, une petite variation de
la valeur de la section efficace se traduit en un changement conse´quent de la densite´ relique.
Pour des masses de l’ordre de 100 GeV , c’est une section efficace de 3×10−26 cm3s−1 qui
convient pour expliquer la densite´ de DM requise.
Par ce me´canisme on peut contraindre les interactions d’annihilation de la DM, relevantes
dans l’univers environnant pour les recherches de signaux indirects. Par contre, la de´pendance
en vitesse de la section efficace peut engendrer un comportement tre`s diffe´rent dans l’univers
primordial, d’autant plus que la diffe´rence de tempe´rature des gaz primordiaux et galactiques
de DM s’e´le`ve a` un facteur ∼ 105. En effet, cette diffe´rence peut signifier des sections effi-
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caces d’annihilation en galaxie tre`s diffe´rentes des primordiales, surtout dans les cas ou` des
re´sonances, des canaux vitesse-de´pendant ou l’effet Sommerfeld sont dominants. Il se peut
aussi que l’annihilation ne soit pas le me´canisme fixant la densite´ relique : d’une part, s’il y
a des particules de´ge´ne´re´es en masse elles peuvent se co-annihiler ; d’autre part, le freeze-
in repre´sente un tout autre moyen d’obtenir la densite´ relique, faisant intervenir d’autres
espe`ces comple`tement de´couple´es du plasma, et relaˆchant les contraintes sur les sections
efficaces d’annihilation.
Chapitre 3 : De la formation de structures aux halos de Matie`re Sombre
(Re´sume´)
A partir du spectre primordial de matie`re, la formation de structures se fait par l’effondre-
ment gravitationnel des surdensite´s locales au-dessus d’un seuil. La DM e´tant dominante, cet
effondrement implique toujours la pre´sence de DM. Pourtant, les baryons peuvent e´chapper
a` ce processus dans les objets trop peu massifs, incapables de dominer la pression baryo-
nique. Au-dessus de (106−107) masses solaires, les baryons sont pre´sents, mais on s’attend
a` des objets sombres aussi le´gers que 10−6 masses solaires. La formation des structures est
un proble`me non-line´aire, dont le meilleur traitement est celui des simulations a` N-corps.
La DM se distribue de forme dilue´e, dans des halos qui contiennent les galaxies et amas
de galaxies. Ces halos sont sphe´riques en premie`re approximation. Le mode`le standard de
halo est de´crit par un profil de densite´ dit de Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) et une distribu-
tion de vitesses Maxwellienne. La densite´ locale de DM atteindrait ∼ 0.3 GeV cm−3, tan-
dis que les vitesses de dispersion et d’e´chappement locales sont estime´es a` 220 kms−1 et
(575−700)kms−1 respectivement.
Ce mode`le est conteste´ et n’est pas de´finitif. Le profil de densite´ peut mieux correspondre
a` un profil d’Einasto dans les simulations a` N-corps, plus plat que celui de NFW au centre
du halo ; tandis que les courbes de rotation indiquent que les galaxies naines ont des profils
de densite´ encore plus plats. Des e´tudes re´centes sugge`rent que la densite´ locale semblerait
eˆtre plus importante que les estimations standard, plutoˆt autour de (0.38−0.43)GeV cm−3.
D’autre part, les vitesses pourraient avoir une distribution assez diffe´rente d’une Maxwel-
lienne, avec des dispersions non isotropes. Le halo canonique est toujours utilise´, mais il faut
tenir compte des de´viations, au moins en tant qu’incertitudes, lors des interpretations des
observations et des pre´dictions the´oriques.
Deuxie`me Partie : Particules de Matie`re Sombre :
mode`les et contraintes (Re´sume´)
Chapitre 4 : Contraintes Cosmologiques et d’Astroparticules (Re´sume´)
Parmi les processus bien e´tablis en comologie on retrouve la synthe`se primordiale des e´le´ments
et le CMB. Le premier cas s’agit d’une chaıˆne de re´actions nucle´aires qui commencent a`
des tempe´ratures d’environ 100 MeV , apre`s le de´couplage des neutrons du plasma a` des
tempe´ratures d’environ 86 keV , moment qui marque le de´but de la formation de deute´rieum.
La proportion de neutrons donne la proportion de noyaux d’He´lium par rapport a` l’Hy-
droge`ne. Bien que la correspondance entre les pre´dictions et l’observation est infructueuse
pour le Lithium, l’accord est remarquable pour le reste des e´le´ments le´gers. Il est donc essen-
tiel de ne pas perturber ce processus par l’injection d’e´nergie lors du de´couplage chimique de
la DM au moment de la nucle´osynthe`se. En ge´ne´ral nous prenons la pre´caution d’exiger que
le FO de la DM arrive avant le de´couplage des neutrons. Dans le CMB peut eˆtre observe´ le
spectre de masse primordial ainsi que les perturbations introduites au moment du de´couplage
cine´tique de la DM. Si la DM est relativiste a` cette transition, les petites fluctuations seront
lave´es, ce qui ne pourrait pas expliquer l’existence de galaxies, les plus petites structures ob-
serve´es. C’est pourquoi la DM doit de´coupler dans le re´gime non-relativiste (pour la CDM),
ou au plus quasi-relativiste (pour la DM tie`de, ou WDM).
En ce qui concerne la DD, le taux d’e´ve`nements de reculs nucle´aires de´pend de la section ef-
ficace d’interaction, de la densite´ locale de DM, du type de milieu dans lequel les interactions
se passent (notamment des noyaux mis en jeu et de leur densite´), de la distribution de vitesses
de la DM au niveau de la terre (qui donne lieu a` des signaux module´s par le mouvement de la
terre autour du soleil, ou asyme´triques par le mouvement du soleil dans la galaxie cherche´s
en particulier par les expe´riences de de´tection directionnelle), et de la re´ponse du de´tecteur.
Les e´ve`nements sont attendus juste au dessus du keV pour des WIMPs, ce qui oblige a` un
traitement tre`s pointu du seuil d’acceptation a` basse e´nergie. En particulier, il semble im-
possible de voir des e´ve`nements issus de particules de masses en dessous de ∼ 5 GeV . Les
re´sultats sont interpre´te´s en termes de limites supe´rieures pour la section efficace pour une
masse de DM donne´e dans le cas de re´sultats ne´gatifs, ou en termes d’un contour de pos-
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sibilite´s de sections efficaces et masses dans le cas de re´sultats positifs. Les expe´riences
DAMA et CoGeNT ont des re´sultats positifs, et voient de signaux module´s, qui pourraient
eˆtre interpre´te´s comme de la DM. Par contre, CDMS-II, Edelweiss, et particulie`rement XE-
NON100, ne montrent pas de signal et mettent des limites tre`s contraignantes, au dessous
des re´gions pre´ferre´es par DAMA et CoGeNT.
En termes de de´tection indirecte, les produits issus d’annihilation de DM sont cherche´s
sous forme de rayonnement γ ou de flux de rayons cosmiques, en particulier d’antimatie`re,
puisque ces annihilations ne ge´ne`rent pas, en principe, d’assyme´trie particule/antiparticule.
Pour les photons, le flux rec¸u de´pend du carre´ de la densite´ locale de DM sur la ligne de
vise´e, de la section efficace d’annihilation et du spectre ge´ne´re´. Les particules d’antimatie`re
sont plus difficiles a` traiter, puisqu’elles voyagent dans le milieu interstellaire avant de par-
venir sur terre. La propagation est un sujet tre`s incertain duˆ a` la me´connaissance du champ
magne´tique traverse´ par les particules, entre autres. Les meilleures contraintes sont celles
des photons venant des galaxies naines orbitant la Voie Lacte´e, car ce sont des objets tre`s
domine´s par la DM, dont certains sont en plus dans des re´gions du ciel de´pourvues du fond
e´mis par le disque galactique et en particulier par le centre de la galaxie.
Chapitre 5 : Contraintes de Physique de Particules (Re´sume´)
Le SM de´crit les interactions e´lectrofaible et forte, ainsi que le spectre de particules ob-
serve´es jusqu’a` pre´sent dans toutes les expe´riences de physique des particules. La matie`re
est de´crite par des champs fermioniques et se divise en deux types : les leptons, interagissant
faiblement et de charges entie`res, et les quarks, interagissant faible et fortement, colore´s et
de charges fractionnelles. Les interactions sont assure´es par les bosons de jauge, le photon,
me´diateur e´lectromagne´tique, les bosons faibles Z et W±, et les huit gluons assurant les in-
teractions fortes. Le me´canisme de Higgs explique l’origine des masses des particules, et
pre´dit l’existence du boson de Higgs, la seule particule du SM non-observe´e jusqu’a` pre´sent.
Les e´tats de masse des quarks ne correspondent pas a` leurs e´tats propres e´lectrofaibles. Par
ailleurs, ce ne sont pas des e´tats libres dans la nature et ne se trouvent que confine´s dans des
baryons (protons et neutrons), i.e. des e´tats lie´s de trois quarks, et les me´sons, des e´tats lie´s
de deux quarks.
Le SM est tre`s performant, et la place pour de la nouvelle physique aux e´chelles de´ja` ex-
plore´es est tre`s restreinte. Les recherches de nouvelles particules mettent des limites sur les
masses des e´tats cherche´s. Par exemple, le boson de Higgs du SM doit eˆtre plus lourd que
114.4 GeV . Tout mode`le allant au-dela` du SM et comprenant le me´canisme de Higgs doit
donc respecter ces recherches et des limites e´quivalentes. De meˆme pour toute autre nouvelle
particule. En particulier, la masse des partenaires supersyme´triques des quarks-top doivent
eˆtre plus lourdes que ∼ 500 GeV , d’apre`s les re´sultats les plus re´cents du LHC. D’autres ob-
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servables sont aussi contraintes par les mesures expe´rimentales. Dans le secteur e´lectrofaible,
la de´sinte´gration du boson Z en particules invisibles est tre`s bien connu et est en tre`s bon
accord avec les trois familles de neutrinos, ce qui contraint les couplages de nouvelles par-
ticules neutres et le´ge`res au Z, ce qui s’applique notamment aux particules de DM le´ge`re.
Dans le secteur des me´sons, les oscillations et de´sinte´grations rares, effets a` boucle re´sultant
du me´lange dans le secteur des quarks, sont des cas tre`s prometteurs pour l’apparition de
nouvelle physique, ou` les contributions attendues peuvent eˆtre du meˆme ordre que celles du
SM.
Chapitre 6 : Mode`les supersyme´triques (Re´sume´)
SUSY est la plus populaire des the´ories au-dela` du SM (BSM). Elle consiste en l’incorpo-
ration d’un ope´rateur quantique de spin 1/2 assurant la transition d’e´tats bosoniques en e´tats
fermioniques et vice-versa. Ainsi, toutes les particules du SM auraient leur partenaire su-
persyme´trique. Cette nouvelle syme´trie est se´ve`rement brise´e dans la nature, puisqu’aucune
correspondance de ce type n’est observe´e chez les particules connues. Ceci e´le`ve le rang de
masses des particules supersyme´triques au moins aux alentours de l’e´chelle e´lectrofaible.
Ainsi, le lagrangien est divise´ en une partie qui conserve la supersyme´trie et une partie qui
la brise explicitement. La the´orie contient une syme´trie supple´mentaire, donant lieu a` la R-
parite´. Si celle-ci est conserve´e, alors la plus le´ge`re des particules supersyme´triques doit eˆtre
stable. C’est donc un moyen de pre´voir un candidat de DM.
La re´alisation la plus simple de SUSY est le Mode`le Standard Supersyme´trique Minimal
(MSSM). Il consiste en une supersyme´trisation du SM ou` chaque particule acquie`re un su-
perpartenaire. Ainsi sont ge´ne´re´s les squarks gauches et droits et sleptons gauches droits,
toutes des particules scalaires, superpartenaires des quarks et leptons ; et les jauginos de spin
1/2, superpartenaires des bosons de jauge. Les masses sont ge´ne´re´es graˆce a` un me´canisme
de Higgs avec deux doublets, qui donnent lieu a` un spectre de particules de Higgs : deux
scalaires et un pseudoscalaire neutres, et un couple de Higgs charge´s. Les champs super-
syme´triques des champs de Higgs ge´ne`rent a` leur tour des higgsinos. Les parame`tres sont
nombreux. Parmi les plus importants pour la phe´nome´nologie a` l’e´chelle e´lectrofaible on
compte le rapport des valeurs d’espe´rance de vide des deux doublets de Higgs, le terme de
masse des Higgs et higgsinos µ, les masses du pseudoscalaire, des squarks et des sleptons
et les masses des jauginos. Le me´lange des jauginos et higgsinos neutres donnent lieu aux
neutralinos, dont le plus le´ger est un candidat de DM. Sa nature est domine´e par le plus le´ger
parmi les jauginos et higgsinos, ce qui a des conse´quences sur ses couplages. En dessous de
100 GeV , le neutralino doit eˆtre domine´ par le bino, les autres jauginos e´tant plus contraints.
Le neutralino est aussi un candidat dans le NMSSM, une extension du MSSM. Le MSSM
n’a pas d’explication pour l’e´chelle du parame`tre µ. Ce parame`tre peut acque´rir naturelle-
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ment une valeur correcte par l’introduction d’un champ scalaire supple´mentaire, singulet du
SM. L’addition de ce scalaire est la diffe´rence entre le MSSM et le NMSSM. Les bosons de
Higgs sont plus grands en nombre et ont une nouvelle composante venant du singulet, et les
neutralinos peuvent maintenant eˆtre singlino. Comme le singulet n’interagit pas avec le SM,
les contraintes sur la masse du Higgs ainsi que bien d’autres sont leve´es, ce qui ouvre la pos-
sibilite´ de bosons de Higgs tre`s le´gers ( 100 GeV ). Les conse´quences phe´nome´nologiques
sont riches et inte´ressantes, notamment pour les neutralinos le´gers ( 100 GeV ).
Chapitre 7 : Candidats de Matie`re Sombre Scalaire (Re´sume´)
Les scalaires sont une fac¸on novatrice d’expliquer la DM. On introduit ici de nouvelles par-
ticules, des scalaires, couple´es aux fermions du SM et a` de nouveaux fermions via des cou-
plages de Yukawa. Ces nouveaux fermions partagent la plupart des caracte´ristiques des fer-
mions du SM. Une parite´ conserve´e (comme la R-parite´ en SUSY) assure la stabilite´ des
particules les plus le´ge`res, que nous supposons sont les scalaires. Ceux-ci sont aussi neutres
et sans couleur, et constituent ainsi des candidats de DM.
Les particules scalaires peuvent obtenir une densite´ relique acceptable pour des masses plus
petites que les fermions, ce qui ouvre la possibilite´ d’avoir de la DM plus le´ge`re que le GeV .
On s’inte´resse en particulier aux possibilite´s de grands couplages des scalaires aux quarks, ce
qui serait visible au LHC. Ceci impose des contraintes sur la masse des scalaires :1 MeV .
mS . 135 MeV . Cet intervalle est choisi pour ne pas perturber la nucle´osynthe`se primordiale
d’un coˆte´, et pour que le FO ne de´pende pas des interactions entre scalaires et me´sons pi (le
plus le´ger des me´sons) de l’autre. Les interactions avec les leptons charge´s sont contraintes
par les moments magne´tiques anomales. Par contre, la raie a` 511 keV provenant du centre
galactique peut eˆtre explique´e par les annihilations en e´lectrons et positrons, mais pour des
sections efficaces trop petites pour achever une densite´ relique correcte via ce canal. On
assume donc que la densite´ relique est obtenue par les e´changes avec les neutrinos. Acces-
soirement ceci expliquerait la masse des neutrinos par des effets de boucle.
Ainsi les interactions avec les quarks sont peu contraintes. Les nouveaux vertex introduisent
deux couplages de Yukawa, que l’on peut supposer unifie´s pour les quarks, mais qui sont
diffe´rents de ceux des neutrinos et leptons charge´s. La masse des nouveaux fermions, ainsi
que la masse des scalaires comple`tent les parame`tres libres des interactions entre quarks, sca-
laires et nouveaux fermions. Ces nouveaux fermions sont colore´s et charge´s, ce qui impose
des limites sur leur masse : elle doit eˆtre plus lourde que ∼ 250 GeV . Le fait qu’ils soient
colore´s implique aussi que ces fermions sont couple´s aux gluons, couplage de´termine´ par les
interactions fortes.
Troisie`me Partie : Analyse Phe´nome´nologique et
d’Astroparticules de la Matie´re Sombre Le´ge`re
(Re´sume´)
Chapitre 8 : Exploration de l’espace des parame`tres (Re´sume´)
L’espace des parame`tres dans le MSSM et le NMSSM est multidimensionnel, les configura-
tions a` neutralinos plus le´gers sont de moins en moins probables pour des masses de neutra-
linos de plus en plus le´ge`res. C’est pourquoi j’ai imple´mente´ un code d’exploration [2], dont
la strate´gie est base´e sur l’utilisation d’outils nume´riques, tels que micrOMEGAs, SuSpect
et NMSSMTools. Ce code est une simulation Monte-Carlo a` Chaıˆnes de Markov (MCMC)
qui ge´ne`re une se´rie de points (une collection de parame`tres libres) e´value´s sur leur corres-
pondance avec les configurations recherche´es (point a` solution physique, avec un neutralino
comme particule la plus le´ge`re du spectre) et sur leur respect des limites et contraintes de
cosmologie et de physique des particules (la densite´ relique des neutralinos est en accord
avec la limite supe´rieure e´tablie par la densite´ de DM observe´e, masses de nouvelles par-
ticules, effets e´lectrofaibles, effets dans la physique des me´sons B). Ainsi, une fonction de
prior (correspondant aux attentes the´oriques) et une fonction de vraisemblence (associe´e aux
donne´es expe´rimentales) servent a` discriminer les points et leur donnent un poids total qui les
caracte´rise. Un processus d’ite´ration ale´atoire base´ sur un algorithme de Metropolis-Hastings
assure une exploration efficace, ne gardant que les points les plus performants vis-a`-vis des
contraintes qu’on leur impose.
A chaque fois qu’un point est trouve´ et garde´, des donne´es sont ge´ne´re´es. Parmi celles-ci
on compte les parame`tres libres du point, les masses des particules importantes (notamment
des bosons de Higgs, de la deuxie`me particule la plus le´ge`re, entre autres), les composantes
du neutralino le plus le´ger, la densite´ relique des neutralinos, les sections efficaces de colli-
sion e´lastique entre les neutralinos et les quarks (relevantes pour la DD), la section efficace
d’annihilation aux vitesses galactiques, et les spectres de photons γ, positrons et antipro-
tons issus de ces annihilations. La plupart de ces donne´es sont facilement obtenues a` l’aide
de micrOMEGAs. Ainsi, l’analyse de donne´es est facile a` effectuer, d’une part pour bien
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comprendre les configurations trouve´es, et d’autre part pour comparer leurs pre´dictions aux
donne´es expe´rimentales. Il est donc possible d’e´valuer facilement si des configurations sont
compatibles avec les signaux de DD de DAMA et CoGeNT, de contraindre les points avec
les limites de XENON100 en DD et Fermi-LAT en ID, ainsi qu’e´valuer l’impact de re´sultats
re´cents du LHC comme ceux de CMS, LHCb ou ATLAS, et finalement de projeter la porte´e
des expe´riences a` venir, telles que celles de de´tection directionnelle.
Chapitre 9 : Recherches de neutralinos le´gers (Re´sume´)
Ce chapitre montre les re´sultats obtenus dans les recherches de neutralinos le´gers a` l’aide du
code introduit au chapitre pre´ce´dent, et pre´sente´s en [2, 3, 4].
Dans le MSSM il est tre`s difficile de ge´ne´rer des points avec des neutralinos plus le´gers
que 15 GeV . On en trouve de deux sortes. D’une part, des neutralinos obtenant leur densite´
relique en s’annihilant a` travers l’e´change d’un boson de Higgs, et d’autre part, des neutrali-
nos qui l’obtiennent en s’annihilant a` travers l’e´change d’un slepton. Les poids des points a`
e´change de Higgs n’est pas tre`s e´leve´, ce qui montre qu’il y a toujours un ou plusieurs crite`res
de discrimination qui n’est pas bien accompli. En particulier, la physique des me´sons B en
est en grande partie responsable. L’analyse des configurations en termes des parame`tres re-
levants pour la physique du boson de Higgs montre que les points du premier groupe sont
en conflit avec les re´sultats les plus re´cents montre´s par CMS. Ils pre´disent aussi beaucoup
trop de photons γ provenant de la galaxie naine Draco, la plus contraignante, et sont donc
exclus aussi par Fermi-LAT. En termes de DD, les sections efficaces sont presque un ordre
de grandeur au-dessous des re´gions de DAMA et CoGeNT, mais sont bien au-dessus des
limites de XENON100. On en conclut que ces points sont tre`s de´favorise´s. Les poids des
points qui e´changent des slpetons sont meilleurs, mais montrent qu’ils sont dans la limite de
la de´couverte ou de l’exclusion de la physique des me´sons B. Ils sont au-dela` des contraintes
de CMS et sont bien en dessous des limites de XENON100. Le flux de photons γ, montant
a` petite masse, atteint la limite de Fermi-LAT aux alentours de ∼ 12.6 GeV (sachant que la
plus petite masse trouve´e est de ∼ 11 GeV ). En conclusion, il est impossible d’expliquer les
signaux de DAMA et CoGeNT avec des neutralinos du MSSM, et il est tre`s difficile de croire
qu’un tel neutralino puisse eˆtre plus le´ger que ∼ 12.6 GeV .
En revanche, dans le NMSSM on trouve beaucoup plus facilement des neutralinos plus le´gers
que ∼ 15 GeV et jusqu’au GeV . En effet, ici le me´canisme pour obtenir la bonne densite´ re-
lique est celle de l’e´change de Higgs le´gers via une re´sonance. Ces Higgs le´gers, scalaire ou
pseudoscalaire, sont principalement constitue´s de singulets et e´chappent donc un bon nombre
de contraintes applicables au MSSM. Le poids caracte´ristique de ces points est bien meilleur
et presque ide´al. Les re´sonances donnent lieu a` des sections efficaces d’interaction dans un
vaste intervalle de valeurs. Dans le cas des annihilations galactiques, l’e´change re´sonant de
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Higgs pseudoscalaires est favorise´e et donne lieu a` des flux de rayons γ tre`s importants, ex-
clus par Fermi-LAT, alors que les e´changes de scalaires sont supprime´s a` petite vitesse. En
ce qui concerne les interactions e´lastiques inde´pendantes du spin, ce sont les e´changes de
Higgs scalaires qui donnent lieu a` de grandes sections efficaces, alors que les interactions via
des pseudoscalaires sont supprime´es. Ceci implique que quelques points, dont les couplages
sont aussi maximise´s, tombent dans les re´gions de CoGeNT et DAMA, alors qu’encore plus
de configurations sont au-dessus des limites de XENON100. Par contre, la plupart des points
ne sont ni dans l’un ni dans l’autre des cas, et e´chappent aux contraintes de physique des
astroparticules. Cette phe´nome´nologie riche est donc viable et doit eˆtre teste´e par d’autres
moyens.
Chapitre 10 : Expe´riences de de´tection directionnelle et neutralinos (Re´sume´)
Les projections des collaborations en train de de´velopper les futurs de´tecteurs directionnels
de DM sont confronte´es ici aux pre´dictions issues du MSSM et du NMSSM, graˆce a` l’ap-
plication du MCMC. Ces projections visent a` e´tablir des sensibilite´s aux sections efficaces
de´pendantes du spin entre protons et WIMPs quelques ordres de grandeur en dessous des
limites actuelles. Ces expe´riences pouvant capter une information sur la vitesse relative des
particules de DM peut donner une piste assez pre´cise de la masse et de la section efficace, en
cas de de´tection d’un signal. Ainsi, ces projections donnent lieu a` trois re´gions dans le plan
des sections efficaces par rapport a` la masse de la DM : une re´gion de de´couverte, une re´gion
d’exclusion et une re´gion d’insensibilite´.
Des explorations plus vastes des possibilite´s de neutralinos allant jusqu’a` ∼ 600 GeV ont
e´te´ effectue´es pour e´tablir les re´gions de l’espace des parame`tres que ces expe´riences pour-
raient atteindre. Pour des neutralinos plus lourds que 30 GeV , les deux mode`les sont tre`s
e´quivalents et ne se distinguent presque pas. Beaucoup de neutralinos pourraient eˆtre vus par
ces de´tecteurs, et meˆme de´couverts (leur masse et section efficace pouvant eˆtre de´termine´e).
Pour les grandes masses, ceci n’est possible que jusqu’a` ∼ 200 GeV , car la section effi-
cace chute avec la masse de la DM. Par contre la limite d’exclusion coupe l’espace des
parame`tres pour des neutralinos jusqu’a` ∼ 600 GeV . Dans les deux mode`les, la plupart des
neutralinos plus le´gers que ∼ 30 GeV seront de´tectables. Vu que le principal canal pour ces
collisions e´lastiques est l’e´change d’un boson Z et que le couplage des neutralinos a` celui-ci
de´pend du parame`tre µ, c’est ce parame`tre qui serait le plus facilement de´termine´ en cas de
de´couverte. Mais le re´sultat le plus important de cette e´tude est l’e´vidente comple´mentarite´
des diffe´rentes techniques : DD, ID et de´tection directionnelle sont sensibles a` des configu-
rations diffe´rentes, et pas de contraintes d’un coˆte´ ne signifie pas du tout qu’il n’y en a point
de l’autre. Ceci invite a` mettre en relation ces re´sultats dans l’avenir, ainsi qu’avec ceux issus
des collisionneurs.
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Un article sur cette e´tude est en pre´paration.
Chapitre 11 : Matie`re Sombre scalaire le´ge`re dans les collisionneurs de
hadrons (Re´sume´)
Dans ce chapitre sont e´tudie´es les conse´quences du mode`le introduit au chapitre 7 dans
la physique des collisionneurs, re´sultats pre´sente´s dans [1]. Les interactions entre quarks
peuvent donner lieu a` la cre´ation de paires de nouveaux fermions colore´s F suite a` l’e´change
de scalaires dans une voie t ou u. Une paire de F peut aussi eˆtre produite par fusion de gluons,
dans une voie s via l’e´change d’un gluon ou via une voie t ou u via l’e´change d’un F . Finale-
ment, des quarks peuvent e´changer un gluon et ge´ne´rer une paire de F aussi. Des e´ve`nements
a` un F et un scalaire sont aussi possibles par des collisions gluon-quark par l’e´change d’un
quark en voie s ou d’un F en voie t. La ge´ne´ration de deux scalaires est moins inte´ressante
puisque la signature ne correspondrait qu’a` de l’e´nergie manquante. La section efficace de
ces processus est d’autant plus importante que les F sont ge´ne´re´s avec juste leur e´nergie de
masse, ce qui est d’autant plus probable que les F sont le´gers.
En explorant les sections efficaces a` l’aide de CalcHEP pour des combinaisons de masses,
e´nergie de collision, configuration hadronique et couplages, des pre´dictions ont e´te´ donne´es
pour le Tevatron et pour le LHC. Avec les re´sultats pour le Tevatron, bien qu’une e´tude
de´die´e a` ce mode`le n’existe pas, on peut contraindre la masse des F avec les contraintes
e´tablies pour le mode`le des Leptoquarks, a` comportement assez similaire. Ainsi, des masses
de F infe´rieures a` ∼ 400 GeV sont tre`s de´favorise´es. Pour le LHC, nous avons ge´ne´re´ des
e´ve`nements et compare´ les distributions cine´matiques a` celles des fonds les plus puissants,
notamment Z+ jets. Le signal serait assez diffe´rent du fond, et en tout cas se´parable, quoi
qu’il ressemble beaucoup a` certaines pre´dictions de SUSY. On en conclut qu’il est impor-
tant de mener une e´tude plus de´taille´e avec une simulation comple`te et exhaustive de ces
e´ve`nements, puisque le LHC a largement le potentiel d’explorer la phe´nome´nologie de ce
mode`le. En outre, il est aussi important de trouver des moyens d’identifier ces signaux de
fac¸on univoque, puisqu’un signal ressemblant a` de la SUSY peut facilement correspondre au
cas pre´sente´ ici.
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Conclusion (Re´sume´)
Le sujet de la DM le´ge`re est sans aucun doute un sujet excitant et dynamique. D’apre`s les
travaux ici pre´sente´s, les neutralinos plus le´gers que∼ 15 GeV sont difficilement acceptables
dans le MSSM, alors que dans le NMSSM ils sont encore possibles et avec de grands inter-
valles de masse et de sections efficaces. Puisque ces configurations correspondent a` de faibles
masses des bosons de Higgs, des signatures particulie`res a` explorer en profondeur peuvent
eˆtre attendues au LHC.
La DM scalaire a` l’e´chelle du MeV repre´sente une alternative inte´ressante. Notamment, elle
pre´dit une signature observable au LHC, qui pourrait meˆme imiter un signal de SUSY. Ceci
motive des e´tudes plus approfondies de ce mode`le et de ses conse´quences pour la physique
des collisionneurs. La DM scalaire le´ge`re pourrait aussi jouer un roˆle important dans les
instants primordiaux, particulie`rement dans la nucle´osynthe`se primordiale, ou dans les ex-
plosions de supernovas par leur couplage aux neutrinos.
Le proble`me de la DM est toujours ouvert. Il est peut-eˆtre temps de re´viser les hypothe`ses
commune´ment admises, puisque la nature des particules de DM nous e´chappe, puisque les
interpre´tations de diffe´rents re´sultats expe´rimentaux semblent se contredire. De nouvelles
expe´riences se de´roulent et se conc¸oivent, des re´sultats arrivent. Il faut eˆtre pre´pare´ pour
faire une synthe`se pointue et inclusive de tous les e´le´ments de ce puzzle, dont nous croyons
deviner le paysage.
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The ant, the spider, and the bee
Those who have handled sciences have been either men of experiment or men
of dogmas. The men of experiment are like the ant, they only collect and use;
the reasoners resemble spiders, who make cobwebs out of their own substance.
But the bee takes a middle course: it gathers its material from the flowers of the
garden and of the field, but transforms and digests it by a power of its own. Not
unlike this is the true business of philosophy; for it neither relies solely or chiefly
on the powers of the mind, nor does it take the matter which it gathers from
natural history and mechanical experiments and lay it up in the memory whole,
as it finds it, but lays it up in the understanding altered and digested. Therefore
from a closer and purer league between these two faculties, the experimental and
the rational (such as has never yet been made), much may be hoped.
Francis Bacon
Novum Organum (1620)

Introduction
Physics underwent an important revolution during the past century. Fundamental theories
were established that allowed to understand and describe the world of elementary con-
stituents of matter and their interactions as well as the Universe. At this moment we are
privileged to witness an outstanding parallel development of technology, and the implemen-
tation of remarkable experiments such as the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) or the Planck
and Fermi satellites.
Indeed, the Standard Model (SM) of Particle Physics has been successfully established in
order to explain the particle physics observables. The last of its predictions, the Higgs bo-
son, is currently been searched for at the LHC and remains to be discovered to validate the
SM construction. The Universe, in turn, is very well described by the consistent ΛCDM
model that explains the genesis of elements, the cosmic background microwave radiation,
the formation of large scale structures we observe at all scales, and the expansion of the
Universe: the Standard Model of Cosmology, or ΛCDM. However, the nature of most of
the constituents of the Universe is still mysterious. Among these we find the Dark Matter
(DM) problem. While the elementary properties of the DM are still unknown, conclusive
gravitational evidence points towards the existence of new neutral and stable particles. Thus,
DM challenges both Particle Physics and Cosmology.
DM was introduced as a concept by Fritz Zwicky in 1933. As an astronomer, he investigated
the Coma cluster of galaxies, observing its optical light emission and estimating its dynamics
through the Doppler shift of emission and absorption lines. A cluster of galaxies is expected
to be a gravitationally bound system of masses moving at non-relativistic velocities. Assum-
ing the equilibrium of the system –or virialization–, it is possible to relate the total mass of
the system M, i.e., the sum of all the individual mass points, to the mean square velocity
〈
v2
〉
and mean inverse distance 〈1/r〉 of a point relative to the center of mass of the system. The
virial formula thus reads
M =
2
〈
v2
〉
G〈1/r〉 ,
where G stands for the gravitational constant. Zwicky used this formula to relate his obser-
vation of velocities and distances to the total mass of the system. He could also estimate
the luminous mass, the mass responsible for the emissivity of the system, by counting the
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number of apparent galaxies in the cluster. He found that the luminous mass was more than a
hundred times smaller than the virial mass. His findings lead him to introduce the necessity
for some dark matter, i.e., a mass component which does not emit any visible light. While
the method used by Zwicky to determine the non-luminous mass of a cluster of galaxies or
an individual galaxy by measuring its rotation curve is still valid and still in use, the concept
of DM has evolved since those early conceptions.
It is now widely accepted that there is a universal mass component manifesting itself through
gravitational effects but not through electromagnetic interactions. A large fraction of the
Universe energy budget must respond to this fundamental characteristic. Among the first
particle candidates to explain the DM were neutrinos. However, it has been shown that the
three generations of neutrinos cannot account for all of the DM in a standard Cosmology.
Dark baryonic objects were also claimed to contribute to the DM component. However the
baryonic fraction of matter, which has been independently estimated by means of the pri-
mordial nucleosynthesis, is too small to account for all the matter density in the Universe.
Indeed, the fraction of baryons to the total matter is only about a fifth or sixth.
Since the present observed effects accounting for DM are only gravitational, the possibility
of modifying gravity has been proposed. While phenomena such as structure formation or
gravitational lensing can still be partially explained by such theories, they appear extremely
complex and are expected to be challenged by the forthcoming results from the Planck ex-
periment. In fact, even the most sophisticated approaches that have attempted to modify the
general theory of relativity fail to give a description of the Universe without a DM compo-
nent.
Hence, hints rather point towards the necessity of introducing new species of particles, yet to
be described by a fundamental particle theory. These particles would be present nowadays
in galaxies and galaxy clusters. This picture motivates the underground shielded experimen-
tal searches for DM collisions with nuclei (the Direct Detection technique (DD)) and the
observation of their annihilation products in our galaxy and beyond (the Indirect Detection
technique (ID)). Both of these techniques have shown very interesting results lately: un-
resolved background collisions in DD experiments could be explained by DM interactions
with nuclei, while excesses (with respect to the astrophysical background) in antimatter and
photon signals have been reported and might also coincide with the DM hypothesis. Fur-
thermore, the DM is a key ingredient in the formation of large scale structures. The energy
density of the Universe has to match the apparently flat spacetime in which we dwell. In
particular, its matter component must be made of much more mass than the baryonic matter
provides.
The SM failing to give a complete explanation to the particle physics phenomena and to pro-
vide a successful DM candidate, new theories have been proposed and thoroughly studied
since more than three decades. In such theories, new fields and particles are introduced, and
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some of them contain at least one particle accounting for the DM component of the Universe.
The LHC is expected to probe these theories at the electroweak scale.
This work is inspired by this context, by this cross road between a description of the Uni-
verse and the understanding of its elementary constituents, and by the exciting possibility
of probing the next generation of theories by the current generation of experiments. The
point of view that we adopt is that of phenomenological studies. We reduce theories to mod-
els and study their plausibility and predictions regarding experimental results, we interpret
experimental results in order to shed light on this dark constituent of our Universe. The in-
vestigations presented hereafter are devoted to study models of DM in a certain mass range
pointed out by both DD and ID experimental results and subsequently state predictions for
forthcoming observations and detections.
The research carried out throughout these three years yielded important results. Scalar DM
candidates are a successful explanation of the DM problem, challenging the standard candi-
dates with its MeV scale mass. In [1] it was shown that the possibility of such scalar particles
being coupled to quarks implies the existence of new colored fermions which could be co-
piously produced at the LHC. Moreover, their signature would be very similar to canonical
expectations from Supersymmetry (SUSY) –the preferred theory to expand the description
of elementary particle physics–, which calls urgently for model-disentangling techniques. In
the scope of SUSY and in the context of (6− 12) GeV DM particles being possibily ob-
served at DD experiments, I developed a numerical analysis devoted to study the possibility
of light neutralinos. It consists on an random walk algorithm that searches for parameter con-
figurations in a minimal model and a non-minimal model of SUSY, integrating all particle
physics constraints and testing the neutralino as a DM candidate. The results are very encour-
aging: while the minimalistic supersymmetric configurations with neutralino DM are very
constrained, non-minimalistic scenarios could indeed generate neutralinos with the right in-
teraction rate and mass in order to explain the effects observed in DD experiments [2]. These
successful configurations were further studied using ID: astrophysical and astroparticle ob-
servables were computed and compared to experimental results [3]. Finally, the original
numerical tool was improved and the analysis was enlarged in the scope of minimal models,
yielding lighter neutralinos than what was previously found, however, ruling out more sce-
narios by the application of astrophysical and astroparticle limits [4]. Other applications of
this code are in development, and its contents are being constantly updated with new results
from the LHC.
The scope of this report is to adopt the particle DM hypothesis, to review its main features,
to delineate its possibilities and to explore candidates of supersymmetric nature and of rel-
atively light masses. Hence, we start by describing the DM problem in Part I, where we
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give a review for evidence of the existence of DM, we set the cosmological framework in
which we work and describe the history of DM from the Early Universe (EU), to the for-
mation of structure and up to the current distribution of the DM in haloes. Then, in Part II,
we go through the important Cosmological, Astroparticle and Particle Physics constraints
to particle DM candidates and subsequently introduce models providing relatively light DM
candidates, models of standard supersymmetric nature such as the Minimal Supersymmetric
Standard Model (MSSM) and the Next-to-MSSM (NMSSM) with neutralino DM, and be-
yond N = 1 SUSY in a light scalar DM scenario inspired in N = 2 SUSY. Finally, in Part III
we present the findings of the investigations carried out: we describe a numerical tool de-
veloped to scan the multidimensional supersymmetric parameter space, then we present an
application of this tool to the search of light neutralino configurations in the MSSM and
NMSSM as well as an application to the search for neutralino DM in directional detectors,
and finally we discuss possible signatures of light scalar DM scenarios at the LHC.
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ITHE DARK MATTER
PROBLEMATIC

1 Introduction to Dark Matter
1.1 Evidence of the existence of Dark Matter
We present some examples of evidence for DM. This is not meant to be an exhaustive list,
but is just a sufficient sample of arguments to motivate the search for DM.
Critical energy density in the expanding Universe
The observation of the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation (CMB), and in particular,
of its anisotropies, gives precious information about the total energy budget of the Universe.
Indeed, they are an imprint of the matter fluctuations at the matter-radiation decoupling time.
The analysis of the anisotropy multipoles, and in particular, the position of the main peak
in Fourier space, suggest that the energy density of the universe is the critic density, that is
to say, the energy density of a flat universe [1]. The Universe dynamics can be studied by
measuring the expansion rate, which in turn needs the observation of velocities of objects
at different scales, which means estimating the distance. The Supernova Cosmology Project
and the High-z Supernova Search Team independently observed type Ia Supernovae, used
as standard candles –thus the measure of luminosity is a measure of the redshift– for a large
range of redshifts [2, 3]. Assuming a flat universe they showed the need of a cosmological
constant –or equivalent component– and measured the matter fraction to be ΩM ' 28%. Part
of it is baryonic, some of it is DM. This means, in particular, that the universe is not solely
constituted of matter (and a negligible contribution of radiation), but it also shows that the
matter component is important.
Measuring the baryon density with X-rays
Assuming that the virialized systems are representative of the matter to luminosity ratio of
the Universe it was shown that ΩM ' 15% by estimating the total luminosity of the Universe
[4]. But also an estimate of the baryon to dark ratio can be estimated in such systems.
Indeed, X-rays are produced by baryonic collisions. By estimating the temperature of gas
clouds containing baryonic matter and measuring the X-ray luminosity, the baryonic density
can be estimated. But the baryons are in hydrostatic equilibrium with the surroundings. The
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study of this equilibrium relates the total and baryonic matter densities at a certain position
in the system. By these means, and extrapolating the obtained ratio to be universal, it can be
estimated that ΩB/ΩM ' 10% [5]. Dark Matter would thus be the dominant component of
the matter content of the Universe.
Gravitational lensing
Gravitational lensing is another powerful tool to measure the matter content of an object
(see [6] for a review on the subject). Gravity causes the curvature of spacetime, and light
propagation following geodesics can thus describe curved trajectories. By observing deflec-
tion of the light from distant objects experiencing the screening of a foreground system, the
mass accounting for the total deviation can be determined. Moreover, the weak lensing tech-
nique provides a tool to analyze a large number of systems and infer its mass distribution.
It consists in the determination of the deformation of the background object apparent image
after deflection. By statistical analysis of data, matter distribution can be derived and be com-
pared to the foreground object emitting matter. Again, these studies confirm the existence of
non-luminous matter.
The bullet cluster
Perhaps the most striking astrophysical evidence for non baryonic DM is the so called bullet
cluster [7]. It consists of the double galaxy cluster 1E0657-558, which is believed to be
the resulting collision of two individual subclusters. Clusters are made of galaxies, of hot
baryonic gas and hypothetically of DM1. While galaxies are shown to be distributed in two
well separated regions accounting for each of the subclusters, the hot gas, measured by
its X-ray emission, lies in between the two systems. Clusters being diluted objects, the
dense galaxies have little probability of colliding and thus are not affected by the collision
of clusters. The hot gas interacts electromagnetically and by this friction is slowed down.
Finally, making use of the lensing technique, the mass distribution of the system has been
measured, showing that the dominant component follows the stars and not the dust, strongly
favoring the presence of cold, collisionless DM. Moreover, the ratio of hot gas mass to total
mass was estimated to be 1/6, in very good agreement with the best estimations of the
ΩB/ΩM ratio of the matter of the Universe.
Structure formation
Finally, let us briefly discuss the formation of structures. Structures have formed by grav-
itational collapse acting in opposition to the expansion of the Universe. This collapse is
different for baryonic matter and DM, since the former –made essentially of electrons and
1 Models of modified gravity can give an alternative explanation to this phenomenon [8].
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protons– is electromagnetically interacting and thus has a non negligible pressure against
collapse. The matter power spectrum can be deduced from the CMB. At that time structures
did not exist, hence it is from that power spectrum that the bounding of a local amounts of
matter started. If such power spectrum was made purely of baryonic matter, then forming
structures fails because of the baryonic pressure. Therefore, the amount of DM in the matter
power spectrum has to be sufficient to create large enough gravitational fields in order to
overcome the baryonic pressure, and thus eventually allow the formation of stars, galaxies
and clusters. Moreover, the comparison of the extraction of the matter power spectrum from
the CMB to the surveys of large scale structures sets the amount of DM needed in the matter
power spectrum. This amount is in a remarkable agreement with the other techniques giving
estimations of the baryonic to dark ratios.
The measured Dark Matter density
The best estimation of the DM density comes from the thorough study of the CMB, for which
the best results available are those of the 7-year results from WMAP [9]. Assuming ΛCDM
to be a correct description of the Universe, all the information is then contained in the CMB
in order to determine ΩCDM. For example, by relating the CMB information about the radia-
tive and massive energy density to the dynamical theory of primordial synthesis of elements,
the CDM abundance can be disentangled from the baryon density. Furthermore, the current
results from the WMAP satellite allow to estimate the abundance with a precision of ∼ 5%.
The determination ofΩCDM is the result of a likelihood analysis that fits all the parameters of
the ΛCDM model. Thus it has been determined that ΩCDMh2 = 0.1120±0.0056 –where h2
is the Hubble parameter measuring the expansion rate in units of 100kms−1Mpc−1– from
which it is deduced that ΩCDM ' (22.8±2.7)%. The Planck satellite is expected to further
reduce the error band.
There is a large variety of evidence pointing towards the existence of DM. Actually, Cosmol-
ogy is nowadays able not only to demonstrate the presence of heavy neutral and non-baryonic
particles, but to measure its relative abundance with high precision, and constrain several of
its characteristics.
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1.2 Cosmological framework
1.2.1 ΛCDM: the concordance model
The Universe has been studied as a physical system since the introduction of the first non-
local2 physical theory, the general theory of relativity. In the framework of general relativity
the energetic content of spacetime is related to its geometry through the Einstein equations.
Defining an isotropic and homogeneous metric –motivated by the observation of the sur-
rounding universe– and describing the energetic contents of the universe as a fluid with a
given energy density and a pressure, the Einstein equations become the Friedmann equa-
tions, which described thus the dynamics of the Universe.
The XX th century saw Cosmology turning into a science. In our century it has become a
precision science. The discovery of the redshift of extragalactic objects suggested an ex-
panding universe. These dynamics can enter the set of relativistic equations of the universe
and set their solutions. The observation of the CMB, a black-body radiation arriving to Earth
isotropically, in 1964 by the radioastronomers Arno Penzias and Robert Wilson confirmed an
ancient stage of the Universe where the spacetime was filled with an opaque medium where
photons could not free stream. Such a plasma is possible if the matter is denser and hotter,
allowing electrons to elastic scatter with photons at large enough rates. Actually, the story
goes backwards in time: there was a time when the Universe was a hot and dense plasma,
time that ended when the density and temperature were low enough for photons to travel
freely around. That transition happened, in a simplistic view, at the moment of the last scat-
tering between photons and electrons, TLS ' 3000K ' 0.25eV . Before that time, the photons
were at equilibrium with a plasma. Hence at decoupling they had a blackbody spectrum
peaked at the plasma temperature. After that the free streaming evolution only experienced
the expansion of the universe, in a matter dominated stage: the spectrum shape was kept, but
suffered from a redshift of order 1100. This gives the measured value of the peak. It was the
beginning of a long road that lead to the construction of a concordance model able to explain
astrophysical and laboratory data in light of the cosmological evolution. Furthermore, the
study of the synthesis of the elements of the universe from an expanding, cooling Universe,
initiated in the 1940s by Alpher and Gamow is in very good agreement with the astrophysical
abundances observed. Finally, the formation of large scale structures is very well described
by an early matter power spectrum which has evolved, in a first approximation, solely under
the influence of gravity and the expansion rate after DM decoupled from other species.
The concordance model regrouping the coherent explanation of these phenomena is called
ΛCDM or Standard Model of Cosmology. Its ingredients are the Friedmann equations with
2 Non-local meaning here that the equations describing the system are not restricted in spacetime nor in phase space, and
can therefore treat any physical point in the Universe. However, the local realization of the theory is, of course, explicitly
dependent on the position in spacetime.
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no curvature containing radiation, dark dominated matter and a cosmological constant –
which origin is yet very obscure, efforts try to explain this component by introducing the so
called Dark Energy. An early stage of inflation is also needed in order to account for fluctua-
tions observed in the CMB and the large structures: a very accelerated expansion would have
captured quantum fluctuations of a quantum fundamental size at the beginning of inflation,
and translate them into energy density inhomogeneities at the end of inflation. Hence, infla-
tion provides a matter power spectrum that can reproduce both the CMB anisotropies and the
formation of structures as the Universe cooled. It is not our purpose to give a full review of
the SM of Cosmology, neither is it to describe all the alternatives to it. This work is devoted
to investigate the DM problem as a particle physics problem within ΛCDM. Nowadays the
ΛCDM model is presented in textbooks such as [5, 10] and is broadly recognized as the best
model for Cosmology so far, although it has important challenges to tackle, namely, the na-
ture of the DM component. The DM is needed to be the dominant component of the matter
in the Universe; it is preferably Cold DM (CDM), that is, it would decouple from SM parti-
cles at non relativistic stages in order to generate a suitable power spectrum for structures to
form.
1.2.2 The Dark Matter decouplings
ΛCDM implies a hot thermal bath at early stages. The DM would have been present in such a
bath. Interactions between particle DM and SM particles would ensure the DM thermal and
chemical equilibrium at sufficiently high temperatures. We can follow the DM throughout
the expanding EU, from its equilibrium state to its chemical and kinetic decouplings from
the thermal bath.
Let us follow the useful description of the characteristic times of DM particles in the thermal
bath given in [11]. An interacting particle –or species– can be characterized by its interac-
tion radius. It represents the maximal distance between such a particle and any of its targets
allowing an interaction to occur. It quantifies the strength of the interactions between the
particle and the surrounding particles of the thermal bath. When divided by the mean veloc-
ity one obtains the interaction –or collision– time. If the typical distances between particles
in the thermal bath are always larger than the interaction radius, if the thermal bath is too
diluted to transgress this radius with a statistically important frequency, then the particle is
decoupled from the thermal bath. We thus expect it to free stream, and its total number
should be unchanged. This time scale should thus be compared to the time between two sub-
sequent collisions, representing the probability of interaction. It is the ratio of the mean free
path of the particle to its mean velocity. The simple consideration of a gaseous state leads
us to establish that the collision time is smaller than the mean time between two subsequent
collisions. Otherwise particles would form bound states. Then, we can define two different
equilibrium time scales. Local equilibrium is quicker to attain as compared to global equilib-
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rium. Indeed, if the Universe experiences fluctuations in density and temperature, then it is
probable that some denser regions could be in local equilibrium while more diluted regions
could fall out of equilibrium. The relaxation time defines the time needed to establish local
equilibrium. If no region of the universe presents the conditions needed to establish local
equilibrium for a time longer than the relaxation time, then there is no region in the Uni-
verse where equilibrium is represented. Finally, global equilibrium needs local equilibrium
to propagate and thus transmit local equilibrium in a patch of spacetime to the neighbouring
regions. This time is obviously larger than the relaxation time.
In the paradigm of an expanding and cooling Universe, all time scales depending upon the
thermal bath characteristics, namely its composition, density and temperature, evolve with
time. Whereas we expect the interaction time scale to be established by fundamental parti-
cle physics. Assuming that at large enough temperatures the global equilibrium time scale
was small compared to the expansion rate, then particles are at equilibrium with the thermal
bath. Annihilation into particles from the thermal bath is compensated by the reverse inter-
actions in what is called the detailed balance in kinetic theory. The total number of particles
is roughly maintained and their mean velocity is set by the temperature of the plasma. As the
thermal bath cools down, mean velocities decrease and the volume is diluted. When parti-
cles attain the non relativistic regime, which happens roughly at temperatures of the order of
m/25 to m/10 for CDM, then the equilibrium distribution is Boltzmann –i.e. exponentially–
suppressed and the number of particles drops rapidly. The mean velocity slowing down, the
collision, relaxation and equilibrium time scales grow. Also, particles in the thermal bath
start statistically lacking the energy required to produce DM particles. When the interaction
rate is sufficiently lowered by the dilution of DM particles and falls below the expansion
rate of the Universe, the suppression stops and the number of DM particles is thus stable
again. This is chemical decoupling. Because of the exponential nature of the Boltzmann
suppression, this transition is extremely quick: usually the out of equilibrium transition is
immediately followed by the particle number freeze out. This sets the amount of DM parti-
cles present nowadays in the Universe, which should match the measured value.
The local thermal equilibrium does not depend upon the density of DM particles, but on the
density of the thermal bath. The elastic scattering rate is the product of the gas density to
the interaction cross section, and thus evolves as the number density of the bath –which has
not experienced a Boltzmann suppression–, or the inverse of the Universe volume. With de-
creasing temperature, at some point the interaction rate becomes smaller than the expansion
rate and thus the collisions stop. However, local equilibrium can be lost before, since the
interaction rate needed for relaxation is larger than the purely interaction rate, as it was dis-
cussed previously. Kinetic decoupling depends upon the moment at which the Hubble time
becomes smaller than the relaxation time. Before decoupling the temperature of DM par-
ticles is that of the thermal bath, hence relativistic particles still communicate their kinetic
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energy to the DM particles. After decoupling it falls quadratically with respect to that of
the plasma, simply by the expansion rate of the Universe. The kinetic decoupling transition
freezes the influence of interactions on the fluctuations in the distribution of DM. Hence, it is
crucial to the final establishment of the matter power spectrum to be injected at the beginning
of structure formation.
1.3 A physical overview
1.3.1 Candidates
We have argued that the DM evidence is purely gravitational. Hence either new particles
accounting for the DM are introduced, either we need to change the theory of gravitation. At
most scales the Newtonian theory is sufficient and accurate. Hence, any attempt to modidy
gravity has to include all the well tested gravitational systems, which include the Earth, the
Moon rotating around it, our entire solar system and its satellites, to say the least. Such an ef-
fort has been carried out and gave birth to the Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) [12].
MOND was introduced to explain the rotation curves of galaxies and clusters, by modifying
the very low acceleration behavior of the Newtonian theory. The threshold for this low ac-
celeration regime would be lower than the acceleration stemming from the Sun gravitational
field at the Earth position, and thus could not be tested. A relativistic construction which
includes MOND at low velocities is TeVeS (the Tensor/Vector/Scalar theory) [13]. While
these theories could explain the formation of structures and usual gravitational lensing ef-
fects, they usually fail to give a simultaneous solution to all phenomena. Furthermore, they
could not explain the bullet cluster without adding rather heavy neutrino-like particles to the
system. Even though these efforts are worth the try and are still not ruled out, we take the
particle DM hypothesis in the following.
We have presented the ΛCDM paradigm in which the DM is cold. However, a valid al-
ternative is the so called Warm DM (WDM), which would consist of particles decoupling
at quasi-relativistic velocities. WDM is indeed plausible explanation for the DM in agree-
ment with Cosmological and Astrophysical observables. Even though they have been put
forward by recent model independent small scale simulations (see [14, 15]), we will not
treat this case. We adopt the hypothesis of the standard model of Cosmology stating that the
DM is made of neutral, almost collisionless, heavy particles (of masses that usually go from
∼ 100 MeV to the TeV scale), which we will further study by investigating light candidates
(of masses < 100 GeV ) aiming to account for it.
The SM of particle physics does not provide good candidates to account for these properties.
Therefore there must be at least one new particle, a particle beyond the SM (BSM). Various
theories have been proposed to extend the SM, and actually, most often independently of the
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DM problem. Indeed, while it is very successful in describing standard processes related to
the electroweak (EW) and strong interactions, and it is fully self-consistent, it has not been
entirely probed. Indeed, all fields in the theory are exactly massless unless one introduces the
Higgs mechanism. This elegant solution generates the mass terms of all particles by includ-
ing a doublet scalar field having a non vanishing vacuum expectation value. The mechanism
goes along with the prediction of the Higgs boson which is yet to be discovered in collider
experiments. Nevertheless, even if the Higgs mechanism is confirmed, it is not sufficient to
explain all masses: neutrinos have been proven to oscillate which implies they actually have
mass, while in the SM they are exactly massless. Moreover, the Higgs mechanism does not
provide an explanation to the scale of masses of the Higgs boson and of all particles of the
SM. Indeed, if the Higgs boson is to account for the masses of particles, then it must be
related to the gravitational force. However, its expected mass range is at the scale of EW
scale, and not at the Planck scale, which is the scale at which quantum mechanics –hence
quantum field theory– meets gravity3. Thus, the natural quantum contributions to the Higgs
mass, of the order of the Planck mass, have to be cancelled within an extremely fine-tuned
renormalization prescription. This is known as the hierarchy problem. Furthermore, there
is no experimental evidence for CP violation in the strong interactions sector, while the SM
contains terms which should naturally yield such a violation. The unnaturalness of the very
small value of the θ angle –responsible for strong CP violation– is a mere observation for
which there is no theoretical motivation in the SM. Also, the SM fails to explain the matter
anti-matter asymmetry observed at very large scales of the surrounding Universe.
Thus, theories have been proposed to tackle these insufficiencies of the SM. These theories
carry with them the existence of new particles and interactions, of physics BSM. They might
also provide candidates for the DM. However, the requirements to fulfil are not very easily
realized, thus it usually takes particular configurations in these theories in order to account
for the DM –and more generally for a consistent Cosmology. DM particles have to be neutral
and stable. Their density has to match the WMAP observations –or at least be smaller than
the observed value. It has been shown that a neutral particle with EW interactions and with
a mass of some 100GeV would naturally reproduce the right relic density from decoupling
from its interactions with the SM particles in EU. It is the so called WIMP-miracle, consist-
ing in the curious match between a Weakly Interacting Massive Particle and the DM.
Some BSM theories provide, indeed, WIMP-like DM candidates, but DM is not necessarily
constituted of WIMP-like particles. In BSM theories we may found very well motivated DM
candidates for either WIMP-like DM or other DM. An example of a WIMP can be found in
the universal extra dimension theories. They imply the existence of a natural parity to be con-
served, which in turn gives the suitable stability to the lightest new particle of the spectrum.
3 Recall that the Planck mass is defined by mPl c2 ≡
√
}c/G' 1.22×1019 GeV , a constant of Nature constructed with
G, Newton’s gravitational constant, }, the Planck’s constant and c, the speed of light in vacuum
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This particle can indeed match the DM relic density [16]. Among non-WIMP candidates,
we may quote Technicolor, an extension to the SM including QCD-like new particles and
interactions. In this theory, a DM candidate would be asymmetric in its particle-antiparticle
content, similarly to regular baryons [17]. Another example are axions, new scalar particles,
have originally been proposed to solve the CP violation problem. They constitute a candidate
to DM [18], however it seems impossible to account for both CP violation and the DM at the
same time.
The theory of SUSY provides models with DM candidates. SUSY is a theory postulating a
symmetry between bosons and fermions by introducing of a quantum operator transforming
half-spin particles into integer-spin particles and vice-versa. It was first introduced in the
1960s and rediscovered in the 1970s. SUSY stabilizes the Higgs mass problem by making
the supersymmetric fermionic and bosonic contributions to cancel. It also provides a natural
unification of coupling constants of all interactions at high scale of energy thus explaining
all SM interactions in their origin. The first predictive phenomenological supersymmetric
model was proposed in 1976. It extends the SM of particle physics by applying one time
the supersymmetric operator, thus doubling the particle spectrum, in addition to two Higgs
doublets [19]. In such a model there is more than one candidate to account for the DM.
Indeed, DM could be made of neutralinos, a mixed stated made of the superpartners (i.e.
supersymmetric partners, or the resulting fields after the application of the supersymmetric
operator on the SM fields) of SM bosons and Higgs bosons. Neutralinos are perhaps the
most famous DM candidate, much hope is attached to the possibility of their existence and
forthcoming detection. However other supersymmetric particles could also explain the DM,
such as the gravitino (superpartner of the gravitational boson, or graviton) or the sneutrino
(the superpartner of the neutrino).
1.3.2 Dark Matter experiments
Ideally, the best way to determine the DM characteristics would be to directly measure its
mass and couplings at laboratory experiments, i.e. by producing it at colliders. It is unfor-
tunately impossible due to the very nature of DM: all the means we have to detect whatever
phenomenon are the electromagnetic interactions. Accounting for other interactions always
invoke the understanding of the connection between electrically charged particles or pho-
tons with the studied process. That is why generating DM is so challenging. Even more
if we consider that CDM is virtually collisionless, thus it seldom interacts with itself and
with SM particles through the EW and strong interactions. If DM particles were produced,
they would fundamentally generate ”non-events”, the missing energy in the reconstruction of
interactions. Indeed, if BSM processes are indeed produced in the laboratory, then the prob-
ability of appearance of DM is rather large, since it is meant to be the lightest stable particle
of the BSM spectrum. However, this also means that it would lead to an incomplete picture
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of the BSM manifestation, because of the dark characteristic of its lightest stable particle.
In any case, the prediction of the full theory is a very important complement to ensure the
detection and identification of DM. Currently, the LHC is searching for SUSY, yet with null
results so far. It was already the case in the Large Electron/Positron collider (LEP) at CERN
and the Tevatron at Fermilab. Thus, the analysis of data have been focusing on constraining
the plausible supersymmetric configurations, translating into bounds to the mass spectrum
and the supersymmetric parameters. Thus, the very rich phenomenology motivated by SUSY
has been progressively narrowed. This has consequences on the DM candidates as well: any
configuration with a supersymmetric candidate implies avoiding all the limits that have been
found so far.
While producing DM in laboratories seems rather difficult, we expect the DM to be naturally
produced in the Early Universe. The remaining DM particles would be dominant in galax-
ies, such as the Milky Way (MW) or neighboring systems such as dwarf spheroidal galaxies
(dSphs). Indeed, our galaxy holds together because of the presence of such particles, which
distribution can be estimated by studying rotation curves and by analyzing the outcome of
N-body simulations. An estimation of the local density of DM at the Earth position gives
0.3GeV cm−3, which, for a ∼ 30GeV DM candidate yields roughly ten particles per litre
–roughly seven hundred particles of DM would be constantly going through an average per-
son!
DM particles are expected to travel freely around with a certain velocity distribution. Never-
theless, if they happen to experience interactions with SM particles, although with very small
rates, then by setting a very sensitive and shielded detector we may see unexpected events.
It is the principle of DD. Detectors have been built to probe the nucleon-DM interactions
with impressive sensitivity. Currently there are two sorts of claims from DD collaborations:
null results (in such experiments as CDMS-II, Edelweiss or XENON100 [20, 21, 22]), and a
potential signal which could be interpreted as the DM interacting with the detector (claimed
by the DAMA and CoGeNT collaborations [23, 24, 25]). The former can only translate into
upper limits on the interaction cross sections for a given mass of the DM particles. The
latter stems from the observation of an annually modulated signal compatible with the os-
cillation of the Earth around the Sun, thus sweeping the DM cloud with a correspondingly
oscillating velocity. CoGeNT also claims an unmodulated signal. While the two kinds of
results seem to be in conflict, there also seem to be issues in the understanding of the detec-
tors behavior at low energies, in the control of systematic errors and in the understanding of
backgrounds. We cannot but take the results as they are published and use them to constrain
or favor DM candidates. Indeed, these experiments are already scanning cross sections of
about 10−44 cm2 for a 40GeV particle, configuration that can be provided by supersymmetric
DM models, while the possible detection of DM would point towards 10GeV particles with
a∼ 10−40 cm2 cross section. Furthermore, it has been shown that future efforts in Directional
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Detection, a technique that includes detecting the relative motion of the Earth with respect
to the DM particles, would increase the sensitivity to interactions, and more interestingly, in
case of a signal, they could resolve the DM mass and the interaction rates [26].
The presence of DM particles in the MW and other systems implies the possibility of two
of them annihilating. Such processes would yield SM particles. After a decaying in the
neighborhood of the interaction, the final products –photons, electrons and positrons, and/or
protons and antiprotons– propagate and can reach Earth or satellite detectors. There is, hence
a search for ID. On one hand, the annihilation cross section has to be large enough for these
events to yield a detectable flux, and on the other, we would expect this to happen were
the DM is more concentrated. This happens in the center of the galaxies, namely in ours
and in surrounding dSphs. There is a large experimental effort to look for such signals, and
there has been some excitement around results concerning unexpected rises in the flux of
positrons observed by the PAMELA satellite at energies that would be compatible with DM
annihilations, though at unexpectedly large rates [27]. The AMS-02 detector has recently
been sent to the international space station to further explore the antimatter fluxes and other
cosmic rays arriving to the Earth. The Fermi satellite with its Large Area Telescope (LAT)
is observing the γ-ray sky and has established limits after null results –at energy ranges and
directions relevant for DM annihilations. Other experiments such as EGRET, also a space
telescope, and the MAGIC, VERITAS and HESS ground based telescopes complete the γ-ray
sky survey. Fermi-LAT and HESS can also observe electrons and positrons. Furthermore,
electrons and positrons produced in DM annihilations can emit synchrotron radiation when
propagating through the magnetized the interstellar medium (ISM), hence, indirect signals
can be searched for in radio frequencies. Thus, a new generation of experiments is looking
for indirect signatures of the DM, with no conclusive results so far. Their sensitivity to the
DM annihilation cross section is comparable to the interaction rate needed in the EU to pro-
vide the correct relic density. ID is, however, a very difficult tool. Indeed, signals depend on
ISM where the original interactions occur, where they propagate, lose energy and produce
further signals. Uncertainties on the composition of this medium and its characteristics, such
as the magnetic field, make difficult the thorough estimation of DM signatures, as well as the
background processes.
DM could also be trapped in the sun by scattering with its nucleons. Consequently the den-
sity of DM at the center would be large enough to produce a signal, though only visible
in neutrinos which escape from our star. This technique is thus used by neutrino telescopes
such as SuperKamiokande or IceCube to constrain both the elastic scattering and annihilation
rates of DM particles.
2 Thermal history of Dark Matter
At early epochs of the universe particles were distributed in a dense plasma. Such a system
can be treated using the kinetic theory, relativistic or classic, depending on the particle we
aim to follow and the time we are interested in. Indeed, gaseous particles can be described
using distribution functions, and a species evolution can be followed by computing all its
interactions with other particles.
This chapter is devoted to the description of the CDM fate in the EU. If DM particles interact
with SM particles, then the EU thermal bath must have contained such DM particles at
equilibrium with SM particles down to some temperature. We know that decoupling must
have happened at some point: DM is dark, which means it does not have any electromagnetic
interaction and it is thus neutral. This sets its strongest interaction to be of the order of the
EW interactions1.
2.1 The Boltzmann equation
Let us now describe the evolution of a species of particles in the early stages of the Universe.
As an example, let us assume this particle has a mass m and g internal degrees of freedom. If
such particles interact with SM particles (photons, electrons, neutrinos, baryons), then they
will be in thermal contact with these. Indeed, as long as the particle has a mass around the
EW scale or smaller, then for T of the order of a few TeV down to at least T ∼ 1MeV the
thermal bath has very large interactions, much larger than the expansion rate of the Universe.
Hence, this context is that of statistical equilibrium of a gas. The species is thermally pro-
duced by annihilation processes as long as the temperature is larger than its mass and will
annihilate: we may treat it using the Boltzmann equation accounting for chemical and ther-
mal evolution.
Let us establish this equation by following the paths described in [28, 29, 10, 30]. We intro-
duce the distribution function f , tracking the particles in spacetime and 4-momentum space.
Therefore we have f ≡ f (x, p). Thus, the mean particle number in the phase space infinites-
imal element is given by f d3r dt d3 pdE. The distribution function is easily related to the
1 It could well be that DM is made of QCD-like particles with strong interactions: technicolor, a BSM theory, provides
DM candidates, which we do not treat here.
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species number density n in a given spacetime and 4-momentum 8-dimensional infinitesimal
space (that we may take as the Universe and its configuration), as well as its pressure p and
energy density ρ with the useful relations
n =
∫
dn =
∫
f (x, p)
gd3 p
(2pi)3
=
g
(2pi)3
∫
f (x, p)d3 p, (2.1)
p =
∫
d p =
∫ |~p|2
3E
f (x, p)
gd3 p
(2pi)3
=
g
(2pi)3
∫ |~p|2
3E
f (x, p)d3 p,
ρ=
∫
dρ=
∫
E f (x, p)
gd3 p
(2pi)3
=
g
(2pi)3
∫
E f (x, p)d3 p.
Now, in order to follow the species evolution we must use a parameter λ (such as proper
time for massive particles) and look at the distribution function variations with respect to λ.
Any change in the distribution at a given value of that parameter has to be expressed through
spacial, time, energy and 3-momentum evolution, taking into account all interactions that
can alter particle number density and kinematics. In the absence of interactions we expect
particles to suffer only the spacetime curvature together with its evolution, and thus stream
freely throughout the expanding Universe. Let us then group all interactions on the right hand
side (called the collisional term) containing both particles added and lost from a particular
8-dimensional infinitesimal spot due to microphysical processes, and keep the dynamical
evolution between collisions on the left hand side. Thus we write the Boltzmann equation as
follows
d f
dλ
=C( f ).
Let us expand the (dynamical) left hand side into explicit xµ and pν dependences. We may
assume that mean free distances between particles are large as compared to interaction ranges
(as in rarefied gas), therefore whenever particles are not interacting their trajectories obey the
geodesic equation d p
ν
dλ +Γ
ν
αβ pαpβ = 0, since they evolve in a free fall frame. Thus
d f
dλ
=
∂ f
∂xµ
dxµ
dλ
+
∂ f
∂pν
d pν
dλ
= pµ
∂ f
∂xµ
−Γν αβ pαpβ
∂ f
∂pν
. (2.2)
Now, in the standard model of cosmology, we use the Robertson-Walker metric
ds2 = gµνdxµdxν = dt2− R(t)
2
1− kr2 dr
2−R(t)2r2 dθ2−R(t)2r2 sin2θ dφ2,
from which we can deduce the set of Christoffel symbols –which are defined as usual by
Γν αβ ≡ 12gµν
(
gµα,β+gµβ,α−gαβ,µ
)
– of interest. Before computing them, let us think about
the dependences of distribution function f upon spacetime coordinates and 4-momenta.
Indeed, we may assume that the distribution is homogeneous and isotropic, therefore it
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does not vary with space coordinates nor 3-momentum angular distribution. Besides we
know that a particle is always trapped in its mass shell, namely we always have the re-
lation |~p|2 +m2 = E2, meaning that we may drop either the dependence on energy or in
3-momentum amplitude. Thus we get a much simpler structure, namely f ≡ f (t,E). Then,
the final expression in (2.2) reduces to
E
∂ f
∂t
−Γ0 αβ pαpβ
∂ f
∂E
=C( f ).
We compute the following Christoffels
Γ0 00 = Γ0 0i = Γ0 i0 = 0, Γ0 i j =− R˙R gi j =−H gi j,
where we have introduced the Hubble parameter H ≡ R˙/R. Thus we come to
E
∂ f
∂t
−H (−gi j pi p j)= E ∂ f∂t −H |~p|2 ∂ f∂E =C( f ),
∂ f
∂t
−H E
2−m2
E
∂ f
∂E
=
1
E
C( f ). (2.3)
2.2 Evolution of the number density of a species
2.2.1 The Boltzmann equation for the number density
It is interesting to follow number density evolution throughout cosmological evolution, there-
fore we may apply the (2.1) integral to (2.3)
g
(2pi)3
∫ (∂ f
∂t
−H E
2−m2
E
∂ f
∂E
)
d3 p =
g
(2pi)3
∫ 1
E
C( f )d3 p.
Let us develop the left hand side, integrating by parts the energy derivative
g
(2pi)3
∫ (∂ f
∂t
−H E
2−m2
E
∂ f
∂E
)
d3 p
=
∂
∂t
(
g
(2pi)3
∫
f d3 p
)
−H g
(2pi)3
∫ E2−m2
E
∂ f
∂E
d3 p
=
∂n
∂t
−H g
2pi2
∫ ∞
m
(
E2−m2) 32 ∂ f
∂E
dE
=
∂n
∂t
+3H
g
2pi2
∫ ∞
m
E
√
E2−m2 f dE
=
∂n
∂t
+3H
(
g
(2pi)3
∫
f d3 p
)
=
∂n
∂t
+3Hn =
g
(2pi)3
∫ 1
E
C( f )d3 p. (2.4)
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Therefore, if we take a collisionless case using (2.4), then the Boltzmann equation reads
n˙ =−3Hn.
This means that whenever the species is not interacting, then the time evolution of its number
density evolves purely with the expansion rate. An expanding Universe implies a positive
Hubble parameter. Hence the decreasing number density expresses the dilution of the gas
with the evolution of the spacetime, whereas the total number of particles does not evolve
any more.
Let us now develop the interacting side of the Boltzmann equation. In principle we should
take into account all possible interactions involving our particle species. This means regard-
ing 1,2, ...,Ni→ 1,2, ...,N f processes. In practice we will focus in just one type of process,
being 2→ 2 scattering (results derived here may be rederived including more complicated
processes without too much effort). Indeed, here our main concern is to understand key
points in the particle species history. When it is meant to be at equilibrium, then we use
equilibrium statistical properties. When a particle is frozen out and does not interact with
others any more, then it is basically in free streaming regime. It is crucial to understand when
it decouples chemically and thermally, though. The former takes place when the species total
number stops changing because both annihilation and creation are no longer relevant. The
latter takes place when the species stops elastic scattering on others, and its thermal evo-
lution is no longer related to the characteristics of the rest of the species. Both moments
determine important features. For example, chemical decoupling of a thermal dark matter
candidate sets its relic density for later stages of the Universe evolution. Whereas details
of thermal decoupling of cold dark matter particles will have an influence on structure for-
mation. However, so far we have focused on number density. Elastic scattering processes,
which thermalize particles and set their temperature to that of the thermal bath, do not change
the number density. Therefore here we will address only annihilation processes.
So, let us label particles involved 1,2↔ 3,4. If our particle species is represented by particle
1 in such a process, then we expect 1,2→ 3,4 to extract particles from our distribution func-
tion at some 8-volume, and 1,2← 3,4 to add particles to it. Furthermore, those processes
will depend on the transition probability, described by the squared amplitude of the process.
Of course, all particles of the 2,3,4 kinds will contribute, thus we have to integrate over
the Lorentz Invariant Phase Space of all possible momenta (d2,3,4LIPS) and spins, weighted
by the corresponding distribution functions. Ensuring 4-momentum conservation for each
transition, we have the general expression of the collisional term
C( f ) =−1
2 ∑spins
∫ [
f f2 (1± f3)(1± f4)
∣∣M12→34∣∣2− f3 f4 (1± f )(1± f2) ∣∣M34→12∣∣2]
(2pi)4 δ4 (p+ p2− p3− p4) d
3 p2
(2pi)3 2E2
d3 p3
(2pi)3 2E3
d3 p4
(2pi)3 2E4
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where the 1± fi factors come from Bose condensate enhancement (+) or Fermi degenracy
suppression (−). From now on we will neglect these, since massive particles decoupling in
early Universe are not expected to reach the density of a degenerate gas. The overall 1/2
factor comes from the fact that in transition rates we cannot distinguish the initial state (1,2)
from (2,1) for losses, nor (3,4) from (4,3) for added particles to f . In order to get a simple
relation we must assume that the produced (or source) particles (3,4) are in thermal and
chemical equilibrium with the thermal bath, therefore f3,4→ f eq3,4. Indeed, if we think of the
thermal bath to be made of coupled species such as photons and electrons, then this holds
safely. Note that equilibrium distributions are given by Fermi-Dirac (+) or Bose-Einstein
(−) at temperature T , for a chemical potential µ by
f eq (E) =
1
e
E−µ
T ±1
.
Now, if our species is in equilibrium at high enough temperatures, then the detailed bal-
ance principle states that every single microphysical process must be balanced by its reverse
process. This yields f eq1 f
eq
2 = f
eq
3 f
eq
4 , and thus we may integrate over d
3 p3 d3 p4 regard-
less of any distribution function. Furthermore, we shall notice that in the two transition
rates appearing the only difference is the initial and final states, which are just interchanged.
But we know from quantum mechanics that such microphysical processes are described by
an S-matrix (from which the transition amplitude and therefore the squared amplitudes are
computed), this matrix being unitary. This condition can be expressed in terms of
∣∣M ∣∣2 as
follows2
∑
spins
∫
(2pi)4 δ4 (p1+ p2− p3− p4)
∣∣M34→12∣∣2 d3 p3
(2pi)3 2E3
d3 p4
(2pi)3 2E4
= ∑
spins
∫
(2pi)4 δ4 (p1+ p2− p3− p4)
∣∣M12→34∣∣2 d3 p3
(2pi)3 2E3
d3 p4
(2pi)3 2E4
.
Moreover, we see that
∑
spins
∫
(2pi)4 δ4 (p1+ p2− p3− p4)
∣∣M12→34∣∣2 d3 p3
(2pi)3 2E3
d3 p4
(2pi)3 2E4
= 4 F g1g2 σ12→34 = 4 E1E2 vMol g1g2 σ12→34,
were we introduced the total cross section σ12→34 and the flux factor F in terms of the invari-
ant Moller velocity defined (in units of c= 1) by vMol =F/(E1E2)=
√
|~v1−~v2|2− (~v1∧~v2)2,
which in the laboratory frame comes to |~v1−~v2|, the relative velocity. Collecting all our sim-
2 It is worth to notice that if the CPT (Charge-Parity-Time reversal) symmetry is conserved at the interaction vertex then
automatically
∣∣M34→12∣∣2 = ∣∣M12→34∣∣2. This holds for all processes observed in Nature so far.
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plifications, and integrating the collisional term
g
(2pi)3
∫ 1
E
C( f )d3 p
=− ∑
spins
∫ (
f f2− f eq f eq2
)∣∣M12→34∣∣2 (2pi)4 δ4 (p1+ p2− p3− p4)
× d
3 p
(2pi)3 2E
d3 p2
(2pi)3 2E2
d3 p3
(2pi)3 2E3
d3 p4
(2pi)3 2E4
=−
∫
vMol
(
dndn2−dneqdneq2
)
σ12→34
'−〈σ12→34vMol〉
∫ (
dndn2−dneqdneq2
)
=−〈σ12→34vMol〉
(
nn2−neqneq2
)
,
where we introduced the thermally averaged cross section
〈σ12→34vMol〉=
∫
vMolσ12→34dneqdn
eq
2∫
dneqdneq2
.
Finally, if 1≡ 2, we come to a very simple version of the Boltzmann equation, namely
n˙ =−3Hn−〈σv〉(n2−n2eq) . (2.5)
This is a Riccati equation. Most of the physical aspects of chemical evolution are apparent
in (2.5). Namely, there are two competing processes ruling the density of particles: the
expansion rate −3Hn and the interaction rate 〈σv〉(n2−n2eq). Therefore, a particle is in
good thermal contact with the plasma whenever 〈σv〉(n2−n2eq) 3Hn, or equivalently,
〈σv〉n 3H. This is indeed the equilibrium condition. When the expansion rate overcomes
the interaction rate, then the particle is out of equilibrium, thus its total number does not
evolve any more.
2.2.2 Expression in a radiation dominated era
We are following the evolution of a species in radiation dominated era. It is useful to express
the time and the Hubble parameter as a function of the thermal bath temperature. Indeed we
can write
H = H0T 2
t =
1
2H0T 2
dT
dt
=−H0T 3.
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Moreover, we can introduce the y variable defined by
y≡ n
T 3
and rewrite (2.5) in terms of y
dn
dt
=−H0T 3 dndT =−H0T
3
(
dy
dT
T 3+
3n
T
)
=−3H0T 2n−〈σv〉T 6
(
y2− y2eq
)
,
which comes to
dy
dT
=
〈σv〉
H0
(
y2− y2eq
)
(2.6)
i.e., a simpler Riccati equation.
Note that H0 is a function of the total number of degrees of freedom at a given epoch. Thus
for a specific period we can safely take H0 to be constant. However, whenever a species
decouples from the thermal bath, the value of H0 consequently changes as well as the number
density of all species. The energy and entropy of the decoupling species is transferred to the
bath, thus changing its state.
2.2.3 Relativistic behavior at equilibrium
Whenever particles are relativistic, i.e., with temperatures such that T  m,µ and |~p| ≈
E, we expect equilibrium number density to behave like neq ∝ T 3. Indeed, for a particle
following Fermi-Dirac (upper sign) or Bose-Einstein (lower sign) statistics, of mass m ,
having g internal degrees of freedom, of energy E and 3-momentum ~p, being at equilibrium
at a temperature T . If f (~p) is its distribution, then
f (~p)≡ 1
e
E−µ
T ±1
,
where µ is the particle’s chemical potential. We see that f (~p) ≡ f (E). If we treat particles
with no chemical potential, then µ = 0. We take this hypothesis form now on.
Let us focus in the relativistic case, where the temperature of the particle at equilibrium is
much larger than its mass (we use kB = c = 1) T  m. To begin with, if we assume that the
largest contribution in the distribution at equilibrium is for particles for which | ~p |2' T 2,
then it is a good approximation to use E2−m2 ' E2 '| ~p |2. We can recast the distribution
to a more useful form
f (E) =
1
e
E
T ±1
= e−
E
T
(
1
1± e−ET
)
= e−
E
T
∞
∑
k=0
(∓1)k
(
e−
E
T
)k
=
∞
∑
k=1
(∓1)k+1 e− kET . (2.7)
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And replacing (2.7) into (2.1), we get
nrel ' g2pi2
∞
∑
k=1
(∓1)k+1
∫ ∞
m
E2e−
kE
T dE.
If we integrate twice by parts to get rid of the E2 factor, and finally integrating the exponen-
tial, we find
nrel ' g2pi2
∞
∑
k=1
(∓1)k+1 T 3e− kET
(
m2
kT 2
+
2m
k2T
+
2
k3
)
' g
2pi2
∞
∑
k=1
(∓1)k+1 2T
3
k3
,
since
m
T
 1⇒
[
2
k3
 2m
k2T
 m
2
kT 2
]
&
[
e−
kE
T =
(
e−
E
T
)k ' 1k = 1] .
So in the relativistic era of a given bosonic particle with no chemical potential we can ap-
proximate its number density by
nrel ' ζ(3) gT
3
pi2
' 1.202× gT
3
pi2
' 0.244×T 3, (2.8)
and for a fermionic particle
nrel ' 34ζ(3)
gT 3
pi2
' 0.9015× gT
3
pi2
' 0.183×T 3, (2.9)
where ζ(3) is the Riemann ζ-function of 3. Equations (2.8) and (2.9) imply that yeq = const.
So looking at (2.6), it is straightforward to realize that y = yeq is a stable solution. Therefore
we expect the species to be at equilibrium for T  m. Noticing that T 3 ∝ V where V is a
volume, we conclude that y is proportional to the total number of particles, which is thus
conserved in the relativistic regime.
2.2.4 Non relativistic behavior: freeze out
As the Universe expands and cools down, the temperature approaches the value of the species
mass, which we assume is still in thermal contact with the plasma. It suffers the transition
to non-relativistic regime, T  m. Let us show that, neglecting chemical potential, neq ∝
T
3
2 e−
m
T . If we take the non-relativistic regime, then we can rearrange (2.7), since here m T
and E ≥ m, thus 0 < e−E/T  1,
f (E)' e−ET (2.10)
where we approximate to the first order in e−E/T , which is the Boltzmann distribution, and
this for both Fermi-Dirac and Bose-Einstein cases. So, using (2.10), recasting (2.1) and upon
integrating by parts we come to
nnon−rel ' g2pi2
∫ ∞
m
E
√
E2−m2e−ET dE = g
2pi2
1
3T
∫ ∞
m
(
E2−m2) 32 e−ET dE.
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We now perform the following change of variable
x =
E−m
T
⇔ E = T x+m⇔ (E2−m2) 32 = (mT ) 32 (T x2
m
+2x
) 3
2
' (2mT ) 32 x 32 ,
dE = T dx.
Therefore
nnon−rel ' g6pi2 (2mT )
3
2 e−
m
T
∫ ∞
0
x
3
2 e−xdx =
g
6pi2
(2mT )
3
2 e−
m
T Γ
(
5
2
)
.
Thus, replacing the gamma function of 5/2, Γ(5/2) = 3
√
pi/4, we finally get
nnon−rel ' g
(
T m
2pi
) 3
2
e−
m
T ' 0.127(T m) 32 e−mT .
Therefore, as the species enters this stage it still follows its equilibrium distribution and
gets exponentially suppressed along with it, as long as the interaction rate 〈σv〉n overcomes
the expansion rate H. However, the exponential suppression of the particle number den-
sity implies that this rate decreases as well, and eventually becomes much smaller than the
expansion rate. Thus particles do not encounter each other often enough any more, since
they are non relativistic and diluted, therefore they cannot annihilate any longer. Conversely,
it becomes less and less probable that two species of whatever other species have enough
energy to produce two non-relativistic particles. These decouple from the thermal bath and
thus suffer freeze out, behaving as n˙ =−3Hn, or equivalently dydT = 0. As already stated, we
expect the species total number to be constant, and from now on, forever.
2.3 Numerical evaluation of freeze out
Our concern here is to solve the Boltzmann equation in order to get accurate values of the
relic density. In order to do so we follow temperature as it falls down. We may safely set our
initial condition of number density, or y, as being the quantity at equilibrium for an initial
temperature such as T m (in practice, even at T = m equilibrium is a good starting point).
As we choose T as the crucial parameter, we must discretize it and follow it with a given step.
At each step we will calculate the value of the next one using numerical methods. Let us first
address the problem of equilibrium values, playing an important role in the computation of
the rate of change at each point.
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2.3.1 Equilibrium evaluation
If our distribution is that of a Fermi-Dirac (upper sign) or Bose-Einstein (lower sign) particle
with no chemical potential, then
f (~p)≡ 1
e
E
T ±1
= e−
E
T
1
1± e−ET
.
Since both E,T > 0, then 0 < e−E/T < 1, we can expand f as the following sum
f (~p) = e−
E
T
∞
∑
k=0
(∓1)k e− kET =
∞
∑
k=1
(∓1)k−1 e− kET .
Furthermore, if f depends only upon E, then we transform (2.1) in order to express it ex-
plicitely depending on E.
neq =
g
2pi2
∫ ∞
m
dE E
√
E2−m2 f (E) = g
2pi2
∞
∑
k=1
(∓1)k−1 Ik,
where
Ik =
∫ ∞
m
dE E
√
E2−m2 e− kET .
Integrating by parts and then introducing the variable x = E/m, we may express Ik as
Ik =
k
3T
∫ ∞
m
dE
(
E2−m2) 32 e− kET = km4
3T
∫ ∞
1
dx
(
x2−1) 32 e− kmxT
=
m3
3
(
km
T
)∫ ∞
1
dx
(
x2−1) 32 e−( kmT )x.
Now, the integral representation of the Bessel functions of the first kind is
Kn (z) =
√
pizn
2nΓ
(
n+ 12
) ∫ ∞
1
dt e−zt
(
t2−1)n− 12
Re(z)> 0 & Re(n)>−1
2
.
Therefore, for n = 2 and using the fact that Γ
(5
2
)
= 3
√
pi/4:
K2 (z) =
z2
3
∫ ∞
1
dt e−zt
(
t2−1) 32 .
Identifying z with km/T we come to
Ik =
m2T
k
K2
(
km
T
)
,
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which finally yields
neq =
gm2T
2pi2
∞
∑
k=1
(∓1)k−1 K2
(km
T
)
k
.
If we transform from number density to y, then we have
yeq =
gm2
2pi2T 2
∞
∑
k=1
(∓1)k−1 K2
(km
T
)
k
. (2.11)
Thus we can compute the value of y at equilibrium at any T . Actually, the series converges
really fast, and usually 3 terms are enough to get a good value. Anyhow, this can be autom-
atized with a convergence criterion.
2.3.2 An implicit solution
Within numerical methods for integration, it is known that implicit resolutions give good
results, though they are not always achievable. The Riccati equation allows us to use such a
method. Here it is specially needed since we have a stiff equation: we already saw that the
transition from the two conserved total number regimes is due to an exponential. If we use
the trapezoidal rule for integration then we write:
yi+1 = yi+h
(
1
2
dyi+1
dT
+
1
2
dyi
dT
)
+O
(
h3
)
, (2.12)
where h is the step size, and i the step number, and where we made explicit the error. Now,
here we can reexpress the values of dy jdT , using (2.6)
dy j
dT
=
〈σv〉
H0
(
y2j − y2eq, j
)
.
Therefore in (2.12) we will have the solution (namely yi+1) in both sides of the equation,
thus we can get an implicit solution to such a quadratic equation
yi+1 =
H0
h〈σv〉
1±
√
1−2h〈σv〉
H0
−
(
h〈σv〉
H0
)2(
y2i − y2eq, i− y2eq, i+1
) .
Here all terms are computable for Ti and Ti+1 = Ti+h, namely using (2.11) for equilibrium
values. The wanted solution is the one with the − sign, since we expect y to decrease with
decreasing T (our step h is negative).
2.3.3 Tools for freeze out
I produced a quick and small code computing the relic density of a particle together with
its FO temperature, where the free parameters were the mass, internal degrees of freedom
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and the thermally averaged interaction cross section. In Fig. 2.1 some results that were ob-
tained by this method are shown. These describe exactly the behavior we expected: the red
curve, representing the solution to the Boltzmann equation, follows the blue curve, which
corresponds to the equilibrium distribution, down to a given point, even during a large part
of the relativistic to non-relativistic transition period. Then is stops following it at a certain
point. Here we display various behaviors for n, each changing only in the thermally averaged
annihilation cross section. While the temperature of freeze out is strongly dependent upon
the non-relativistic transition and thus upon the mass of the species, a change of a factor
few in the cross section does not have much influence on it. However, the final amount of
particles, the relic yield of the process, drastically varies with the cross section. This code re-
produced the well established results. The correct relic density as measured by WMAP [31]
is achieved for 〈σannv〉 ' 3×10−26cm3 s−1, and TFO 'm/20, depending on the DM particle
mass.
Fig. 2.1: Numerical solution of the Boltzmann equation for a CDM candidate. The red curves follow the
evolution of the species while the blue curve describes that of the equilibrium distribution. Here
four different cross section are shown. The decoupling and freeze out happen roughly at the same
temperature, while the final number of particles is strongly depending on the annihilation rate. The
larger the cross section the smaller the final number of particles.
Making this code was useful and enlightening. However it is very basic. For example, the
cross section is a free parameter and its thermal average is not computed but assumed. No
dependence on the temperature is considered. When we studied DM candidates in light of as-
trophysical and collider observables using particle physics models, we used well established
tools. micrOMEGAs was built for this purpose [32]. Various particle physics models are
included in the code. It computes the FO temperature and relic density of the DM candidate
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in the model, including tree level and loop contributions in the estimation of the thermally
averaged cross section. Finally, once the equation is solved and the stable state is obtained
for the candidate, the fraction it contributes to the energy density of the Universe is computed
by extrapolating the EU density thus obtained throughout the Universe expansion. This im-
plies taking into account the exact number of relativistic particles at decoupling, since the
relativistic degrees of freedom set the energy density evaluation during the radiation domi-
nated era. Thus this fraction can be compared to the observed DM contribution at CMB and
other observations.
2.4 Annihilation cross sections and temperature at the freeze out tran-
sition
Following the analytic treatment given in [10, 33] it can be established that
m
TFO
' ln
0.038gmPl m 〈σv〉√
g∗ mTFO
 ,
where g∗ stands for the total number of effectively relativistic degrees of freedom at TFO
and mPl ' 1.22× 1019 GeV is the Planck mass. This relation can be numerically solved
knowing the value of the thermally averaged cross section and g∗, which in turn needs a
certain knowledge of the period at which FO occurs. To account for the relic density one has
to further follow the fate of the DM species by integrating the diluted interactions that may
follow the decoupling time. By doing so we come to the useful expression
ΩDMh2 ' 1.07×10
19 GeV−1
J (m/TFO) g∗mPl
,
where
J (x) =
∫ ∞
x
〈σv〉
x′2
dx′
is the integral accounting for residual annihilations. In numerical treatments this integral is
performed in order to compute the present DM density and thus deduce ΩDMh2. By impos-
ing ΩDMh2 ' 0.1 we come to the usual 〈σv〉 ' 3× 10−26 cm3 s−1 annihilation rate needed
for a typical candidate of the few tens of GeV range.
The temperature at which chemical decoupling happens depends upon the mass of the par-
ticle, responsible for the onset of the FO mechanism, and upon the annihilation rate at the
time, however only with a logarithmic dependence on the latter. When a particle decouples
from the thermal bath, it alters its characteristics. Indeed, the energy density and pressure
–and hence the entropy– of the gas are just the sum of the individual contributions of each
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species. Thus, it depends upon the number of relativistic degrees of freedom it contains. A
decoupling particle escapes the bath carrying away its own contribution to the entropy of
the gas. Thus, the equilibrium conditions of the remaining particles change. As it was seen,
the transition from equilibrium to FO is extremely quick, thus, it consequently induces a
very sharp transition in the behavior of those species that are still coupled to the bath. This
transition could be at the origin of perturbations in ongoing processes, such as primordial
nucleosynthesis, as it will be stated in Sec. 4.1.1.
We have showed that the final number of particles surviving the chemical decoupling and
subsequent FO mechanism depends strongly on the annihilation cross section. This transi-
tion rate may depend or not upon the relative velocity of the particles, depending upon the
very intrinsic nature of the interaction. If such is the case, while the FO transition requires
a certain value of the thermally averaged cross section, this average is done at the very par-
ticular temperature TFO, which sets the average velocities of the particles at the decoupling
time. For example, for a typical TFO 'm/20GeV transition, we get 〈vFO〉 ' 0.15×c, which
is indeed non-relativistic but still rather large velocity. This is not necessarily the velocity
at which interactions would happen in the galaxies, where particles are expected to move at
slower speeds. If the cross section has a velocity dependence, which allows a Taylor expan-
sion for low v, then we have 〈σv〉 ' a+ bv2 where a and b are constants. Depending upon
the dominant term in EU, the cross section at v vFO can be very different: if the constant
term is already dominant at high velocities then the cross section would remain the same at
low velocities and thus be given by a, the s-wave term; however, if it is dominated by bv2, the
P-wave term, at v= 〈vFO〉, then the expected annihilation rate at lower velocities is expected
to be smaller. Thus, in galaxies the cross section may suffer of p-wave suppression and be
smaller than the EU annihilation rate fixing the correct relic density via the FO mechanism.
2.5 Loosing the relation between early Universe and galactic annihila-
tion rates
We have seen the example of the p-wave suppression which would induce a large sizeable
difference between EU and galactic annihilation rates. However, there are other mecha-
nisms that could provide the right relic density and have quite different behaviors. Here we
briefly present the case of coannihilations, annihilation into forbidden channels and reso-
nant processes which invoke particular kinematic relations in the dark sector (recall that the
temperature at FO is lowered by a factor ∼ 105 with respect to galactic temperature). Fortu-
nately, all the cases we present here altering the standard FO picture are taken into account
by micrOMEGAs. While the DM could intrinsically have very low couplings to SM parti-
cles, the annihilation rate at primordial times could be sufficiently enhanced to get a relic
density below the experimental limit set by WMAP.
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2.5.1 Coannihilation
Coannihilation is an example of how the DM could reach the measured relic density by other
means than purely self annihilation [33]. If the DM candidate χDM is nearly degenerated in
mass with another BSM particle χ′, then the latter is expected to be present in the thermal
bath for temperatures almost equal to TFO. Indeed, their equilibrium would hold down to
the non-relativistic transition, which would happen only a few instants before that of the DM
candidate. In such a scenario, processes such as χDMχ′→ XX ′, where X and X ′ are SM parti-
cles, are expected to enter in the collisional term of the Boltzmann equation, hence they alter
the number density of the DM. While the decay of the nearly degenerated χ′ ensures its null
relic abundance, it might still be present at the decoupling time of χDM by the inverse rela-
tion, and by the χDMX → χ′X ′ process. Thus, the number density of χ′ would be close to the
equilibrium value as long as the χDM has not decoupled from the bath. Depending upon the
degeneracy level –sizeable effects have been demonstrated to occur for ∼ 10% degeneracy–,
the interaction cross sections and the number of χ′ particles, the co-annihilation rate could
enhance the particle loss by a few tens to a few hundreds compared to self annihilation alone.
This consequently translates into a lower self annihilation cross section of the DM.
2.5.2 Forbidden channels
The FO transition happens at non-relativistic speeds. Some processes suffer from large sup-
pressions at low velocities. For example, the self annihilation of Majorana particles into
scalar particles (such as neutralino annihilation into Higgs bosons) implies chiral couplings,
and thus tends quadratically to zero with decreasing velocities. However, if the final state
particles are also non-relativistic at the FO of DM, then the relevant thermally averaged cross
section can no longer be approximated by 〈σv〉 ' a+bv2, and has to include the velocity v′
of the final state particles, thus turning into σv ' (a′+ b′v2)× v′ [33]. The v′ velocity, in
the thermal bath, depends upon the mass of the final state particles, and so will depend the
annihilation rate. Therefore, for 2mDM & ∑m f s where m f s are the final state masses, we
fall in the non-relativistic regime for v′ around the DM FO. This configuration enhances the
annihilation rate at decoupling by a large factor, depending upon the mass relation and the
strength of the interaction. Thus, for these normally forbidden channels, one could expect
dominant contributions within a certain range of mass relations. This consideration also
holds for s-wave dominated processes, since its origin is purely kinematical.
2.5.3 Resonances
The annihilation rate at FO can be dominated by a resonant exchange. If X ′′ stands for
the exchanged particle in the annihilation process, then, for example, χDMχDM−X ′′→ XX
would be enlarged near 2mDM =mχ′′ . Actually, this relation is approximative, since we know
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that the DM kinetic energy is small but not completely negligible at FO. Thus, depending on
the nature of the X ′′ propagator, the relation responsible for a boost in the annihilation rate
can include a tuning of vFO, the decay rate of the exchanged particle Γχ′′ , mDM and mχ′′ . Such
a case was also presented in [33] under the more general case of annihilations happening near
poles of the cross section. Once again, depending on the interplay of the cited quantities, the
annihilation rate could be greatly enhanced at TFO, while it would present very different
behavior at lower, galactic velocities.
2.5.4 Sommerfeld effect
Finally, the annihilation rate at low velocities could be enhanced by a Sommerfeld effect.
Indeed, if the kinetic energy of the annihilating particles is very small, then the exchange of
gauge bosons through the so-called ladder diagram –a sequence of t-channel exchanges of
gauge bosons right before the interaction, constituting a multiple box diagram– could yield
a large enhancement of the annihilation cross section. It is shown that the final enhancement
factor S goes as 1/v (where v is the relative velocity) down to very small velocities. It also
depends on the DM mass: the heavier the particles, the more efficient the Sommerfeld effect.
Sizeable effects are expected for DM masses at the TeV scale and above –hence, not for light
candidates. Moreover, for certain DM mass-gauge boson mass relations, bound states could
be formed. They imply resonances that further increase the effect, potentially by many orders
of magnitude. For example, for typical EW gauge boson masses and interaction strengths, a
resonance could be expected at mDM ∼ 4.5 TeV , for a global boost factor of 106 with respect
to the annihilation rate at FO [34].
2.6 Freeze In: an alternative to freeze out
The novel freeze-in (FI) mechanism consists on a different way to obtain the relic density.
It takes place when a species decouples from the thermal bath before the bath reaches the
species Boltzmann suppression temperature. Then, two possibilities of achieving the correct
relic abundance arise: the DM could be produced at temperatures around (2−5)×mDM by
the residual interactions of the thermal bath and thus acquire its relic density through FI; or
the DM could reach its relic density after the decay of a frozen in unstable particle. Particles
decoupling in such a way are called FIMP, for either Feeble Interacting or Frozen In Massive
Particles. We follow the description in [35], in which also more details are given.
2.6.1 The freeze in mechanism
The general picture of the FI mechanism needs the assumption of a FIMP particle with a
few particular characteristics. This particle needs to be decoupled from the thermal bath at
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temperatures larger than the EW scale, independently of the FIMP mass. This means that
equilibrium conditions are not met, thus the number density of the FIMP is not simply set
by the thermal bath temperature as in (2.8) or (2.9). Assuming that after inflation the density
of FIMP particles is null or very suppressed, they could only be produced by particles from
the plasma annihilating into the FIMP. Such interactions can be described by a characteristic
coupling λ. Thus, for example, Yukawa interactions would happen with a strength propor-
tional to λ, while trilinear scalar interactions would involve λmv, where mv is the mass of the
heaviest particle involved in the vertex, which could be from the thermal bath or the FIMP
itself. It is convenient to assume mv is of the order of the EW scale as well. Hence, it is
assumed that λ 1 so the interaction rate is low enough to prevent good thermal contact of
the FIMP to the plasma.
The probability of two thermal particles to produce a pair of FIMPs is very suppressed, but
not null. When T < mv the interaction suffers an exponential suppression because of the
Boltzmann suppressed phase space of particles heavier than the temperature of the bath.
This translates into a consequent dilution of the FIMP production. Therefore, the production
of FIMPs happens mostly for T & mv. Thus, there is a transition, very similar to that of FO,
after which the interaction modifying the total number of FIMPs are frozen: the FI transition.
It is thus shown that the FIMP abundance at FI is
yFI ∝ λ2
mPl
mv
∼ λ2 mv mPlm2v
, (2.13)
where yFI = nFIMP(TFI)/T 3FI , and mPl/m
2
v ' tFI is a good approximation of the time at which
FI occurs. The later FI occurs, the larger the yield of FIMPs.
2.6.2 Freeze in and dark matter
If the FIMP decay is prevented by an unbroken symmetry, then the FIMP can be by itself
the DM candidate. Then, one needs a theory to provide a candidate behaving like a FIMP in
EU, with such interacting rates that the relic density is met after the FI transition.
However, the FIMP could be unstable. In such cases, the DM would be another particle: the
lightest of the FIMP decay spectrum. For an efficient decay rate the FIMP will produce the
DM at a characteristic temperature TFD. However, if it is efficient at temperatures for which
the DM annihilation into SM particles is still possible, then the right relic density might not
be achieved unless one invokes the FO mechanism. Therefore, the decay temperature must
satisfy TFD < TFO ∼ mDM/20. Thus, if FIMP decay happens after the characteristic time of
FO for the DM candidate, then the abundance of DM particles is solely determined by the
FIMP decay rate. Thus, the relic abundance is set by the FIMP characteristics: the amount
of FIMP particles produced as well as the decay rate of the FIMPs.
This is indeed a very interesting mechanism. For example, if we are interested in neutralino
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DM, then by assuming its relic density achieved by the FI mechanism driven by the existence
of a FIMP –accompanied or not by a whole new sector of particles and interactions– coupled
to the neutralino, we may lift all constraints upon neutralino annihilation rates from EU.
3 From structure formation to Dark Matter haloes
The EU considerations set the initial conditions for structure formation. While the general
mechanism that leads to DM objects –with or without the presence of baryons– is well un-
derstood, the details on DM halo properties are determined by N-body simulations. Let us
describe both the generation of DM haloes and their basic properties. We follow the descrip-
tions in [5] and particularly of the review [36].
3.1 From inhomogeneities to structures
In the ΛCDM model the structure formation is well described, specially for the large scales.
The CDM inherits a power spectrum with fluctuations from inflation. This power spectrum
appears to be naturally shaped to correspond to the needs of the subsequent formation of
structures, however, inflation does not depend at all on CDM and its properties.Let us now
quickly review the formation of large scale structures.
The structure formation starts when inhomogeneities in the matter distribution are sufficient
to generate a gravitational attraction larger than the expansion rate. This happens first for
small perturbations in the matter power spectrum. The behavior of this first step towards the
gathering of matter can be followed by a linear treatment: overdensities get denser, under-
densities become more diluted. The formation of the first structures, such as galaxy haloes
and galaxy clusters –depending, of course, upon the size of the original inhomogeneity in
the matter power spectrum– follows in a non-linear regime. From this point on the analytic
treatment is trickier, but estimations can still be done. However this suggested the simulation
solution, giving birth to N-body simulations. Indeed, a successful treatment of this problem
is achieved by numerically following the formation of structures with billions of particles
–though these particles are not elementary particles but rather large ( M, where M is
the mass of the Sun) groups of them–, from an initial power spectrum in agreement with the
CMB to the present time.
However, these simulations do not account for the formation of galaxies nor stars, they just
set the frame in which the baryonic objects are born. In principle, if a local collapsing
patch of matter is large enough then baryons are trapped in the gravitational well together
with the CDM. Nevertheless, if CDM is indeed an explanation of the formation of large
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scales, namely of galaxy clusters and galactic haloes, it does not provide a mechanism for
the formation of smaller objects such as stars or the baryonic component of galaxies. That
particular problem is understood by an empiric model, the details of the mechanism being
still in exploration. While kept bound by the gravitational potential, baryons start reaching
densities that trigger radiative energy losses via electromagnetic interactions, and thus lose
most of their energy, washed away by the emission of photons. This is the birth of proto-
galaxies, large clouds of cooling gas which lead, eventually, to the formation of the earliest
stars and galaxies. It is only due to the energy loss accretion that baryonic matter organizes
in disk structures. DM particles, however, interacting at smaller rates, do not suffer from en-
ergy losses and remain distributed in spherically symmetric haloes, as a first approximation.
Nevertheless, the gravitational interplay between the planar distribution of baryons and the
surrounding DM has an impact in the shape of the DM halo thus formed. Also, in the central
regions in haloes, the density is large enough for the treatment of the equilibrium states of
both baryons and DM is not trivial. Thus, the late interactions between the baryons and the
DM, distributed in quite different shapes, and sharing the very dense center of structures,
give large uncertainties to the estimations of the actual distribution of the DM.
Large scale structures can be observed. Indeed, surveys of gravitational lensing can probe
the distribution of matter, giving sizes, mass content and shapes as a function of the redshift.
This way, the predicted formation of structures can be tested. The agreement is incontestable.
The mechanism thus provided by the ΛCDM model is very successful in describing the for-
mation of structures.
While the presence of baryons always implies the presence of CDM, the inverse is not nec-
essarily true. Indeed, for halo masses above (1011− 1012)M, the presence of baryons is
always observed, whereas below (106− 107)M the presence of baryons is not observed.
The latter mass range corresponds to the smallest dwarf galaxies observed1. Lighter struc-
tures are thus expected to be made entirely of DM. The evolution of the power spectrum in
ΛCDM predicts these dark objects to exist down to scales of ∼ 10−6 M, corresponding to
∼ 0.1A.U.' 5×10−7 pc with almost scale invariant abundances [37].
Since the smaller scale objects collapse earlier, they may fall into the larger haloes in later
times, phenomenon that has been observed in N-body simulations. This yields a large num-
ber of satellites or even local overdensities in haloes. These have not been observed (not
gravitationally nor, obviously, by any DM signal) and represent a challenge to the ΛCDM
picture. Indeed, the smallest scales formed account for a rather small free streaming dis-
tance of the DM since the decoupling time, typically of this scale because of its cold nature.
However, the smallest scales proven to exist, the dwarf galaxies observed, are not smaller
than ∼ 1kpc. If smaller structures were simply absent in the Universe, then warmer DM is
1 This also corresponds to the Jeans mass of the system, mass below which baryonic pressure prevents gravitational
stability for baryonic clouds and gravitational collapse for star formation, see [5].
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needed, thus free streaming up to this scale in order to wash out the smaller structures. For
the moment small dark satellites and local overdensities are absent, which is giving attention
to the possibility of the DM being WDM rather than CDM.
3.2 Halo models and Dark Matter in the Milky Way
In order to identify the particle DM at present times we need to track the CDM in the sur-
rounding Universe in great detail. In particular it is important to have as much information
as possible about the distribution of the DM in the close-by objects and their velocities.
3.2.1 The standard halo
The scale invariance of the halos is also encountered in their shape. Early analytic consid-
erations predicted radial density profiles with a steep power law as a function of r and of
constant slope. However, N-body simulations have greatly improved the simplistic analytic
models and have shown that the density profile has more features than just a power law [38].
Furthermore, a universal shape has been found independently of the mass of the halo, the
initial power spectrum, and even the model of Cosmology as long as it assumes the DM to
be explained by particle physics [39]. In such early data analysis the authors showed that the
DM density can be fitted by the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile
ρNFW (r) =
ρsr3s
r (rs+ r)
2 ,
where rs is a scale radius satisfying
d lnρ
d lnr |r=rs = −2 and ρs = 4ρ(rs) is a scale density. The
scale radius rs represents the transition from the innermost ρ ∝ r−1 to a steeper distribution
at larger scales ρ ∝ r−3. For a MW sized galaxy rs is taken to be rs = 20kpc. The distance
of the Sun to the galactic center of the MW (GC) is estimated at r ' 8.5kpc, while a local
DM density of ρ ' 0.3GeV cm−3. Solving ρs for these values gives ρs ' 0.26GeV cm−3.
Regarding the velocity distribution, it is observed to be isotropic, with the marginal exception
of radial velocity dispersions at the outermost regions of the halo, which can be attributed to
the continuous accretion [40]. Such an isotropic distribution yields a Maxwellian distribution
with a cut-off at v = vesc, the escape velocity of the system. Such a distribution needs a
characteristic velocity, which for the MW is the mean dispersion velocity at the Sun radius
v0. Thus, the velocity distribution in the galactic frame reads
f (v) =
4N√
piv0
exp
(
−v
2
v20
)
×Θ(vesc− v) ,
where N is a normalization constant, and the local velocity dispersion and escape velocity
are estimated to be v0 ' 220kms−1 and vesc ∼ (575−700)kms−1. This halo description has
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become the standard DM density profile, widely used in all theoretical predictions for DD
and ID, as well as in experimental data analysis to infer limits upon the DM interactions.
3.2.2 Drawbacks of the Navarro-Frenk-White-Maxwellian picture
Some deviations from the original NFW profile have been observed regarding the shape of
the simulated haloes: it is not exactly spherical, but triaxial, with axis ratios of b/a∼ c/b∼
(0.6− 0.8). Furthermore, in [41] a revision of the DM density fitting N-body simulation
haloes suggests that these are best described by the Einasto profile [42]:
ρE (r) = ρEexp
(
− 2
α
((
r
rs
)α
−1
))
,
where rs plays the same role as in the NFW profile, and α is characteristic of the haloes.
The best fit gives rs ' 21.5kpc and α ' 0.17. Using r = 8.5kpc and ρ = 0.3GeV cm−3,
we get ρE ' 0.054GeV cm−3 for the MW. The main difference between the Einasto and the
NFW profiles is found towards r rs. Indeed, the Einasto profile yields a relative flattening
towards the center of the structure. This is crucial for ID, since we expect the DM to anni-
hilate the most were it is more concentrated. However, the discrepancy manifests for rather
small radii. For example, for the MW parametrization, at r = 10 pc they differ by a factor
∼ 2, while at r = 1 pc this factor is of ∼ 6.5. This means that the observation of sizeable
effects of the distribution would need high angular resolution detectors. Conversely, a low
resolution observation of the core of a DM halo averages the uncertain inner region contribu-
tions over the solid angle, hence yielding smaller influence on uncertainties –and eventually
a null effect if the resolution is sufficiently poor.
Furthermore, the fit of rotation curves is best performed by cored profiles, with flatter profiles
in the inner halo. This is particularly true for low surface brightness galaxies, correspond-
ing to dSphs, thus DM dominated objects. In such objects the NFW profile fails to fit the
data [43]. This calls for a detailed study of the influence of baryons on the halo formation,
problem which is so far beyond the N-body simulation reach.
Canonical values of the local DM density are also in discussion. While the standard den-
sity at Sun’s position is always taken at 0.3GeV cm−3, there are arguments to believe it
slightly larger. In a profile independent analysis, it has been shown that ρ = (0.42±
0.15)GeV cm−3 [44]; and in a Bayesian analysis it was determined that ρ = (0.385±
0.027)GeV cm−3 for an Einasto profile and ρ = (0.389± 0.025)GeV cm−3 for a NFW
profile [45]. Hence, larger local densities seem to be favored.
The Maxwellian distribution is been questioned. Indeed, while more recent N-body sim-
ulations tend to show a deviation from the Maxwellian distribution, especially towards the
outskirts of the haloes, the observation of rotation curves and derivations from first principles
also point towards fundamental differences (see, for example [46] and references therein).
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Isotropic but not Maxwellian configurations behave closer to observations and yield smaller
escape velocities. In [46] it was shown that for a double power law density profile, the cor-
responding isotropic velocity distribution yields v0 = (200− 280)kms−1 –though in agree-
ment with the standard picture, this shows the very large uncertainties persisting in the most
recent estimations– and vesc = (498− 608)kms−1 at 90% confidence level. Furthermore,
anisotropies are actually expected from tidal effects or violent relaxation processes in stellar
formation. In addition, the velocity dispersion can be traced by the older halo stars. These
measurements show a large tangential dispersion of about 80kms−1, and radial dispersion
three times larger. There is no reason to think these stars should exactly trace the DM ve-
locities, but since they have formed in very early stages of the halo formation and have been
moving since then only in a gravitationally shaped trajectory, they can suggest the kind of
dispersion suffered at the early stages of star formation by the matter in the halo. DM could
have inherit some dispersion as well, though hardly larger than the observed (see [47] for a
discussion in the subject).
Since the DM is present around us, in the MW and in the local structures, we expect ob-
servable effects. The possibility of observing collisions of DM particles and nuclei at Earth
constitutes the principle of DD (see Sec. 4.2), while the detection of subproducts of galactic
DM annihilations is the complementary ID technique (see Sec. 4.3). While, on one hand,
the details of the interaction rates we may expect or constrain by these experimental tech-
niques, the determination of the DM density and velocity distributions is a key point for the
interpretation of the outcome of both DD and ID.
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II
PARTICLE DARK MATTER:
CONSTRAINTS AND MODELS

4 Cosmological and Astroparticle constraints
4.1 Early Universe constraints
Taking into account the chemical and thermal decoupling of DM particles from the thermal
bath implies estimating the possible effects –those needed and those to be avoided– of these
particular transitions in ongoing and subsequent processes in the evolution of the Universe.
Thus, a model providing a DM candidate has to fulfil requirements and not overcome con-
straints, both linked with the influence of the thermal presence of DM particles in the EU.
4.1.1 Primordial nucleosynthesis
One of the most strikingly successful features of the standard Cosmology picture is the ex-
planation of the synthesis of light elements in the EU. On one hand it predicts the abundance
of hydrogen and helium, the main components of baryonic matter, to a high consistency with
observations. It has minor but persistent drawbacks, such as the prediction of the subdomi-
nant lithium abundance. While the measurement of relative abundances by observation at all
scales of the universe, specially by focusing in those systems which have experienced little
nuclear evolution since the EU, is not an easy task, the origin of the discrepancy between
the current state of observations and the predictions from ΛCDM is still undetermined. This
suggests some room for BSM physics to help solving the problem. However, the impact of
the participation of BSM particles has to leave untouched the well behaving part of primor-
dial nucleosynthesis. We will follow descriptions from [1, 2] in what follows.
Nucleosynthesis occurs when nucleons have not enough energy to escape bound states, such
as nuclei. Since in EU neutrons and protons are sufficiently coupled to other SM particles,
they are in thermal and chemical equilibrium. Thus, when they decouple, bound states may
form. However, the decoupling of protons and neutrons happen way later than the standard
FO picture. Indeed, the decoupling depends upon the small mass difference between neu-
trons and protons rather than the individual masses. EW reactions ensure the good thermal
contact between neutrons and protons, and electrons and neutrinos via the following interac-
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tions
n+νe p+ e−,
n+ e+ p+ ν¯e,
n p+ e−+ ν¯e.
Since the frozen amount of protons and neutrons (total and relative) is the ingredient of the
current abundance of nuclei (total and relative), the FO transition of nucleons is the first
step to compute the yield in nuclei. Following the Boltzmann equations of nucleons and
electron and neutrinos coupled through the EW interaction mentioned above leads to the
determination of the neutron FO temperature at roughly
TnFO '
( √
g∗
mPlGF
) 1
3
' 1MeV,
where GF is the Fermi coupling constant. While the FO temperature does not depend upon
the nucleon masses, the relative amount of neutrons surviving this transition does. Indeed,
assuming that at FO XFOn ' Xeqn where Xn = nn/(np+nn) is the fraction of number density
of neutrons among total number density of nucleons and Xeqn is this value at equilibrium. The
latter is set by the equilibrium distributions of both protons and neutrons, and since at FO
both are non-relativistic, we have
XFOn ' Xeqn '
1
1+ exp
(
∆m
TnFO
)
where ∆m' 1.29MeV is the neutron-proton mass splitting. Notice that ∆m/TnFO ' 1, hence
the yield of neutron fraction is not at all negligible. Indeed, XFOn ' 27%. This implies
that nuclei containing both neutrons and protons form in EU. Moreover, the Helium nucleus
having a large binding energy, most surviving neutrons are eventually trapped in Helium
nuclei. However, between freeze out and the nuclei formation, neutrons experience β-decay
into protons, electrons and anti-neutrinos.
The start of formation of stable nuclei is determined by nuclear interaction rates. Indeed,
while the binding energy of Helium is ∼ 7MeV , the nuclear reaction chain that leads to its
formation is slow enough for this to happen later than at an equivalent temperature of the
nucleons. Following the evolution of neutron fraction by including the subsequent losses
from decay down to TNS ' 86keV [3], the temperature at which deuterium, the first bound
state to be formed, traps the neutrons, sets a fraction of 12.2% of neutrons [3]. Assuming
most neutrons follow the formation of deuterium, tritium, 3He and eventually are stabilized
in 4He, and knowing that there are two neutrons per 4He nucleus, this yields 24.5% [3]
of helium nuclei, the remaining being mostly protons, thus Hydrogen atoms in the older
Universe. This is a rough estimate, but it sets the trend with a spectacular agreement with
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observational data, as it will be commented later on.
A more complete treatment of the determination of relative nucleic abundances includes
revising in detail the first nuclear reactions. The formation of Deuterium follows mainly
from
p+n γ+D
reactions. These include thus the participation of photons, which are still in chemical equi-
librium in the plasma. Thus, the photons being numerous, the rate of this interaction is
sufficient to keep Deuterium in chemical equilibrium. With decreasing temperature further
nuclear reactions yield the formation of the heavier nuclei, including in particular 4He and
7Li. Since the presence of D is a must for the rest of the nucleosynthesis process, the relative
abundance of baryons to photons η is a key quantity to determine the precise final yields
of the nuclear reaction chain. Thus, including the influence of η gives a set of abundances
where this relative abundance is the only external parameter to be measured to complete the
picture (notice that nuclear reactions carry their theoretical uncertainties relaxing a little the
intervals for the abundances allowed for a given value of η). Fortunately η can be measured
in the CMB by the peak of the blackbody spectrum generated by the decoupling of photons
and baryons. Indeed, Ωbh2 ' 3.65× 107×η. By confronting the observed abundances to
the theoretical predictions for a measured η fixes the baryon abundance. This is once again
evidence for the need of DM, since for η' (6.190±0.145)×10−10 [4] this exercise yields
Ωbh2 ' 0.0226, which is much lower than the measured value of ΩMh2.
The success of primordial nucleosynthesis lies in the very good agreement between the ob-
served relative abundances and the prediction. Nevertheless, the measurement of the relative
abundances is far from being obvious. For a detailed discussion see [1]. The results show an
overall agreement for most predictions, but for 7Li where the theory overpredicts the relative
abundance by a factor ∼ (2− 3). This discrepancy has survived the many reconsiderations
done, including the search for unaccounted effects in the nuclear reaction rates estimations.
Discussing the relation between DM and primordial nucleosynthesis can be viewed in two
different ways. First of all, DM is generally a feature of a BSM including more particles and
interactions. The Cosmology has to be thus explained by this BSM entirely. This implies
that the BSM has to add little difference to the primordial nucleosynthesis, since it is well
established and relies only upon SM physics –although it yields an argument for the insuf-
ficiency of the SM to explain ΩMh2. We have argued that the chemical decoupling of DM
yields some influence on the thermal bath, namely in its entropy, deeply related to the effec-
tive degrees of freedom of the plasma. In turn, primordial nucleosynthesis sets the present
particles in thermal contact at the TnFO ' 1MeV and TNS ' 86keV temperatures. Thus, a
DM particle experiencing its chemical decoupling around these temperatures would yield
instabilities which might affect the nucleosynthesis process. Furthermore, if DM is still rel-
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ativistic at these temperatures, it has an influence in their determination and thus changes
the estimation of the time at which neutrons decouple and the subsequent nuclear chain of
reactions happens. CDM is, in most cases, expected to experience FO before the beginning
of primordial nucleosynthesis, because of its mass. However, for the lighter CDM possibil-
ities, precautions have to be taken about its FO temperature in order to avoid disturbing the
synthesis of light elements. Its further kinematic equilibrium has little impact in the fate of
the species in the thermal bath, hence does not represent a feature to be cautious about. Sec-
ond, and in a more constructive way, one could imagine that the discrepancy in the Lithium
relative abundance could be solved by BSM theories. These efforts require a detailed treat-
ment of all the possible influences a BSM theory could have in the entire process, namely in
nuclear reactions and in temperatures in the thermal bath. In this work we restrain our DM
models to have no impact on the primordial nucleosynthesis of light elements.
4.1.2 Dark Matter imprints in the CMB
As it was discussed in Sec. 1.2.2, kinetic decoupling typically occurs well after chemical
decoupling. Indeed, the number of targets for elastic scattering, i.e. thermal particles, is not
Boltzmann suppressed after FO. Decoupling occurs when the interaction rate keeping the
DM in thermal contact with the plasma falls below the expansion rate. It has been shown
that for DM interactions of the EW strength with light SM fermions this transition is ex-
pected to happen at Tkd ∼ m1/4DMmZ/(m1/4Pl (GFm2W )1/2) ∼ O(110)MeV [5], when neutrinos
and electrons are indeed still relativistic and thus well represented in number density. See
also [5] for more detailed and precise estimations of Tkd by expanding the squared amplitude
of the interactions responsible for elastic scattering around the decoupling temperature.
After decoupling, though, the scattering rate is still large enough to allow some interactions.
In other words kinetic decoupling is not equivalent to the last scattering surface of DM.
These interactions can indeed affect the density distribution and therefore the size of inho-
mogeneities of the DM. The transition between an interacting fluid state of the DM particles
to a kinetic state in which particles freely stream in a gravitational field is obtained by the
dilution of the elastic scattering rate, but in between there is a compromise between both.
The late interactions maintain the temperature of the DM closer to the bath temperature than
the temperature of a completely decoupled particle. Thus, the velocity of the particles is
maintained by these collisions.
Kinetic decoupling sets the beginning of an era of free streaming of DM particles. After
this transition, particles will keep the initial inhomogeneities in the matter power spectrum
down to the total free streaming length until the gravitational collapse starts. Hence the free
streaming length sets the scales of the structures that will form. Then, the matter power
spectrum, dominated by CDM, evolves with gravity. The collapse of particles starts first for
the smallest inhomogeneity scales. However, a fundamental cut-off must exist in order to
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explain the size of the smallest structures we observe, which is that of stars and galaxies.
The smaller inhomogeneities are also imprinted in the CMB anisotropies, but at larger mul-
tipoles. That is why precision measurements by Planck can throw some light on the kinetic
characteristics of DM from kinetic decoupling to the last scattering moment.
Two classes of DM can reproduce the matter power spectrum, which is measured in the
CMB. Indeed, the fluctuations in the initial –in the sense of the beginning of structure
formation– matter power spectrum can be extracted from the multipole analysis of the CMB
anisotropies. The greater the precision, the larger multipoles that can be attained, the smaller
the fluctuations that can be measured, the smaller the scale of the smallest structures pre-
dicted. Thus, high precision measurements give upper limits to the smaller inhomogeneities
needed. We already argued that the main component of the matter power spectrum is DM,
hence its shape constrains the DM physics. In particular, the size of the smaller fluctuations
measured has to be respected by the DM evolution since decoupling. If the DM is sufficiently
rapidly moving after kinetic decoupling, then the free streaming by itself would wash out the
small scale inhomogeneities. Larger velocities at decoupling time mean that the kinetic de-
coupling transition happened for temperatures closer to the mass of the particle. It has been
shown that relativistically decoupling particles erase scales down to equivalent fluctuations
that have been extracted from CMB. Also, the absence of such fluctuations makes hard to
explain the formation of the smallest structures observed. Thus, DM decoupling at high tem-
peratures compared to its mass, so called Hot DM (HDM), is ruled out. However, CDM is
not the only consistent model for decoupling the DM. Between the relativistic regime at de-
coupling and the cold decoupling of, for example, a typical WIMP, lies the quasi-relativisitc
regime. Particles decoupling in these conditions are called WDM. For typical interaction
rates, WDM would have masses of . O(MeV ).
The late interactions of DM, either cold or warm, with the radiative components of the Uni-
verse between kinetic decoupling and the last scattering surface can wash out the inhomo-
geneities that would yield unobserved structures, and would otherwise be kept by the free
streaming at lower velocities of the particles. In some sense, the radiative, faster particles,
would collide with inhomogeneities giving enough momentum to some DM particles to es-
cape the well in which they had been gathered. The effect was first shown to happen for
photons, thus at the recombination time when photons started diffusing with large mean free
paths. The mechanism is called diffusion damping or Silk damping [6]. However, photons
are not coupled to the DM, thus the effect of photon diffusion is mostly applied to the bary-
onic overdensities. Baryons can then transmit to the DM the Silk damping they experienced.
Though, the effect is generic in the sense that neutrino diffusion can also transmit enough
energy to reduce small scale overdensities, if they are coupled to the DM. This is called colli-
sional damping [7, 8]. Finally, for warm enough DM, its self-interactions can also contribute
to the collisional damping. See [7] for a detailed discussion.
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Another impact of DM particles in the CMB is the injection of energy through annihilation
into SM particles. Indeed, this would inject energetic electrons, positrons and photons. The
effect is the ionization of the medium and the subsequent modification of the opacity encoun-
tered by the decoupled photons. The standard ionization history is obtained by following the
Boltzmann equation of photons after decoupling, and contains both an effective recombina-
tion rate and an effective photoionization rate stemming from the presence and temperature
of baryons. The effect on CMB photons depends on the free-electron fraction. The injection
of energetic particles by DM annihilations increases the standard value of the free electron
fraction, which induces a damping of the photon anisotropies. Hence, the ionization his-
tory from redshift ∼ 1000 up to now leaves traces in the CMB photons, particularly at high
multipoles (small scale anisotropies). Stringent limits on the cross section vs. mass plane
have been already obtained with WMAP, and Planck will scan the light WIMP range down
to 〈σv〉 ' 10−27 cm3 s−1 for a 10GeV DM particle (see [9, 10] for a detailed and updated
description of this effect).
With all these considerations, we see that by the observation of the large scale structure of
the Universe and the CMB anisotropies, the elastic scattering interactions of CDM with the
lighter leptons and radiation can be constrained. This, in turn, can give important informa-
tion about what models can and cannot imply regarding interactions rates, thus, representing
a constraint to be respected. A thorough study on these constraints has been performed
in [8]. The typical WIMP candidate behaves as CDM and is not yet heavily constrained
by these considerations, while we are waiting for the forthcoming results of Planck, whose
striking precision will enhance the analysis by including higher multipoles, thus attaining
information so far hidden in unobserved precision CMB features.
4.2 Direct Detection techniques
The presence of DM in the MW with a local density of about 0.3GeV cm−3 and a rela-
tive velocity of a few hundred kms−1 implies that we are permanently surrounded and run
through by CDM particles. If these were thermally produced in EU, then they weakly in-
teract with SM particles. The possibility of DM particles leaving an imprint in detectors at
Earth by colliding with nuclei and giving them a certain amount of detectable recoil energy
is what we call the DD of DM. This possibility was first pointed to by Goodman and Witten
in 1984 [11]. Since then a lot of experimental progress has been achieved, scanning DM
interaction cross sections down to 7×10−45 cm2 [12]. Furthermore, future efforts will carry
on the lowering of the sensitivity curves, exploring an important part of the (5−2000)GeV
mass range DM candidates interacting with nucleons. Nowadays, the field is very active:
tens of collaborations are developing sophisticated techniques to improve the experiments,
while new competitive results have been appearing with a high frequency. Let us discuss the
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principles of detection, the current experiments and their results as well as the forthcoming
detection searches.
4.2.1 The density of a Dark Matter candidate
Testing a given DM candidate with DD (and ID) detection requires the assumption of the
knowledge of the density of the candidate at Earth for DD and at the system observed for
DD. We have given the canonical NFW distribution which is widely used to model the DM
distribution in the MW and in other systems. This allows to estimate the local density for
interactions at Earth and wherever an indirect signal is expected to be produced and observed.
The estimation of the density of a DM candidate relies on the knowledge of the relative
abundance of DM in the Universe. Indeed, the density of DM particles in any object we may
consider is a result of the DM evolution throughout cosmological ages. Thus, we take the
hypothesis that the local density of DM assumed to be of 0.3GeV cm−3 corresponds to the
measured density of DM ΩCDMh2 ' 0.11.
However, a DM candidate i does not need to represent all the DM. As long as the candidate
behaves as CDM, and the BSM sector provides another particle j (or whole sector of stable
and neutral particles) also behaving as CDM, the sum of the total contributions from the i
and j type of candidates to the global DM sector density is the value that has to exactly fit
the observed DM density, namely Ωi+∑ jΩ j =ΩCDM. Hence,
ξ=
Ωi
Ωi+∑ jΩ j
=
Ωi
ΩCDM
(4.1)
stands for the i fraction to the total density of DM. This factor is expected to be represen-
tative in local systems as well, since all CDM particles would suffer roughly the same fate
since the generation of the matter power spectrum to the present state of structures. In the
investigations discussed later on we give a more precise definition of ξ taking into account
the lower limit of the 95% confidence level interval given by the WMAP 5-year results [13].
If the calculated relic density lies above this lower limit but below the upper bound, the con-
tribution of the particle is set to 100%. Below the lower end of the measured interval the
proportionality is assumed. Hence, for a given candidate, after computing its relic density
Ωih2 and assuming that Ωih2 ≤ 0.1165, we define
ξ= Min
(
Ωih2
0.1097
, 1
)
. (4.2)
Thus, for all DD (and ID) calculations depending upon the CDM candidate density in a given
object, we scale the expected DM density in the object by the ξ factor, therefore ρi = ξρCDM.
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4.2.2 The direct detection principle
The local DD of DM in the MW halo is possible by its energy deposition on nuclei in a
terrestrial detector after a scattering event. In most cases, elastic scattering is assumed to be
the mechanism to manifest –and we focus on this case–, however, inelastic scattering events
could produce nuclear recoils as well. Such interactions depend upon the mass of the given
nucleus, that of the DM particles and the relative velocity of the DM with respect to the Earth.
In turn, the recoiled nucleus would transmit its energy to the surrounding media by ionizing
it, or by transmitting phonons in case of a crystal detector. The expected event rate is low
compared to the background. Thus, experiments have to deal with shielding and resolving all
possible sources of background, such as neutrons, muons, electrons and possibly neutrinos
running into the detector. Hence, experiments are usually realized underground, in mines
or tunnels in order to benefit from the shielding of the surrounding rock. In the same order
of ideas, the cryogenic technique is also common to various experiments, seeking to reduce
the thermal noise. Also, it is suitable to have as many exposed nuclei as possible in order to
increase the interaction probability. This means building detectors as large as possible and
letting them run as long as feasible in stable conditions.
Dark Matter interactions with nuclei
The recoil energy of an elastic scattered nucleus is
ER =
µ2
mN
v2 (1− cosθ∗) ,
where µ is the reduced mass of the nucleus-DM system, mN is the nucleus mass, v is the
relative velocity and θ∗ is the scattering angle in the center of mass frame. This yields an
energy of ∼ 10keV for a 73Ge nucleus, a ∼ 50GeV DM candidate and a relative velocity of
∼ 400kms−1. The DM velocity distribution being peaked at some 220kms−1, this implies
that a low energy threshold of the detector is a particularly difficult and important feature to
achieve. Furthermore, from the detection point of view, for a given recoil energy there is a
minimum velocity required for the event, which is
vmin =
√
ERmN
2µ2
.
If the threshold of a 73Ge experiment is, say, 10keV , thus it would be sensitive to 50GeV
DM particles of velocities above ' 192kms−1, and of ' 634kms−1 for 10GeV particles.
Moreover, the energy deposition is the most efficient for mN = mDM. Thus DD can test
particles in the (5−2000)GeV range.
Let us express the event rate following the description in [14]. The event rate includes an
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integration over the velocity distribution of DM particles in the Earth reference frame, and a
sum over the contributions of all the DM particle species. Also, the detection of the energy
deposition Edet is at most that of the actual event: Edet ≤ ER. The K function takes into
account the energy resolution of the detector. Finally a detector can contain more than one
type of target nucleus, hence a sum over all possible recoiling nuclei has to be performed.
Thus, the rate of detected events per unit time, per unit energy and per unit of detector mass
is expressed by
dR
dEdet
=
ξρ
mDM
∫ vesc
vmin
∑
x=nuclei
NT,x
(∫ Emax
Emin
Kx (Edet , ER)
dσx
dER
(ER, v)dER
)
v f (~v) d3~v,
where NT,x is the number of x type target nuclei per unit mass of the detector and f (~v) is the
velocity distribution of DM in the Earth frame.
The interaction cross section can generally be expressed by its DM-nucleon contributions
split into a spin-independent (SI) and a spin-dependent (SD) interaction rates. Hence,
dσ
dER
=
(
dσ
dER
)
SI, p
+
(
dσ
dER
)
SI,n
+
(
dσ
dER
)
SD, p
+
(
dσ
dER
)
SD,n
.
In many cases, such as the supersymmetric neutralino DM, the SI effective couplings to pro-
tons and neutrons λp and λn satisfy λp ' λn. Hence, SI interactions can usually be factorized
giving a λpA2 behavior (where A is the total number of nucleons). Indeed, the point-like
nucleus cross section reads [15]
σSI =
4µ2
pi
(λpZ+λn (A−Z))2 ' 4µ
2
pi
λ2pA
2,
where Z is the number of protons in the nucleus. Thus, heavy nuclei enhance the SI interac-
tion cross section.
The SD cross section can be expressed in terms of the total spin of a nucleus J, the mean
values of the nucleon spins in the nucleus
〈
Sp
〉
and 〈Sn〉 and the ξp and ξn effective SD
couplings of the DM particle to the nucleons. Thus, in the point-like approximation
σSD =
16µ2
pi
J+1
J
(
ξp
〈
Sp
〉
+ξn 〈Sn〉
)2
.
The dominant component of the total spin of a nucleus is carried by its unpaired nucleons, in
case it has an odd-number of protons and/or neutrons. An unpaired proton (neutron) implies〈
Sp
〉
(〈Sn〉) ' 0.5, and an even number of protons (neutrons) yield
〈
Sp
〉
(〈Sn〉) ' 0. For SD
interactions the effective couplings can be very different.
Thus, experiments can resolve the interpretations of the results in term of the individual pro-
cesses, and give limits to the most sensitive cross section in their media. As an example,
DM particles interacting with a 19F nucleus, made of 10 neutrons and 9 protons, could yield
limits on (or the observation of) SD DM-proton interactions, while the SI sensitivity is lesser
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than in heavier nuclei such as 73Ge or 131Xe.
The point-like cross sections are a good approximation to understand the general behavior,
however, their computation includes the estimation of the effective couplings of DM to nu-
cleons. These couplings are estimated by the convolution of the fundamental quark-DM cou-
plings and the quark form factors of the nucleons. In the case of SI interactions the λp ' λn
approximation holds precisely because of the similar behavior of SI energy dependent form
factors for both nucleons, and the small dependence on the valence quark involved in the
interaction. In the SD case, however, the difference in the quark content can yield quite dif-
ferent results for the nucleons, since the quark nature is determinant in the SD fundamental
processes. See [15] for a discussion on the subject. In both cases, the precise knowledge of
the quark content of the nucleons is required for a good estimation of the cross sections. This
is a field which is still evolving, since it needs a compelling treatment of QCD processes.
Ideally the experiments are designed to be zero background experiments. This means that a
negative result is translated into a zero total number of events integrated in the time and mass
of exposure. Thus, the upper limit on interactions can be derived by imposing, for example, a
5% probability to have one or more events in the integrated exposure, and thus get an upper
bound in the interaction rate at 95% confidence level for zero events. More sophisticated
techniques are actually used for this case and for the case of some events recorded to derive
the constraints, but this gives a rough idea of how cross sections can be excluded. The con-
straints that can be derived on cross sections have to be scaled to the relative abundance of
the candidate at the Earth position ξ. This is a model dependent quantity, thus it is simpler
to establish the limits –as experimental collaborations actually do– for ρ, and apply the ξ
factor to the predicted interaction rate of the given candidate for a meaningful comparison
between predictions and constraints.
Finally, throughout this brief description we have introduced many uncertain parameters.
The DM density and the velocities at the Earth position, the comprehension of the behavior
of detectors in the recollection of the recoil energies, the nuclear form factors entering the
determination of the interaction cross sections, all these aspects call for a cautious use of the
DD limits.
Annual modulation
The Earth is rotating around the Sun, the relative velocity is in constant oscillation. Since the
interaction rate depends upon the velocity distribution, we expect to have a modulation effect
in the count rate if events are to be observed [16]. It is the principle of annual modulation,
which is looked for in long exposure rates of experiments such as DAMA and CoGeNT.
Hence, while the average velocity, that of the Sun, gives a constant contribution to the total
event rate, the annual modulated part accounts for a sinusoidal oscillation on top of it. The
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Earth velocity projected in the galactic plane and expressed in the galactic frame is
vE = v+ v⊕ cosγ cos(ω(t− t0)) = v0+δ+ v⊕ cosγ cos(ω(t− t0)) ,
where δ = v− v0 ' 12kms−1 is the Sun deviation from the local dispertion velocity,
v⊕ ' 30kms−1 is the Earth’s orbital velocity around the Sun, γ is the inclination of the solar
system plane with respect to the galactic plane and ω= 2piyr−1 is the orbital pulsation of the
Earth. Thus we would expect
dR
dER
=
dR
dER |v=v
+
[
v⊕ cosγ
(
∂
∂v
dR
dER
)
|v=v
]
× cos(ω(t− t0))+O
((
v⊕ cosγ
v
)2)
.
Directional detection
The directional detection technique exploits the fact that the Sun velocity in the galactic
reference frame is non zero [17]. This means that we are running through a DM cloud in
a particular direction. That direction is roughly that of the Cygnus constellation (l = 90◦
and b = 0◦ in galactic coordinates). To concretize such a detection implies solving the
direction of the recoil track in the detector. To such purposes, low pressure fluid detectors
made of rather light nuclei are needed in order to have a sizeable imprint of the recoil event.
Light nuclei are more sensitive to SD interactions because of the relative weight of the odd
nucleons in the light nuclei with respect to heavier ones. New observables (in addition to the
interaction cross section and the DM mass entering the event rate) include the three velocity
components of the local velocity dispersion vector. This technique is also dependent on the
anisotropy of the velocity distribution, making urgent a good understanding of what shall be
expected in this respect for the DM behavior in the halo.
4.2.3 State of the art
Positive results have been claimed by annual modulation DD experiments. Indeed, the
DAMA collaboration has recently updated their data analysis by adding new data sets and
thus show a 8.9σ modulation observation in cumulative exposure [18]. While the DAMA
collaboration is not widely trusted by the community, and hard criticism has been issued
to their treatment of the acquisition and analysis of the data, the recent CoGeNT claim for
a modulated signal gives more credit to these observations [19]. In principle these results
point towards an annual modulated signal. Nevertheless, the interpretation of these findings
in terms of the observation of DM is not obvious, since there is not a thorough investigation
on the modulated backgrounds that could be mimicking a DM modulated signal. However,
if the signal turns to be due to DM particle, it would be a major discovery. The CoGeNT
collaboration had previously claimed unresolved signals at low energies independently of the
annual modulation [20]. Both detectors have low thresholds: 2keV for DAMA and 0.4keV
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for CoGeNT. In both cases, the signal is found to be a rise towards the energy threshold,
thus implying rather light DM. Interpretations suggest masses from 7GeV to 15GeV , for SI
interactions of 7× 10−39 cm2 to 3× 10−40 cm2 (see [21] fot a recent discussion on the mat-
ter). This has triggered the reconsideration of SUSY DM at that particular scale as will be
discussed in chapters 8 and 9.
Regarding null results, let us discuss the most stringent limits obtained so far. Originally
the DD experiments were meant to be zero background detectors, however the latest data
acquisitions show unresolved events. While these events pass all cuts, their origin is not
necessarily well understood. However their characteristics strongly suggest that they are
marginal neutron or electron recoils which have somehow escaped the event discrimination.
Nonetheless, stringent limits can be derived, even assuming the background events to be DM
signals. It is the case for all the most recent and competitive limits established. In Decem-
ber 2009 the CDMS-II collaboration published their analysis of 612kgdays of data acquired
with their cryogenic 73Ge detectors. The analysis yielded two unresolved events. The prob-
ability of having two or more events from background nature was of 23%. This motivated
the community to interpret these events as being of DM collision nature. The recoil energy
measure were of 12.3keV and 15.5keV respectively, not far above the 10keV energy thresh-
old. While based upon two events it is impossible to set the DM mass, this would point
towards the (10−60)GeV range. The exclusion limit established at 95% confidence level is
in conflict with most of the DAMA preferred regions.
In 2010 the XENON100 collaboration published their first results. The experiment consists
of 62kg of liquid 131Xe with scintillation detectors to estimate the recoil energy. The results
obtained with only 11.17 days of exposure yielded very stringent limits, achieving a sensi-
tivity of 3.4× 10−44 cm2 for a 55GeV mass [22]. The exclusion limits would exclude the
CoGeNT and DAMA regions. However, these results were severely questioned because of
the treatment of the efficiency of the scintillators for recoil energies near the threshold. While
there were no experimental studies about the threshold of the scintillators set at 8.7keV , the
first results were established by assuming a constant behavior below the value measured at
the lowest energy of∼ 10keV . This triggered a harsh discussion [23, 24, 25], since the lower
end of the energy sensitivity is exactly the region which would exclude the light DM pointed
out by DAMA and CoGeNT. A new limit was thus established by the XENON100 collabo-
ration taking further precautions, however their treatment on the efficiency was indeed more
sophisticated than just a constant extrapolation. It was the result of a global fit to the available
data. Their result was practically unchanged. Furthermore, in 2011 XENON100 published
a new statistical method for data analysis taking into account various uncertainties, such as
systematic uncertainties in the energy scale of the detectors and astrophysical uncertainties
such as the value of the escape velocity [26]. This was closely followed by new results based
on 100days of data acquisition [12]. The latter are by far the most stringent limits on elastic
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scattering, confirming the exclusion of the DAMA and CoGeNT regions, and attaining the
impressive sensitivity to SI interactions of 7×10−45 cm2 for a 50GeV DM mass. These re-
sults, though, included once again the presence of three unresolved events.
The best limits from 73Ge detectors come after the EDELWEISS collaboration results [27].
This experiments consists on an array of ten 0.4kg detectors, and the data acquisition is
of 384kgdays. They reported five nuclear recoil events while the background expectations
yielded only three. Four of them lie really close to the 20keV threshold of the experiment.
While their data alone is not better than the CDMS-II results, the two collaborations made
a common analysis [28] lowering the CDMS-II results, though not substantially. The most
stringent limits to the DM SI interactions are still those of XENON100.
In the SD sector the SIMPLE collaborations has recently published their latest results of
their long-life superheated droplet detectors [29]. They consist in a total active mass of
0.215kg of C2ClF5 gas. With a threshold at 8keV , this experiment has achieved a sensitivity
of 4.3×10−39 cm2 for a 35GeV DM particle, with null results. their limits are thus the most
competitive in the σSDp vs. mDM plane. They also have shown limits for SI interactions,
however these are competitive with XENON100 only for mDM . 6GeV . However, it is im-
portant to note that in the σSI vs. mDM plane they almost completely exclude the CoGeNT
and DAMA preferred regions.
A new analysis on SuperKamiokande data also constrains the preferred regions for DAMA
and CoGeNT [30]. Their study includes fully contained upgoing muons, and upward stop-
ping events. This neutrino detector is sensitive to the neutrino flux from the Sun. They
compute DM trapping and annihilation in the Sun, and their yielding in neutrinos for various
fermionic annihilation channels. Thus, they deduce constraints in both SD-proton and SI
cross sections. This is a very model dependent technique, but which is showing to be very
competitive for those models falling into the SuperKamiokande analysis. The best neutrino
detector results have been published by the IceCube collaboration [31], and their analysis
already constrain enhanced DM annihilation [32], though these results have not yet been
analyzed in light of elastic scattering interactions trapping DM in the Sun with subsequent
annihilation into neutrinos. Such results are expected to come soon and give probably the
most competitive sensitivity to SD-proton interactions so far, however for particles of masses
. 40GeV . In the SD-neutron side, the best limits so far obtained are still those from the
XENON10 experiment [33]. While the XENON100 experiment has, in principle, gathered
enough data to push the sensitivity down by an order of magnitude at least, such an analysis
has not been produced so far.
Regarding directional detection, the current state of the field is that of the development of
prototypes, hence no results are yet available, at least not competitive results. Because of its
good ionization properties and its nuclear composition, the CF4 gas has been pointed out as a
well adapted medium for a good sensitivity. Efforts are made by several collaborations, such
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as DRIFT [34], DM-TPC [35], D3 [36], Emulsions [37], NEWAGE [38] and MIMAC [39].
The prospects look promising. Not only the projected sensitivity to SD proton interactions
will be significantly lowered by the first generation of detectors, but the perspectives of re-
solving the mass, the interaction cross section and even of constraining the halo models are
exciting [40].
4.3 Indirect detection
The presence of particle DM in haloes with non-relativistic velocity dispersions makes the
encountering of two particles a rare yet possible event. Depending upon the nature of the
DM, it may annihilate and produce SM particles. These particles can decay, lose energy,
diffuse, and maybe come to Earth to be observed. It is the principle of ID searches. The
field is far from being simple. Indeed, while annihilations are more probable in the highest
concentrations of DM particles such as in the GC of our MW, the medium in which the in-
teractions occur is not necessarily well understood. The propagation of charged particles in
the diluted yet possibly charged and magnetized ISM is a complicated process to be solved.
However, measurements can be and are being done. Thus, fluxes are observed, in antiparti-
cles and photons channels, the most promising indirect signals from DM. By comparing the
results to the expected backgrounds from standard astrophysical processes –another difficult
task and a whole subject by itself–, limits on the annihilation rates can be obtained, provided
a certain parametrization of the DM halos and the propagation of the DM annihilation final
states. We only treat the ID possibility in annihilating DM cases, and not in decaying DM.
4.3.1 Annihilation in galaxies
Self annihilating stable DM can only produce lighter, SM particles. Annihilation processes
may occur wherever DM is present. The rate of annihilation depends upon the annihilation
cross section σ, the relative velocity v of DM particles, and the DM density ρDM. As we have
already discussed, for a DM candidate i the density could be less than that of the total DM
contribution, thus, the predictions a given model would yield have to include this scaling.
Since DM self annihilation depends upon the probability of presence of two particles, the
rate of interaction depends upon the square of the density at the observed place.
Observations are made by detectors pointing towards a given region within the solid angle
defined by the detector resolution. Thus, the estimation of the flux of particles received at
Earth for any given process depends upon the integral over the line-of-sight (l.o.s.) l and
within an angular opening ψ. The interaction rate and further decay into final states does
not, in principle, strongly depends upon the choice of the observed direction, however the
amount of DM at the interaction point does. If the medium between the production of the
signal of a k species and Earth is completely transparent for the received particles, then the
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energy spectrum dNk/dE depends only upon the production process1. Hence, the flux at
Earth of a given channel is usually split into two contributions: the so called astrophysical
(dimensionless) J(ψ) part and the particle physics part φPPk (E) responsible for the production
of the channel and its energy spectrum:
φk (E,ψ) =
[∫
l.o.s.
dl (ψ)ξ2ρ2DM (l (ψ))
]
×
[
1
2
〈σv〉
4pim2DM
dNk (E)
dE
]
=J (ψ)×φPPk (E) .
Note that the annihilation rate 〈σv〉 is averaged for the characteristic range and distribution
of velocities of the observed object. However, little spread is actually expected, since all
objects at present contain cold DM, thus we are always in the non-relativistic regime. Large
enhancements or suppressions with respect to the EU annihilation rates can indeed occur,
since here the expected velocities are of v ∼ (10−4− 10−2)× c depending on the medium
observed. This might lead to a p−wave suppression, or induce a large enhancement for res-
onances, as discussed in Sec. 2.5. Also, there could be inhomogeneities in the haloes, local
clumps of DM enhancing the local distribution at a given position, thus locally increasing
the annihilation probability.
As it was discussed for DD, a null result can be translated into a limit for the annihilation
cross section. However, in principle, the constraint applies rather to φPPk (E) than to σ. Go-
ing from one to the other implies a certain assumption of the spectrum of production of the
observed species, which is, of course, DM model dependent.
The particle species that represent a great interest are those that can be detected and disen-
tangled from background. The first criterion puts forward the charged particles and photons.
The second, selects antimatter over matter. Indeed, while astrophysical objects suffer from
baryon asymmetry and thus would yield asymmetrical fluxes of particles, the product of anni-
hilating DM would be made of both particles and antiparticles. Thus, for the best comparison
of signal to background, we expect the positron, antiproton and antideuteron channels to be
the most promising.
Moreover, when looking at the GC of the MW, an ideal scenario for large annihilation rates
in our vicinity, the propagation of particles might be more complicated than just straight
lines from production to detection. Indeed, the GC is a relatively dense medium, which
can contain ionized gas in movement. Thus in general particles propagate through electric
and magnetic fields. Energy losses and spatial diffusion have thus to be treated, at least for
charged particles such as positrons and antiprotons, for both signals and backgrounds. Also,
the choice of the direction of observation has to be realistic. On one hand, DM has to be
1 This is obviously not the case of charged particles. This simplification is correct for photons produced at the annihila-
tion event, but not for positrons nor antiprotons, for which it is needed to include the propagation as briefly discussed later
on.
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concentrated enough in order to produce enough flux, and on the other hand the diffusion of
the produced particles has to be able to reach us and not be trapped in local trajectories. For
charged particles this restricts the range of observation to our galaxy. Photons are, however,
much less sensitive to the medium they travel in. Thus we can expect some flux from the
nearby dSphs which orbit around our GC. Neutrinos are also free to travel around, however
very large fluxes are needed for a detection.
4.3.2 Antimatter
The production of antimatter would be a distinctive signature of DM annihilations. Among
the possible products of DM annihilations we find positrons and antiprotons. The latter
requires mDM ≥ mp. Both of these fluxes can be estimated, however via the inclusion of
a propagation model. The study of the propagation of charged particles is very complex.
While numerical and semianalytical efforts have shown great progress in the matter, the er-
rors in the treatment of the diffusion equation are still very large. This implies that the cosmic
ray background estimations are not very precise either. The background estimations include
the estimation of production of positrons via the spallation of the ISM by very energetic
particles. For example, very energetic protons colliding with hydrogen atoms would pro-
duce energetic charged pions, which in their decay chain would give rise to ultrarelativistic
positrons. A similar process is responsible for the production of antiprotons. For a review
on propagation and background processes, refer to [41].
The antimatter sector captured the attention a few years ago with the results shown in the
positron fraction flux observed by the PAMELA satellite [42]. A rise in the flux at∼ 10GeV
and up to the ∼ 100GeV was promptly interpreted as a possible DM signal by many groups.
The main difficulty to explain such a result lied in the fact that no similar excess was reported
in the antiproton fraction –calling for preferred annihilations into charged W bosons which
have a ∼ 20% probability to decay into muons or electrons, thus reducing the antiproton
yield with respect to the positron production–, and that cross sections with large boosts (of
a few thousand) with respect to the EU canonical annihilation rates was needed. Nowadays
interpretations tend to give the preference to astrophysical interpretations, such as nearby
pulsar emissions.
In any case, if a DM model predicts fluxes of positrons or antiprotons well above the back-
ground, including its error margins, then we may exclude the model. That is the philosophy
of the checks we have performed in the works presented in the following chapters.
4.3.3 Photon signals
Photon signals are maybe the easiest ID case. It was first proposed in 1978 that γ-rays could
be produced for massive neutrinos [43]. While photons are not directly coupled to the DM,
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they might be produced in final state radiation, in form of lines in initial state radiation or
via loop interactions, and as part of the decay of the annihilation products. Furthermore, the
energy loss of particles produced in DM annihilations can consist upon photonic radiation,
such the synchrotron radiation. Many experiments are devoted to study the sky at many
wavelengths. Here we will discuss the cases of γ-rays and radio waves which will be used
later on to constrain supersymmetric DM.
γ-rays
Let us discuss the search of γ-rays from DM annihilations. Cherenkov telescopes have been
built in order to observe the flux at Earth. Current experiments include HESS, MAGIC,
CANGAROO and VERITAS. In outer space, the Fermi satellite and its Large Area Tele-
scope (LAT) is acquiring data in the GeV range. This detector is also sensible to antimatter
(as well as HESS), since in its conception it is closer to a particle physics detector than to a
telescope [44]. For the mass ranges we treat in what follows, we are mostly interested in the
recent Fermi-LAT results.
As it was previously stated, the GC –typically with a 10◦ extension– is a very interesting
region to look at. However, the background tends to be large as well, the DM signal is not
clean and competes with standard processes. However, the possibility of observing dSphs
is very appealing and the most competitive limits are coming from such searches. Another
interesting MW based analysis is to look at the regions surrounding the GC, where back-
ground is less strong. Also, neighbouring galaxy clusters and the diffuse γ background are
thoroughly studied by Fermi-LAT. Among the searches that can be devoted to DM signals,
the γ-lines are the most precise in terms of the particular signature expected. However, a
diffuse spectrum analysis from dSphs has proven to be the most constraining analysis so far
achieved.
Indeed, Fermi-LAT has published negative results upon observation of γ-ray fluxes from
dSphs [45]. They focus their analysis in a selection of eight dSphs: Ursa Major II, Coma
Berenices, Bootes I, Ursa Minor, Sculptor, Draco, Sextans and Formax. The dSphs, although
DM dominated objects, have some baryons. Resolving the positions and velocities of these
light emitting objects and using a NFW DM density profile, they have fitted the DM distribu-
tion in each of the 8 studied systems. This, in turns, allows them to estimate the J(ψ) integral,
giving error bars stemming from their likelihood analysis. Thus, in order to compute γ-ray
fluxes for a given candidate, what remains to be done regarding the astrophysical part of the
flux estimation is to scale J(ψ) by the ξ factor of a given configuration: J(ψ)→ ξ2J(ψ).
Finally, to complete the flux calculation, the resulting energy spectrum of the model has to
be multiplied by ξ2J(ψ). Thus, the negative results have been translated into flux limits for
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a given energy spectrum, which is usually a power law
dN
dEdAdt
= N0
(
E
E0
)−Γ
,
where A is the detector surface, and E0 and N0 are normalization constants. The case of
annihilating DM in the Fermi-LAT range is better represented by Γ=−1 (among the limits
given in [45]). We use these limits and the information provided for the astrophysical J(ψ)
integral to constrain supersymmetric scenarios with annihilating neutralino DM in the (1−
500)GeV range.
Radio waves
The DM annihilation final states would include electrons and positrons. For annihilations
occurring in magnetized regions, the electrons and positrons, in their propagation, would
lose energy via synchrotron radiation among other processes. The synchrotron flux thus pro-
duced can be computed, for assumptions of the magnetic fields, and taking into account all
the relevant energy losses that may affect the leptons. Observations of the sky in the radio
wavelengths are copious. Thus the comparison to data is possible in almost any direction.
The synchrotron emission is thus expected to be produced in the GC of the MW where the
DM density would provide enough electrons and positrons, and where the ISM is believed
to be magnetized. Also, galaxy clusters are a good prospect, where large ionized clouds also
yield magnetic fields that would be enough to produce synchrotron emissions. For a generic
study in the field, see [46].
Electrons and positrons injected at relativistic velocities interact immediately with the ISM.
Various processes can happen throughout the history of the lepton. However, at high ener-
gies, the dominant energy losses stem from synchrotron radiation, inverse Compton scat-
tering of microwave background, stellar radiated and thermal dust emitted photons, and
bremsstrahlung.
The averaged power lost by an electron of energy E passing through a magnetic field of
strength B by synchrotron radiation is given by
−
(
dE
dt
)
sync
=
4
3
σT c
B2
2µ0
β2γ2 =
4
3
σT cUmag
(
E2
m2ec4
−1
)
.
where µ0 is the permeability of free space, σT is the Thomson scattering cross section, β =
v/c, γ = (1− v2/c2)−1/2 and v is the velocity of the electron/positron. Inverse Compton
processes yield
−
(
dE
dt
)
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=
4
3
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)
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.
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Where Urad is the radiative energy density. Bremsstrahlung processes involve various targets.
The relativistic electron sees different kinds of charges. It has been shown that for targets at
rest and for the higher part of the emitted photon spectrum, free electrons and free protons
behave in the same manner [47]. However, when these are in atoms and nuclei respectively,
screening affects the interaction. The ISM being mainly formed by atomic and ionized H
and He, we shall take these into account.
−
(
dE
dt
)
brems
=−
(
dE
dt
)H
brems
−
(
dE
dt
)He
brems
−
(
dE
dt
)p,e,α
brems
−
(
dE
dt
)He+
brems
.
For a fully ionized gas, the Bremsstrahlung losses can be written as
−
(
dE
dt
)ionized
brems
= 4αr2ec
(
∑
Z
nZZ (Z+1)
)
(lnγ+0.36)E
' 6.9488 10−17
(
∑
Z
( nZ
cm−3
)
Z (Z+1)
)
(lnγ+0.36)E s−1
where α is the fine-structure constant, re is the classical electron radius, nZ is the number
density of the species Z having Z charges in the nucleus. The (Z) electrons are taken into
account, contributing as Z and not Z2 as the nuclei. This expression holds for protons, alpha
particles and the electrons released by the ionization of hydrogen and helium yielding these.
However, the case of He+ is trickier. We need to include the contribution of the ionized part
of the nucleus (and the free electron), as well as the contribution of the neutral part of these
ions. So, for the valence proton only (and the correspondent free electron), this expression
also holds, but keep in mind that it does not fully treat the He+ case. These considerations
could further help to estimate the losses in a more accurate way, if radio signals were found.
The radio spectrum is given by [48, 49]
j(ω) =
√
3e3Bsinα
8pi2ε0cme
F(x),
where
F(x) = x
∫ ∞
x
K5/3(z)dz,
K5/3 is a modified Bessel function of order 5/3, ε0 is the permittivity of free space and α
is the angle between the propagating lepton and the magnetic field direction. This yields a
maximum emission at
ν' 87
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which yields a relation between the frequency and the energy of the electron or positron.
Thus, in the monochromatic approximation
E(ν,B)' 1
2
×
(
ν
MHz
) 1
2
×
(
B
µG
)− 12
GeV
This way, the electron and positron spectrum can be translated into a spectrum of radio
emission. By propagating the leptons and including the main energy losses, the radio flux
due to DM annihilations can be estimated, via an integral of the l.o.s. and a model of the
DM halo. In particular assuming a NFW profile makes the integration rather easy as shown
in [46].
Hence, by focusing in a given frequency, and estimating the magnetic field –expected to lie
between 20µG and 100µG– at the GC, one can compare, for example, the DM yield at ν=
330MHz to the 360Jy observed, and thus constrain a given model. Similarly, the flux can be
estimated for the Coma cluster for a multifrequency approach. In such a system the magnetic
field can be estimated at 4.7µG. We use these observables to constrain supersymmetric
configurations in this work.
5 Particle Physics constraints
Throughout the years the Standard Model of particle physics (SM) has proven to be a suc-
cessful description of most laboratory phenomena at different energy scales. The confidence
on its accuracy and its fundamental relation to phenomena has been strongly supported by
the successful prediction of particles and excitations. It also provides strikingly precise es-
timations of masses and effects, such as MW or the anomalous magnetic moment of the
electron, in almost perfect agreement with the experimental measurements. However there
are phenomena which the SM cannot account for.
In what follows we briefly discuss the main features of the SM, and subsequently review
open physical problems that it cannot account for.
5.1 Brief introduction to the Standard Model of particle physics
The SM is based on the quantum field theory formalism and the gauge theory. It explains
remarkably well the electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions, and includes a descrip-
tion and classification of all observed particles. For definitions of the objects we introduce
and for a thorough presentation of the structure of the underlying theory of the SM, see [50].
This brief summary is inspired by [51, 52, 53].
The SM structure is given by the SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge symmetry group, where
C, L and Y stand for color, left chirality and weak hypercharge quantum numbers that the
fields carry. This gauge symmetry group is an internal symmetry of the Poincare´ group of
spacetime symmetry. The inhomogeneous Lorentz transformations define the Lie algebra of
the Poincare´ group over the four dimensional Minkowski flat spacetime given by the metric
ηµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1). In the usual representation of the Lorentz algebra, a subset of
the Poincare´ algebra, fields are represented by spinors that transform under the action of the
γµ matrices.
All observed matter correspond to spin-1/2 particles, the lepton and quark fields. The elec-
tromagnetic charge Q f of a particle f is related to its weak hypercharge Yf and its left chiral
weak isospin T f3L by the relation Q f = T
f
3L+Yf /2. Thus, electroweak quantum numbers de-
fine whether a particle is charged, showing the fundamental unified structure of the weak and
electromagnetic forces. However, at the low energy scales we are able to test at colliders,
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these forces manifest quite differently. The left and right chiral fields are in fact the chiral
projections fL = 12 (1− γ5) f and fR = 12 (1+ γ5) f of f , where PR/L = 12(1±γ5) are the chiral
projectors. All fermion fields are chiral and thus they are coupled to the electroweak sector.
The electroweak gauge transformations act on fields as follows: left chiral fields transform
as doublets of SU(2)L while right handed fermions transform as singlets. Thus, left chiral
fermion fields transform as under the SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge transformations with left chi-
ral and hypercharge gauge couplings respectively, while the right chiral fermion fields only
transform non trivially under U(1)Y . The only fermion fields having non trivial transforma-
tions under the SU(3)C color group are the quarks. The non-abelian SU(3)C strong gauge
interactions are described by the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) theory.
There are three families of leptons: electrons, muons and tauons. The left doublets are
made of the negatively charged leptons and the corresponding neutrino, while the only right
handed fields are the charged right handed leptons. The SM does not contain right handed
neutrinos. It is not clear whether neutrinos are Dirac particles or Majorana particles in which
case they are their own antiparticle. Quarks also are described by three families of an up-
type +2/3 charged quark and a down-type −1/3 charged quark: up-down, charm-strange
and top-bottom. There are three left-handed doublets of SU(2)L, with the six corresponding
charged conjugated right handed singlets.
Interactions are ensured by the gauge bosons. The SU(2)L×U(1)Y sector interaction carriers
are the spin-1 ~Wµ and Bµ fields. The strong colored gauge fields are the eight spin-1 gaµ glu-
ons, where a = 1, ...,8. All gauge fields transform according to the adjoint representations
of their groups. So far all fermion fields and gauge bosons are exactly massless. Except for
the fact that all fields but the photon and gluons have mass, the description of these fields and
interactions is complete, and works, for example, in remarkable agreement with observations
for relativistic processes. The fact that physical vector bosons do have mass implies a mix of
states. The neutral component of ~Wµ and the Bµ field mix with the θW mixing angle to yield
the massless electromagnetic Aµ vector boson –the photon, responsible for the interactions
described by Quantum Electrodynamics (QED)– and the charged W± and neutral Z weak
massive vector bosons.
The mass of all particles is linked to the breaking of the SU(2)L×U(1)Y symmetry. The
spontaneous symmetry breaking is due to the SU(2)L doublet scalar Higgs field φ=
(
φ+
φ0
)
.
This doublet has a non vanishing vacuum expectation value (VEV): 〈φ〉 = 1√
2
(
0
v
)
. This
phenomenon stems from the Higgs potential
V (φ) = µ2φ∗φ+λ(φ∗φ)2,
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where µ2 ≤ 0 is a mass term and λ≥ 0 is a quartic scalar coupling. Imposing the minimum
of the potential –i.e. the vacuum expectation value of φ– for φφ∗ = 12v
2, implies that the
relation µ2+λ|v|2 = 0 must hold. Since it is the value of v that gives the masses to the weak
bosons with MW = 12g2v and MZ =
1
2
√
g2Y +g
2
2 v, where g2 is the SU(2)L coupling and gY is
the U(1)Y coupling intervening in the respective gauge transformations, the measure of the
masses yields v =
(
1√
2GF
)1/2 ' 246GeV . This sets the possible range for the µ mass term.
The inclusion of the Higgs scalar field implies one Goldstone boson –which is absorbed
in the longitudinal polarization of the gauge vector fields– and a massive boson, the Higgs
boson. Regarding vertices, these preserve the baryon (here in the particle physics sense of
the term) and lepton quantum numbers exactly. The fact that the photon and the gluons are
massless is due to the fact that below the electroweak scale the unbroken symmetry group is
SU(3)C×U(1)em, of which they are the gauge bosons.
The coupling of the Higgs boson to the fermions via Yukawa couplings ensures the masses
of the fermions. Indeed, we include them in the SM lagrangian:
LSM ⊃ f xi j φ.lxi r¯xj +h.c.
where f xi j are the Yukawa couplings, l
x
i the left handed matter fields, r¯
x
j the hermitian con-
jugate of the right handed matter fields, i and j span the three families of fermions, x stand
for either lepton or quark fields, and h.c. means hermitian conjugate. Each left field is thus
coupled to its right partner and the Higgs. While all left quarks have a right handed compan-
ion as well as all charged leptons, the fact that there is no right handed neutrino implies the
non-existence of such a term for the left handed neutrinos, which makes them strictly mass-
less. In fact, by adding a right handed neutrino Dirac field, neutrinos would automatically
acquire mass. However, in order to make them as light as they are (mν ≤ 2eV [52]), a very
unnaturally small Yukawa coupling would have to be introduced. In generation space, the
charged lepton, up-type and down-type quarks have a mass matrix which components are
thus given by the Yukawa couplings times the VEV of the Higgs field.
Quark fields can experience flavor-mixing when interacting via the charged currents W±.
This is due to the fact that all –left handed and right handed, and the six flavors– quarks
obtain mass via the coupling to the Higgs, while the left handed act as doublets of the weak
interaction. Thus the mass eigenvalues, obtained by diagonalization of the Yukawa coupling
matrix coupled to the left and right physical quark matrices, do not correspond to the weakly
interacting quark states. The W± thus interact with the physical states via a mixing matrix,
the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix.
Quarks are not free in Nature and do not manifest as isolated singularities. Schematically,
the strong interaction does not decrease its strength with distance, which ensures that a quark
has a high rate of exchange of gluons with the surrounding quarks, whatever distance sepa-
rates them. Hence, quarks are confined to bound states. Two quark –quark and antiquark–
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states are mesons, which are typically classified by the quark flavor, while baryons –such
as protons and neutrons– are three quark states. At very high temperatures and densities a
deconfined dense quark-gluon plasma can be achieved, as it has been shown theoretically
and are being tested –with apparent positive results– at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
(RHIC) and the LHC-ALICE experiment.
The Higgs boson is the only particle of the SM that has not been observed at colliders, despite
the efforts carried at LEP, Tevatron, and currently at the LHC.
5.2 Experimental measurements as constraints to physics beyond the
Standard Model
The construction of the SM has been empirical, yet it progressively included very theoretical
concepts such as symmetries and force unification. Indeed, the SM has never been proved to
be wrong. It might be incomplete, namely it has no explanation for the DM, it might fail to
explain all phenomena such as neutrino masses, but it is very accurate in the accordance to
experimental results of those phenomena it does describe. However, theoretical estimations
always carry uncertainties. Indeed, while the masses of charged leptons and weak gauge
bosons are precisely measured, the quark masses are much more complex, leading to larger
uncertainties. Moreover the Higgs mass is still unmeasured. These mass values are param-
eters playing an important role in the estimation of observables, and thus propagate their
errors. Furthermore, computation of observables to all relevant orders in perturbation theory
is not always an easy task. Thus, there is not necessarily a final word in SM estimations of
various observables. Some effects are generated only at the loop level in the SM. In such
cases BSM contributions are expected to be of the same order as the SM contributions. Any
attempt to build a BSM theory has to thoroughly reproduce the SM results. The additional
features have to respect the narrow room left by the experimental measure of observables.
5.2.1 Unobserved particles
The Higgs boson, though the most important of the current SM predictions, has not yet been
observed. Its mass range has been already severely constrained by the LEP and Tevatron col-
liders, with the best lower limit still coming from LEP in the e+e−→ H0Z channel yielding
MH ≥ 114.4GeV [52]. Any BSM model which would include the Higgs mechanism and a
SM-like Higgs boson has to deal with this limit, or with an adapted yet similar constraint.
The best experimental evidence for a BSM theory would be the direct observation of non-
SM particles. This would need a distinctive signature as well as an experiment able to see
it. Detectors are able to track electromagnetic interactions only. This is how they have been
able to demonstrate the manifestation of the other fundamental interactions. Thus, the easiest
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signals to look for are charged particles. The energy of the experiment has to be sufficient
for the kinematics to allow the new mass to be generated and the interaction cross section
has to yield enough events to overcome the SM background. So far there is no evidence for
new particles which translates into constraints on their masses and interaction rates.
The signatures of new particles are very model dependent. Thus, the analysis of data, and
hence the exclusion limits that can be drawn, are also model dependent. That is why the
lower bounds on masses are determined for individual particles in searches specific to a par-
ticular model, and not in a general manner. The detector collaborations –such as CDF [54]
and D/0 [55] at the Tevatron, or CMS [56] and ATLAS [57] at the LHC– have several work
groups to analyse the physics results.
For example, fourth generation leptons have now been ruled out for masses below 100.8GeV ,
a fourth generation up-type quark would be heavier than 256GeV and a down-type quark
heavier than 199GeV [52]. In contrast, the latest LHC results imply that the supersymmetric
top-squark would have to be heavier than ∼ 500GeV and gluinos heavier than ∼ 700GeV .
For a review on limits classified by model see [52].
5.2.2 Electroweak measurements
The physics of the EW sector has been thoroughly studied at LEP. This electron/positron
collider had a very good sensitivity to all phenomena related to the EW Z and W± bosons,
and clean leptonic final states. To quote an example, the Z mass is now known at a precision
of ∼ 2.310−3%. These measurements can be used to test BSM theories.
The SM decay modes of the Z are very well defined, including the invisible contribution
explained by the Z→ νν¯ neutrino channels. This sets a limit upon couplings to the EW in-
teraction for BSM neutral particles of mass lighter than MZ/2' (91.1876±0.0021)/2GeV .
The full width is ΓZ = (2.4952±0.0023)GeV , while the invisible contribution reads Γinv =
(499.0±1.5)MeV [52]. The SM provides an estimation of ΓZ→νν¯ which leads to Γinv/ΓSMνν¯ =
2.984±0.009 (assuming the top mass at mt = 173.1GeV and the SM Higgs mass at MH =
117GeV ). This confirms the number of neutrino flavors and leads to a stringent constraint
on BSM contributions.
One of the best precision measurements of particle physics is the anomalous magnetic mo-
ment of the electron and the muon. The latter is generally sensitive to BSM contributions,
while the former gets BSM suppressed contributions since the electron is too light as com-
pared to the EW scale. The world average reads aexpµ =
gµ−2
2 = (1165920.80±0.63)×10−9,
which includes QED, EW and QCD processes. The SM contribution is computed for all
these processes aSMµ = (1165918.90± 0.44)× 10−9. The agreement is remarkable, but the
difference between the measured value and the SM estimation is much larger than the exper-
imental and theoretical errors. Hence, this calls for a BSM contribution helping to conceal
the theoretical and experimental values. One possibility would be the supersymmetric loop
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contributions of the lightest charged particles, namely that of the chargino or of the sleptons.
5.2.3 B-meson physics
Another interesting field in which BSM contributions could play an important role are the
B-meson phenomena, such as decays and oscillations. These phenomena are studied at b-
factories such as Belle, BaBar, and LHCb.
In the SM, the decays and oscillations of mesons are the result of loop transitions, usually
via the exchange of u-quarks and W± bosons. Since these are effects generated at loop level,
the BSM effect can be important, thus these phenomena are a good field to look for new
physics. Since these decays depend upon flavor changing, invoking the EW interaction, it
includes the components of the CKM matrix.
The b→ sγ weak transition is a small but measurable loop effect in the SM. This transition
can for example occur via a triangle loop of two t-quarks and a W− boson, at leading order
(LO). The actually measured process is the branching ratio of the radiated photon at the
B-meson decay into a strange meson B¯ → Xsγ. Currently the estimations at next-to-LO
(NLO) and next-to-NLO (NNLO) proves to be quite important, setting the SM contribution at
(3.15±0.23)×10−4 [58], which is 0.45×10−4 less than the NLO prediction. Going NNLO
implies including QCD corrections which can be non-perturbative and imply uncertainties of
the αs strong constant. The world average of the measurements is (3.52±0.34)×10−4 [59].
Another example is the triangle exchange of a W− boson by the s and b¯ of the B0s meson
into a pair of top-quarks leading to a Z which finally yields µ+µ− in the final state. This
is the B0s → µ+ µ− decay, which is very suppressed with respect to other decays. In the
SM the prediction is still below the sensitivity of experiments, which in turn set upper limits
to its branching ratio. Even the LHCb previsions do not attain the SM estimation in this
observable. Thus, any BSM contribution has to be below the current world averaged limit of
4.7×10−8 for the branching ratio [59].
Regarding B-meson oscillations, they quantify the rate of meson/antimeson conversion. For
example, a B0d meson –made of a b-quark and a d¯-antiquark– can exchange u-quarks and W
bosons in a box diagram to yield its antimeson B¯0d . Replacing the d flavor contributions by
strange quarks and antiquarks leads to the same type of oscillation but for B0s and B¯0s .
6 Supersymmetric models
From all the BSM theories and models available, Supersymmetry is the most popular the-
ory and its models are the most searched for in current experiments. Theoretical efforts
have constructed not only its algebraic framework but also have explored the closest phe-
nomenologies to the SM.
Here, we give a brief description of the basics of the supersymmetric framework. Then we
focus on the Minimal and Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Models, and empha-
size configurations with neutralino lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP). We refer to [51]
and references therein throughout all this section.
6.1 Brief introduction to Supersymmetry
The theory of SUSY is based upon the assumption of a symmetry between bosons and
fermions. Such a symmetry postulates a new charge, the supercharge –carrying a spin-1/2–,
which ensures the transition between the two kinds of particles. All SM particles would have
at least one superpartner –the corresponding sparticle– carrying half a spin less (or more),
generating a whole new sector of particles yet unseen.
Among the first remarks that may be drawn is the fact that if the four-momentum operator
Pµ and Casimir operator P2 were to commute with the supercharge operator, then a SM par-
ticle and its superpartner would be exactly mass degenerated. In exact SUSY the vacuum
expectation value of the supercharge operator is expected to give a vanishing energy. This is
a very appealing property since it would cancel out divergences of loop diagrams of bosons
and fermions. However, this leaves the unnatural scalar contributions without compensation:
SUSY contains scalars and thus is not fully renormalizable. Moreover, experiments have
not observed superparticles with such characteristics, which implies that SUSY is broken at
a scale at least of the order of the minimal mass difference set by unfruitful new particle
searches. Furthermore, the broken SU(2)L×U(1)Y at the weak scale by the Higgs mecha-
nism suggests a link between SUSY breaking and the presence of scalar fields driving these
spontaneous breaking mechanisms, leading to the expectation of sparticles to manifest at a
scale of . O(TeV ).
SUSY is formulated as a field theory based on an algebraic formulation which includes
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the fermion-boson symmetry. In order to include such a non-trivial transformation of the
Poincare´ group, graded Lie algebras have been included. These are an extension of the usual
Lie algebras, but including anticommutation relations. Hence objects are expressed in terms
of Grassman elements and variables. Thus, functions of Grassman variables can contain
terms which are either commuting or anticommuting –by making the right combinations.
They are able to treat fermion-like objects and boson-like objects in a single expression.
Ordinary matter and gauge bosons are contained in a generic object, together with their su-
perpartners. The so called chiral superfields describe the spin-1/2 SM fermions and their
spin-0 scalar superpartners, the sfermions, while the spin-1 vector bosons of the SM are con-
tained in the vector superfields, together with their superpartners, the spin-1/2 gauginos.
An important feature of SUSY is the existence of an axial U(1) generator R which trans-
lates the invariance under a chiral rotation of the charge conjugation, commutation and anti-
commutation relations of the supercharge. It is shown that the U(1)R symmetry cannot be
an exact symmetry in nature. However, its discrete subgroup Z2, in turn, can fulfil such a
requirement. The R generator is generally part of SUSY, and it leads to a R-charge for each
field. R-parity is the discrete Z2 charge carried by fields, with even and odd states. SM
particles are usually taken to have an even R-parity and their superpartners to have an odd
R-parity. If U(1)R is an exact symmetry of nature, then interaction vertices must conserve
R-parity, hence they must be always constructed by an even number of R-odd particles. Thus,
three-vertices are made of one SM particle and two SUSY particles. As a consequence, the
decay of the lightest R-odd particle is forbidden. Hence, the LSP is stable. If it is also neutral
and has the right interaction rates, it could be a good DM candidate.
As it was already stated, SUSY must be broken. By construction, the supersymmetric vac-
uum vanishes by the action of supersymmetric generators –the supercharge operator. In
constrast with the SM field theory where the global minimum of the vacuum expectation
value can be shifted at any given value, in exact supersymmetry, the global minimum has to
be zero or positive. Hence, if the ground level does not correspond to zero energy, then the
vacuum acquires a positive energy. Thus, if there is a fundamental scalar complex field φ
which potential V (φ) has non vanishing minimum energy, then SUSY is spontaneously bro-
ken. Therefore, a classic Mexican-hat like potential with null global minimum value does
not break SUSY, while the same potential lifted by a certain value does break SUSY. There
are various ways to spontaneously break SUSY, and it is beyond the scope of this work to
treat them. Instead, we assume the explicit break of SUSY at the EW scale.
Most of what has been discussed in this section regarding SUSY corresponds to a N = 1 con-
figuration. N stands for the number of fermionic generators introduced in this framework. In
principle SUSY can be extended to an arbitrary number of generators. The theoretical inter-
est of going beyond the case of N = 1 is of a vast variety. In N = 2 SUSY, for example, there
are fermionic mirror partners of each SM fermion. Another example is the N = 4 supersym-
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metric Yang-Mills theory is claimed to be finite and thus allows to solve analytically many
complex processes such as loop amplitudes. However in this phenomenologically orientated
work we only treat aspects of N = 1 SUSY.
6.2 Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
We now introduce the minimal model that can be constructed based on N = 1 SUSY: the
MSSM. The MSSM is described by 124 free parameters including the soft (explicitely
breaking) SUSY terms. Some constructions of the MSSM make use of theoretically mo-
tivated constraints to increase the degeneracy of the full parametrization, hence describing
the MSSM with as few as 5 parameters. Nevertheless, here we are interested in the scenarios
where the vastest phenomenological implications can be drawn. We will give a quick review
of the main physical features of the MSSM and then we will focus on the neutralino, which
is the DM candidate we study in this scope.
6.2.1 Description of the minimal supersymmetric standard model
The MSSM is the minimal supersymmetric replication of the SM. All matter in the SM is
described by spin-1/2 fermions, which, by virtue of the supersymmetric fermion generator,
acquire spin-0 scalar superpartners. Thus, the left handed leptons and quarks give rise to
the left-handed sleptons and squarks. These are called left-handed only because of their in-
trinsic relation to the SU(2)L doublets. There are, equivalently, the right handed sfermions,
superpartners of the right-handed singlets of the EW interaction. Notice that the superpart-
ners of both charged leptons and quarks carry themselves a charge. Hence, there are lower
bounds on their masses, since they have not been observed in particle physics experiments.
Typically this sets a limit of O(100GeV ) –however this value is rapidly evolving with the
LHC negative results–, though each family has to be treated individually. Indeed, the selec-
tron case is constrained by the LEP, which has thoroughly scanned electron interactions up
to 209GeV . However, the stau could be lighter, down to O(80GeV ). Sneutrinos cannot be
arbitrarily light either since they are coupled to the Z-boson, but the limits on their masses
are somewhat looser than those of charged particles. In particular, a right handed sneutrino,
superpartner of a right handed neutrino added to the SM, is a good DM candidate, which we
do not treat in this study. Squarks are further constrained by strong interactions. Indeed, the
Tevatron hadron collider explored these interactions up to 1.96TeV yielding limits on the
squark masses of the order of O(300GeV ). The LHC has recently given even more stringent
constraints by the analysis of 3.5TeV collisions, rising these limits to O(500GeV ). There-
fore, these experimental bounds are translated into limits on the parameters of the MSSM,
which we will further describe in Sec. 6.2.2.
The gauge bosons of the SM get supersymmetric gaugino partners. There is a vector super-
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field including each one of the gauge fields Bµ, ~Wµ and gaµ and the corresponding B˜, W˜ and g˜a
gauginos. The latter are spin-1/2, 4-component, Majorana fields which left and right chiral
components are charge conjugated.
A single scalar doublet field φ was enough in the SM to give mass to all massive particles
and bosons. For reasons of structure this implies that the charge conjugated φC of the Y = 1
hypercharged φ has to carry a Y = −1 hypercharge. This, in turn, allows the same field
to account for the up and down type of quark and lepton masses. In SUSY, however, the
Higgs sector must be described by a superpotential, which needs to be an analytic function
of the left chiral superfields. In order for the right handed fermions to acquire mass, a sec-
ond scalar doublet needs to be introduced1, hence the Higgs fields are h1 and h2. Thus the
non-zero VEV ensuring the EW symmetry breaking is carried by both Higgs fields. The
Higgs spectrum is enlarged to two physical CP-even scalar fields h and H, where h is the
lightest, a CP-odd pseudoscalar A and a pair of charged Higgses H±. The superpartners of
the Higgs fields are spin-1/2, 4-component, Majorana fields, just like gauginos. Thus the
superpotential of the MSSM is minimally constructed with the Higgs superfields H1 and H2
containing both the Higgs and higgsino h˜1 and h˜2 fields. Hence, the superpotential reads
WMSSM = µH1.H2− f ei jH1.LiE¯ j− f di jH1.QiD¯ j− f ui jQi.H2U¯ j
where i and j span the three families of fermions, Li, Qi are the matter superfields containing
the left-hand side leptons and quarks and E j, D j and U j are the matter superfields containing
the right-hand side leptons, down-type quarks and up-type quarks, and the f ei j, f
d
i j and f
u
i j are
the Yukawa couplings.
6.2.2 Soft supersymmetric terms and MSSM parameters
We do not intend to treat SUSY breaking mechanisms, nor to treat the renormalization of
the theory. We only assume that there is a mechanism that breaks SUSY, which implies the
presence of the so called soft terms in the lagrangian. Since SUSY is broken at low scale, the
soft terms are decisive for the phenomenology at colliders, EU and galactic physics scales.
The aim is to explore as many supersymmetric phenomenologies as possible for the mass
sectors and interaction rates we are interested in our studies. Note that this makes sometimes
difficult to apply the best limits inferred from particle physics experiments, since these are
model dependent and usually obtained for constrained or minimal supergravity constructions
of the MSSM. Here we introduce the crucial parameters entering the description of the su-
persymmetric interactions with particles of the SM.
A spontaneous EW symmetry breakdown sets the generalized Higgs-higgsino mass term µ
to be of the order of the EW scale. The Higgs sector involves two fields with two different
1 The supersymmetric Lagrangian has to be holomorphic, implying that it cannot contain the term involving the hermitian
conjugate of the SM Higgs field.
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VEVs. Even though they are related, there is no intrinsic reason to set the two VEVs equal.
The ratio of the H1 to H2 VEVs is given by the tanβ parameter: tanβ ≡ v2/v1. The µ and
tanβ are completed by the CP-odd Higgs mass MA. At tree level, the Higgs masses are given
by
M2H,h =
1
2
[
M2A+M
2
Z±
((
M2A+M
2
Z
)2−4M2ZM2A cos2 2β) 12] ,
M2H± = M
2
A+M
2
W
resulting of the mixing of the h1 and h2 fields. The mixing angle leading to the h and H
fields from h1 and h2 is α. This mixing angle is strongly linked to β, MA and MZ . Choosing
values for β and MA automatically sets α, hence it is not a free parameter (once β and MA are
already set as free parameters). We have now introduced all the parameters and quantities
that allow to express the Higgs interactions. To quote an example, the coupling of the h
to the SM fermions (divided in up-type and down-type) are proportional to the SM Higgs
couplings times the following expressions:
h fd f¯d ∝− sinαcosβ ,
h fu f¯u ∝
cosα
sinβ
.
This allows, for example, to set limits on Mh in terms of the β angle and the MA parameter by
studying the unseen h SM-like Higgs field and its decay modes into SM fermions. LEP has
set Mh ≤ 114.4GeV [52] for most MA values, though being less stringent for very close val-
ues of MA and Mh. The tree level mass of the lightest Higgs cannot fulfill this requirement,
since it is smaller than MZ . However, various loop corrections of the most coupled particles
to the Higgs fields, namely the top-quark, can bring it up to values above the limit. However,
the lightest Higgs boson in the MSSM cannot be much heavier than ∼ 130GeV (see [60] for
a review).
While there are supersymmetric scenarios with unification of gaugino masses, here we do
not impose such conditions. We will treat the least constrained configurations, and thus, in
principle, will consider as a free parameter each mass of a new particle. Indeed, the gaugino
masses M1, M2 et M3, the sfermion masses Mu˜L , Mu˜R , etc, are taken as free parameters, un-
less otherwise stated. These parameters are the soft masses of the sfermions, which, however,
can mix between left and right sfermions of the same flavor to yield two different physical
masses. For example, while usually Mτ˜L and Mτ˜R are the free parameters, the physical staus
will be given by τ˜1 and τ˜2 where the former is the lightest of the two, hence, the mass of
which is constrained by experiments.
Soft SUSY breaking also includes trilinear couplings of scalar fields. For example, a sfermion-
sfermion-Higgs coupling is determined by such a trilinear A f˜ coupling. Therefore, we intro-
duce three free parameters, one for each type of superpartner coupled to the Higgs: At for the
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up-type squarks, Ab for the bottom-type squarks and Aτ for sleptons. The trilinear couplings
play a role in the mixing matrices of the left and right sfermions.
We had discussed that charged particles are rather heavily constrained. The χ+1,2 charginos
are a mix of the charged winos and higgsino states. Thus they are spin-1/2 charged particles.
The lightest chargino thus constructed would be mainly made of the lightest of the two com-
ponents, thus with a mass which is roughly Mχ+1 ∼Min(M2, µ). By constraining the lightest
chargino mass one can infer constraints upon these two mass terms, which also contribute to
the neutralino mass.
Further constraints can be drawn by computing the MSSM contributions to precision observ-
ables in the EW and B-meson fields. We will take into account these considerations in our
searches.
6.2.3 Neutralino dark matter
We focus in scenarios in which the LSP is the lightest of the neutralinos. Neutralinos are
Majorana particles, made of the mix of the neutral weak gauginos and the neutral higgsinos.
There are four neutralino states, usually ordered by mass, and are denoted by χ0k where
k = 1, ...,4. Hence, we focus in the case of χ01 LSP. The neutralino masses depend upon
the masses of the B˜, the W˜ and the higgsinos, as well as the mixing terms of the EW sector
–namely the Weinberg θW phase–, and the Higgs sector mixing given by β. Thus the mass
matrix is
M nMSSM =

M1 0 −MZswcβ MZswsβ
0 M2 MZcwcβ −MZcwsβ
−MZswcβ MZcwcβ 0 −µ
MZswsβ −MZcwsβ −µ 0
 , (6.1)
where cw (sw) and cβ (sβ) are the cosine (sine) of the θW and β mixing angles respectively.
This matrix can be diagonalized. Hence the lightest neutralino is given by
χ01 = N11B˜+N12W˜ +N13H˜d +N14H˜u.
The lightest neutralino is thus dominated by the lightest of the gauginos and/or higgsinos
available. Since the µ mass term is common to both higgsinos, the contribution of these
states is usually of the same order (with always a larger fraction of H˜d given by the fact
that tanβ ≥ 1). Furthermore, we saw that µ and M2 are severely constrained by unfruitful
chargino searches and are roughly µ, M2 & 100GeV . This is why Mχ01  100GeV implies
a large B˜ contribution. Actually, by forcing the determinant of the diagonalizing matrix to
vanish one could ensure a massless lightest neutralino. However, throughout this work we
will rather look at neutralinos of the order of the EW scale and down to the GeV scale. Thus,
it is expected that the neutralino behaves as CDM regarding Cosmology, and that it should
manifest itself at the LHC.
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Neutralinos are coupled to the Z-boson via the higgsinos components. Also, the higgsino,
bino and wino are coupled to the h, H and A bosons, allowing thus the coupling of the
neutralino to these bosons as well. These vertices at tree level are expressed by
Zχ01χ
0
1 ≡i
g2
2cosθW
γµγ5
[
N213−N214
]
,
hχ01χ
0
1 ≡ig2 [(N12− tanθW N11)(sinαN13+ cosαN14)] ,
Hχ01χ
0
1 ≡ig2 [(N12− tanθW N11)(cosαN13+ sinαN14)] ,
Aχ01χ
0
1 ≡g2 [(N12− tanθW N11)(sinβN13− cosβN14)] .
The neutralino has, of course, many other interactions, among which we stress the impor-
tance of the f f˜χ10 vertices. The expression of such vertices is rather complex and includes
an interplay of all the parameters related to the neutralino mixing and mass, sfermion mixing
and masses, Higgs sector mixings and the EW parameters.
The neutralino annihilation rates are a crucial point for both the obtention of the relic density
and the ID searches, while elastic scattering is important for thermal equilibrium in EU and
in the case of the quark-neutralino interactions for DD efforts. Since the neutralino is the
LSP we expect it to annihilate into SM particles or Higgs bosons at low energies. In such
cases, the vertices we have discussed are the most important ones to take into account. In-
deed, neutralinos can annihilate into fermions via s-channel exchanges of Higgs bosons or
a Z-boson, or via t and u-channel exchanges of sfermions. Annihilations into Higgs bosons
can happen via the exchange of a neutralino in a t or u-channel, and by the s-channel ex-
change of a Higgs boson. Regarding elastic scattering off quarks, the interactions happen
through a t-channel exchange of a Higgs boson or Z boson, the former contributing only
to spin independent interactions, while the latter yields spin dependent interactions. Also
quarks and neutralinos can exchange a squark through a s-channel. This diagram contributes
to both cases, spin dependent and spin independent interactions. We illustrate such diagrams
in Fig. 6.1. In general, the squark masses are large compared to MZ and Mh, assuming Mh
is SM-like. Thus, interactions are dominated by boson exchanges. However, for marginal
configurations with the lightest possible squark masses, we may encounter a mixed contri-
bution from these diagrams. Squark interactions can be destructive in the combination with
the boson driven, thus lowering the total interaction rate instead of increasing it.
6.3 Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
We now introduce the Next-to-MSSM. We will only stress the main differences with the
MSSM and the aspects of interest for neutralino phenomenology and the configurations that
go along. For a complete review on this model we refer to [61].
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Fig. 6.1: Neutralino-quarks elastic scattering processes at tree level.
6.3.1 Introduction to the next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model
The NMSSM consists of a simple extension of the MSSM. It is motivated by the unnatural
scale of the µ mass parameter in the MSSM supersymmetric lagrangian, which is needed to
be at the range of the weak scale. However, there is no fundamental mechanism making this
only by a structural reason rather than a consequence of scale considerations of other sectors
of the theory. As a mass term, it does not carry any fundamental quantum number of the SM
symmetry group. It is an invariant of SUSY, which makes its natural values either zero or the
unification scale. In the Higgs mechanism the mass spectrum of the particles is successfully
explained by the VEV of a fundamental scalar field. In order to ensure an emergent µ mass
parameter a similar path can be taken. Adding one extra field to the Higgs sector with a non
vanishing VEV naturally generates the mass range, avoiding any fine-tuned definition. The
MSSM superpotential is thus modified by the inclusion of the S superfield containing the
new s Higgs field and its superpartner, the singlino S˜. This scalar field is taken as a singlet of
SU(2)L in particular, and in general of the SM symmetry group. Indeed, we do not want any
effect of such a scalar field upon SM physics nor in the EW symmetry breaking mechanism.
The superpotential in the NMSSM can be expressed in terms of the MSSM superpotential as
follows
WNMSSM = (WMSSM−µH1.H2)+λSH1.H2+ 13κS
3,
which is equivalent to the following transformation
µH1.H2→ λSH1.H2+ 13κS
3.
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Thus, we have introduced the dimensionless λ and κ Yukawa couplings. This is not the
most general inclusion in the superpotential. Indeed, one could in principle leave the µ term
untouched, include a second mass term coupled to S2 and a supersymmetric tadpole for
S with a mass-squared dimension parameter. However, including such terms would imply
introducing more parameters which then would be to be set by hand at the EW scale, as it
was the case for the µ in the MSSM superpotential. Hence, we restrain to this configuration.
Now, the MSSM µ mass parameter is set by 〈s〉, hence, strictly speaking, µ is not a free
parameter any more. However, we may define the effective µ-term
µe f f = λ〈s〉 .
Thus, by fixing the VEV of s and the λ coupling, the effective mass term is fixed, which is
what motivates the inclusion of S and makes the terms we choose not to write in the general
NMSSM superpotential rather unwanted. However, in light of all the understanding of the
MSSM that has been built throughout the years, it is generally preferred to take µe f f as a free
parameter and thus adjust 〈s〉 to its choice. From now on, in the NMSSM frame, whenever
we quote µ we refer actually to the effective µ term.
Regarding SUSY breaking schemes, the NMSSM is also rich in mechanisms leading to a
well motivated configuration at low energies. Furthermore, constrained scenarios also exist
in the NMSSM. We pursue in our wide view of the EW scale possibilities.
6.3.2 Impact of the S superfield
The inclusion of s to the Higgs sector gives rise to new bosons in the Higgs spectrum. Hence,
there are now three neutral Higgs CP-even bosons H1,2,3 and two neutral CP-odd Higgs
bosons A1,2, in both cases ordered by mass. The three scalar and the two pseudoscalar mass
eigenstates now contain contributions from the singlet scalar field from the weak interaction
basis. The second novel implication of the S superfield is the singlino state. Singlinos are
spin-1/2 neutral particles coupled to the regular higgsinos. Hence they also contribute to the
mixed neutralinos.
The soft part of the NMSSM lagrangian includes the usual terms from the two Higgs dou-
blets and their mixed physical fields, enhanced by the new scalar features. These affect the
trilinear couplings in the Higgs sector (which imply the the doublet-doublet-singlet Aλ and
the triple singlet Aκ trilinear couplings, two new free parameters), the couplings of the Higgs
bosons to sparticles and gauginos, and the singlino couplings to the Higgs, sparticle and
gaugino sectors. This implies that the parametrization with the S superfield implies the re-
placement of the MSSM µ and MA free parameters by λ, κ, Aλ, Aκ, 〈s〉, with, in practice, 〈s〉
being replaced by µe f f .
As a general statement, all the Higgs and neutralino phenomenologies get new features.
However, most of these features are only slight deviations from the MSSM phenomenology.
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Nonetheless, the extreme cases yield rather interesting supersymmetric particle spectra and
interactions. A singlet dominated lightest Higgs does not behave at all as a SM-like Higgs.
Indeed, its couplings to the SM particles would be severely suppressed, since they are carried
by the doublet fractions. This implies that a singlet dominated Higgs cannot be thoroughly
scanned at colliders regarding production and decays for direct signatures, nor in the loop
and high-order contributions to EW and B-meson physics –however, the charged Higgs and
chargino phenomenology is not really modified. Thus, many scenarios can easily fall below
all limits established for SM-like Higgs bosons or MSSM-like pseudoscalars. Hence, there
is now a possibility of lightest Higgs bosons lighter than . 100GeV . Light Higgs bosons
generate very interesting conditions for neutralino interactions and collider physics. For the
latter, unexpected (in MSSM) kinematic configurations could lead to very characteristic sig-
natures (supersymmetric, yet particular to the NMSSM), which motivates dedicated searches
for NMSSM scenarios at the LHC. On the other hand, the SM-like Higgs mass gets a new
correction from the singlet component. If the singlet field is rather heavy (which corresponds
to κ〈s〉  |Aλ|, |Aκ|), then MSMH could reach up to ∼ 140GeV .
6.3.3 Neutralino dark matter
In the NMSSM the neutralino weak eigenstate vector acquires a new component: the singlino.
Hence, the neutralino mass matrix in the NMSSM reads
M nNMSSM =

M1 0 −MZswcβ MZswsβ 0
0 M2 MZcwcβ −MZcwsβ 0
−MZswcβ MZcwcβ 0 −µ −λv1√2
MZswsβ −MZcwsβ −µ 0 −λv2√2
0 0 −λv1√
2
−λv2√
2
2µκ
λ
 . (6.2)
The singlino component comes in the fifth row and columns. The top-left 4× 4 matrix
is exactly the MSSM neutralino mass matrix, with the caveat that µ is here an effective
quantity and not really a parameter. The bottom-right 3× 3 matrix shows the only singlino
mixing terms, which correspond to the higgsino sector. Namely, there is no mixing with the
gauginos. The lightest neutralino is now given by
χ01 = N11B˜+N12W˜ +N13H˜d +N14H˜u+N15S˜.
Neutralino crucial couplings do not change in their nature with respect to those in the MSSM.
However, the expression of the vertices must now include the singlet (singlino) components
of Higgs bosons (neutralinos) whenever they are involved. Thus, the vertices containing
physical Higgses and neutralinos include the components of the Higgs and neutralino diag-
onalized mass matrices. If we name Hi j and Akl (with i, j, l = 1, 2, 3 and k = 1, 2, i and k
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spanning mass eigenstates and j and l the corresponding doublets and singlet contributions)
the CP-even and odd Higgs mass matrices, then we get
H1χ01χ
0
1 ≡i
λ√
2
[
H11
(
N214−N215
)
+H12
(
N213−N215
)
+H13
(
N213−N214
)]
− i
√
2κH13N215+ i
gY
2
[
H11
(
N211−N213
)
+H12
(
N211−N214
)]
+ i
g2
2
[
H11
(
N212−N213
)
+H12
(
N212−N214
)]
,
A1χ01χ
0
1 ≡
λ√
2
[
A11
(
N214−N215
)
+A12
(
N213−N215
)
+A13
(
N213−N214
)]
−
√
2κA13N215+ i
gY
2
[
A11
(
N211−N213
)
+A12
(
N211−N214
)]
+
g2
2
[
A11
(
N212−N213
)
+A12
(
N212−N214
)]
,
while the Zχ01χ
0
1 remains unchanged as well as the f f˜χ
0
1 coupling.
The exchange of light Higgs bosons –in annihilation and elastic scattering processes– en-
larges the possibilities of interactions rates the neutralino can have. However, lighter Higgs
bosons mean large singlet components, which in turn translates into small couplings. Thus,
real boosts in cross sections could only be obtained for limiting cases of kinematic configu-
rations between the exchanged particles.
7 Scalar Dark Matter candidates
Among the new particles generated by the application of a second supersymmetric charge,
there would be scalars and mirror partners of the SM fermions. This motivates the possibility
of the DM being actually made of scalar particles. Without fully constructing a prescription
to obtain such scalars, we just use the fact that they might exist and develop some phe-
nomenological aspects of Yukawa couplings of scalar particles to SM fermions and their
mirror partners. Hence we can address the possibility of the DM being constituted of neutral
scalar particles. A complete study on the matter of construction of such a model is still miss-
ing, however we focus on the phenomenological implications of this hypothetical scenario,
following the steps of [62].
7.1 New scalars and fermions
The scenario here presented relies on the existence of both scalars S –with no relation to the
singlet superfield in the NMSSM– and mirror partners F to the SM fermions f . These three
particles are coupled through Yukawa couplings. Hence, annihilation and elastic scattering
interactions between scalars and SM particles can happen. For the newly introduced scalar
particles to represent a DM candidate we also need it to be stable, neutral and colorless.
While the two latter characteristics imply electromagnetic and QCD null quantum numbers,
the former implies the existence of a broken symmetry stabilizing the particle. Hence we
assume the existence of a discrete Z2 symmetry, called M-parity in contrast with the N = 1
SUSY case, which yields a parity quantum number. The scalars are thus supposed to be the
lightest M-odd particles, therefore stable.
While the scalar is only weakly coupled to the SM, the mirror partners of the SM fermions
would carry some of their quantum numbers. For instance, if we focus in the electron e−R and
e−L , then we need to introduce both F
e
L and F
e
R , both carrying a −1 electromagnetic charge.
By repeating this for all SM fermions, we get the full spectrum of the mirror partners, which
are chiral Dirac fermions. This implies that the νmirror partners Fν are neutral and the quark
mirror partners Fq carry a color charge. Hence, the full lagrangian includes such terms as
L ⊃ S δi j F¯xi (cxl Pr + cxrPL) q j.
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where x stands for the type of fermion –all leptons and quarks–, i and j span flavor and
color, PR,L are the right and left chiral projectors introduced in Sec. 5.1, and cxl and c
x
r are the
non-universal Yukawa couplings. These new interactions imply a new subset of parameters,
which we do not connect to any SUSY breaking scheme nor any high energy unification,
which are simply the Yukawa couplings and the masses of the particles acquired via a Higgs
mechanism, though we do not detail the Higgs sector in this work.
We will discuss in what follows O((1− 100)MeV ) DM candidates with the correct relic
density. We will further study their collider predictions for the LHC in Chapter 11.
7.2 Light scalars
The deepest motivation for the construction of this model is its LSP, a scalar which represents
a DM candidate. In principle, its mass mS may be as light as one could imagine. However,
we restrict our considerations to plausible scenarios regarding cosmology.
7.2.1 Lee-Weinberg bound
Very general bounds on DM mass can be drawn by relating it to interaction rates with SM
particles. Indeed, the DM energy density of ΩCDMh2 ' 0.1109 [63] is not to be exceeded by
any relic particle. If the relic density of a stable particle is determined by the the FO mecha-
nism, then the interaction rate at the FO temperature is deeply related with the relic density
found. This way, one may find a limit on the DM mass by constraining its annihilation rate
in EU. This was first done for heavy neutrinos as DM [64], but the extension to any kind of
fermionic DM is straightforward. One finds that mDM & O(1GeV ).
However, this bound applies just to fermions. Indeed, the mass enters in the cross section
expression when computing the interaction amplitude and including the particle mass in the
spinor. If the DM candidate is a scalar, there is no spinor, hence no mass dependence in
the annihilation rate. Thus, 〈σv〉 is roughly independent of mS [62]. The bound is therefore
lifted for scalars. Hence, we can address mS . 1GeV scenarios, which can reproduce the
right relic density through FO.
7.2.2 Interactions in early universe and the scalar mass interval
Since we want large (enough) production rates at the LHC, we want to maximize the scalar
coupling to the quarks, SqFq, where the quark mirror partners Fq also intervene. However,
if this coupling is very large, we expect large interactions with protons, neutrons and pi-
ons in EU. In particular, annihilation into these particles can bring the scalar relic density
to zero. Nevertheless, we may invoke kinematical reasons to avoid this, setting mS below
the lightest meson or baryon. Indeed, this way the DM annihilation processes involving
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SqFq interactions are forbidden by the lack of a phase space. We take then mS ≤ mpi0
(' 134.9766± 0.0006MeV [52]). To achieve the correct relic density, scalar will annihi-
late into lighter particles: muons, electrons and/or neutrinos.
In addition, the scalar interactions with quarks could have an influence in the primordial
nucleosynthesis processes. While there are still details to solve regarding the abundance of
some marginal elements like 6Li and 7Li, the bulk of the theory works so well as it is that we
should safeguard it. Therefore, in order to be cautious regarding primordial nucleosynthesis,
we ask the scalars to freeze-out before the primordial nucleosynthesis takes place, that is to
say TNS ≤ TFO. As seen in Section 4.1.1, primordial nucleosynthesis starts at TNS ' 100keV .
It has been shown that for mS in the [1 −100]MeV range, TFO/mS ' [11 − 19] [62]. Hence,
for this analysis, we restrict the scalar mass to be mS & 1MeV . An interesting question that
is yet to be investigated concerns the impact lighter scalars could have on primordial nucle-
osynthesis, could it help solving the lithium problem?
With these considerations we have defined the following range for the scalar mass: 1MeV .
mS . 135MeV .
7.3 Interactions with charged leptons
As scalars annihilate into light particles, we now analyse annihilation into charged leptons,
namely muons and electrons.
7.3.1 Constraint from (g−2)e,µ
The SeFe and SµFµ coupling responsible for triggering scalar annihilation into electron/positron
pairs and muon pairs, also yield other interactions. Indeed, we expect contributions to the
lepton anomalous magnetic moments, measured by the (g−2)e,µ observables. Their devia-
tion to the measured values allows the BSM contributions to exist, but they cannot account
for more than the difference between the SM prediction and the measured value. Hence,
their contribution cannot exceed ∼ 10−9 for muons and ∼ 10−11 for electrons. Assuming
mS  mFe,µ , this contribution behaves as δαe,µ ∝ c
e,µ
l c
e,µ
r
mFe,µ
. 〈σSS→l+l−v〉, where l ≡ e, µ, is
actually also proportional to this term. This way a stringent constraint is to be respected by
annihilation into charged leptons, namely
〈
σSS→µ+µ−v
〉
. 10−29cm3s−1 [62]. This value is
too small to achieve ΩCDMh2 relying on annihilations into charged leptons.
7.3.2 Smaller interactions for electrons and the 511 keV line from the galactic center
Among indirect detection observables are γ-ray fluxes. If S interacts with leptons, and namely
electrons, we expect to have such signals from the galactic center for energies below mS. On
one hand, the interaction rate could be constrained by the observed fluxes, and on the other
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one could try to fit the observed value if there is room for a signal with the characteristics of
DM annihilations.
In [65] the SPI spectrometer in the INTEGRAL satellite reported a rather bright 511keV line
with a potential diffuse morphology [66], although observations with better resolutions sug-
gest a correlation with astrophysical objects, thus favoring rather standard explanations for
the measured flux. Annihilating scalars could actually reproduce this signal because of kine-
matic reasons: low energy production of positrons would allow the production of positron-
ium atoms with the subsequent decay into photon pairs after electron/positron annihilation
quasi at rest. This however requires a very suppressed velocity dependence in 〈σSS→e+e−v〉
which is not natural for annihilation through the F . Therefore, either the EU annihilation rate
is drastically reduced to values . 10−31 cm3s−1 (where the largest possible value is obtained
for a flat dark matter halo profile towards the galactic center), either too many 511keV pho-
tons [67] and γ-rays in general [68] would be produced at the galactic center. This further
constrains the possibility of achieving relic density via annihilation into charged leptons.
Further studies show the plausibility of scalar DM producing the observed signal from the
MW GC [69, 70]. Although this possibility is still very interesting and not completely ruled
out by standard astrophysical sources, there is no need to stick to this phenomenological
configuration. Instead we only keep the upper bound to the annihilation cross section into
light charged leptons.
7.4 Interactions with neutrinos
For the range of masses we are interested in only annihilation into neutrinos can proceed at
sufficiently large rates to reproduce the correct relic density of DM.
7.4.1 Annihilation into neutrinos
In principle there is no other constraint coming from neutrino annihilation other than EU FO
of scalar particles. This requirement sets then the annihilation cross section to∼ 10−26 cm3s−1.
However, at this rate and for part of the mass range of the scalar DM, the inverse reaction
could be responsible for scalar production in core-collapse SN explosions, where the core
temperature can reach a few tens of MeV [71]. Then, the question of energy transport arises,
since a huge amount of energy is indeed carried away by neutrinos: what influence can the
presence of such scalars have in the explosion mechanism? This is another open question.
7.4.2 An interesting implication: neutrino masses explained?
In [72] the possibility of a link between thermally produced scalars and neutrino mass is
explored. Indeed, by modelling the interaction with an effective coupling, the authors show
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that the annihilation cross section –which is 〈σSS→νν〉 ' g
4
4pi
m2Fν
(m2S+m
2
Fν)
2 , where g is an ef-
fective coupling– is in direct relation with the scalar and Fν contribution to the neutrino
mass. Through a loop exchange of such particles, the effective neutrino mass is mν =√
σv
128pi3 m
2
Fν
(
1+ mSmFν
)
ln
(
Λ2
m2Fν
)
, where Λ is an effective electroweak cut-off of the effec-
tive theory. It is easy to see that for a choice of masses and cut-off scale, the neutrino mass
can have a suitable value. However, no stronger conclusion is to be taken hereafter, since no
neutrino interaction is really expected at the LHC.
7.5 Interactions with quarks
Let us now focus on the scalar interactions with quarks, the most relevant for the LHC. Since
we can safely assume the relic density is achieved through neutrino interactions, and the
mass range of the scalars was chosen in order not to modify the primordial nucleosynthesis
physics nor to annihilate into colored particles, the relevant vertices are so far unconstrained
in this scenario.
7.5.1 Vertices
Since we are interested in new particle production at the LHC, we need to consider inter-
actions involving these new particles –the scalar and the quark mirror partners Fq– as well
as the partonic content of the proton –hence u, d and s quarks, as well as gluons. The term
responsible for SqFq interactions to include in the lagrangian is
S δi j F¯q
i
(cql PR+ c
q
r PL) q
j. (7.1)
Here, δi j ensures flavor and color conservation. Here c
q
l and c
q
r are the Yukawa couplings
exclusively related to these vertices (not universal with scalar-lepton interaction couplings),
and PR and PL are the chiral projectors as defined in Sec. 5.1. The corresponding vertex is
displayed in Fig. (7.1).
Fig. 7.1: Vertex introduced by the Yukawa interaction of scalar DM, quarks and their mirror partners Fq. Notice
that for mFq ≥ mS, mq, the decay of Fq is represented by this diagram.
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The Fq are colored particles, therefore we also expect them to interact with gluons. In anal-
ogy to the usual QCD lagrangian, we then have the term
gGaµF¯iγ
µT ai jFj, (7.2)
where g is the strong interaction coupling, Gaµ are the gluon fields, γµ are the Dirac matrices,
T ai j are the generators relevant to the SU(3) group. a runs from 1 to 8 for the eight gluon
fields, i and j span the color values, green, red and blue. Such a vertex is represented in Fig.
(7.2).
Fig. 7.2: QCD-like vertex for colored Fq particle interactions with gluons.
7.5.2 Free parameters
The free parameters to scan for LHC production of Fq and S are thus the couplings –c
q
l and
cqr – and the new particle masses mS and mFq , the latter taken to be universal for all quark
flavors, for simplicity.
Couplings cannot be arbitrarily large. On one hand, we want perturbative theory to hold
for simplicity of calculations. Hence we do not allow cql and c
q
r to be ≥ 3. It is arguable
that couplings as large as 3, even though perturbative, may yield anomalies which would
have been seen in particle physics experiments, however, since specific studies on the matter
have not been carried out, and we are making a proof of concept, we still explore such large
values. We will actually rule out the largest values by studying signals at the Tevatron and
the LHC. On the other hand, we are interested in observable phenomenologies, therefore we
restrict our analysis to large enough couplings, say ≥ 0.1.
The scalar mass range has already been determined by other interactions as discussed in
7.2.2. Regarding the Fq, these are charged particles. The search for new charged particles at
colliders can set a limit on mFq . For example, if one assumes that the Fq could be similar to
heavier generation quarks, we may apply the lower limits on b′ and t ′-like particles, which
currently are 268GeV and 256GeV [52]. We will see later on more stringent constraints for
mFq , which involve the production of such particles at the Tevatron and the LHC.
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III
PHENOMENOLOGICAL AND
ASTROPARTICLE ANALYSIS OF
LIGHT DARK MATTER
PARTICLES

8 Scanning the parameter space
The supersymmetric parameter space is multidimensional. If we are interested in thoroughly
looking for phenomenologically interesting configurations then a scan of such a space is
required. Finding a suitable point in the supersymmetric parameter space can be translated
into a series of criteria to be respected. To this purpose we have developed a code using the
well tested and user friendly numerical tools, which make the analysis of supersymmetric
configurations rather easy. Using these tools, a random walk algorithm was built to scan
parameter spaces taking into account the constraints to be respected. Each time a good point
was found, its parameters, mass spectra and phenomenological outcome was kept. This code
was first introduced in [1].
8.1 Tools
In principle there is not necessarily a unique set of parameters that fits the data and to which
we expect to converge. There might be many different configurations equivalently well fit-
ting the data. The search for those configurations has to be automatized. In order to solve
the spectrum of many points and compute their yield –a set of observables–, it is essential to
make use of the best numerical structures available.
That is why the code was constructed using micrOMEGAs (mO) [2]. Regarding supersym-
metry, micrOMEGAs is a code, a framework and a library of functions. It provides tools to
the user, allowing easy computation of supersymmetric spectra –by making use of other, well
tested codes–, comparison of mass spectra to new particle searches limits, finding of the LSP
and computation of its FO relic density, analysis of its annihilation channels, computation
of the suypersymmetric configuration contribution to electroweak precision parameters, to
leptonic anomalous magnetic dipole momenta, to rare meson decays, and give predictions to
direct and indirect detection of DM. The user can choose the SUSY breaking scheme.
Both the MSSM and NMSSM are implemented in a number of usual paradigms. Since we
are interested in widely exploring phenomenological configurations, we only used the so
called EW symmetry breaking (EWSB) scheme. Unification of parameters is not assumed
at the GUT scale, allowing the user to freely define the sfermion soft masses, non-universal
gaugino masses, the Higgs sector parameters and trilinear couplings. However a mecha-
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nism that breaks SUSY is to be assumed. For each set of free parameters, the configuration
is tested by checking whether the renormalization group equations driven SUSY breaking
mechanism from GUT scale parameters down to the EW scale can actually lead to such
a choice of EW scale parameters. Higher order corrections are taken into account in the
computation of masses, which are especially important in the Higgs sector. In the MSSM,
mO calls the SuSpect [3] spectrum calculator to achieve this task, whereas in the NMSSM,
mO has implemented the NMSSMTools package [4], and more specifically the NMHSpec
function [5] and the NMHDecay function [6, 7] to compute the spectrum and Higgs sector
decays, as well as various particle physics constraints (see Sec. 8.3.3).
In the particular case of the MSSM, the latest searches (presented in [8]) included a limit on
the Higgs mass which was not implemented in mO (and not used in [1]). In this case it was
necessary to interface mO with the HiggsBounds (HB) package [9, 10]. This package needs
all the Higgs couplings to SM particles in the MSSM (or whatever model is being evaluated)
for the given configuration. The tree-level couplings are computed by mO while the loop in-
duced couplings (such as Higgs-photon-photon or Higgs-gluon-gluon) were computed with
SUSY-HIT package [11]. The link between these two supplementary packages and mO was
performed by A. Pukhov and G. Be´langer, specially for the late searches in the MSSM.
Once interesting supresymmetric configurations are found and data is generated, the repre-
sentation of different parameters or observables in correlating planes is a very useful analysis
tool. Analysis routines have been written to get these representations systematically. The tool
used to this purpose is ROOT [12], the data analysis framework developed at CERN.
8.2 A Monte-Carlo Markov chain algorithm
8.2.1 A random walk approach
The aim of our study was to meticulously search for supersymmetric configurations yielding
neutralino DM with an acceptable relic density and respecting particle physics constraints.
Within the vast multidimensional parameter space there is a high probability to fall into
choices that will not meet all the requirements, starting with the spectrum calculation. There-
fore it is wiser to look within some range in each dimension. Once such a box is properly
defined by prior knowledge of the model, we would like to explore it automatically. One way
to come through this exploration is to iterate in the search. This way, if start from a point –i.e.
a set of values for each of the free parameters that we are scanning–, a subsequent set can be
generated by making a step towards a given direction. A new set of variables is thus defined.
It can be tested regarding all the constraints we wish to consider. If the point is satisfactory
to this respect (in fact, if it passes the acceptance requirement, which is a slightly different
requirement as we will develop in what follows), it is kept, and thus becomes a source for the
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next iteration. If not, a new one is generated until we find a suitable point. This procedure
is that of random walks, or Markov Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC), in which the conditional
probability distribution of a point is given as a function of the previous point alone and does
not depend on all previous kept points. Therefore, we ensure the generation and suitability
of a point to depend only on its local (with respect to the parameter space) behavior and only
on its intrinsic characteristics (and not on the way the iteration has evolved at all previous
steps). The exploration will be oriented and determined purely by the properties of each of
the configurations visited during the random walk. The question of the initial point is then
to be addressed, and it turns out to be not a trivial issue. Also, the generation of new points
determines how the code will walk in the parameter space. Finally, and what is the most in-
teresting feature for us, all kept points will yield a number of predictions: their cross sections
for DD and ID can be computed.
Evaluating a set of variables is both evaluating whether it is a configuration which corre-
sponds to our theoretical expectations and whether its phenomenology is in contradiction
with experimental data. This way we can define two quantitative functions of a given set of
variables: its prior and its likelihood. The former represents its match with the kind of model
we are looking for, and the latter checks whether experimental constraints are respected. Pri-
ors and likelihoods will be discussed in detail below. Their distinction is purely abstract, the
numerical evaluation of these functions is not compelled to follow a certain order. In other
words, one may compute the likelihood before the prior, or the inverse. In practice, both the
prior and likelihood are composite functions, since both include several criteria.
8.2.2 Metropolis-Hastings algorithm
With this in mind we constructed a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [13]. Its iteration pro-
cedure is the following. In an n-dimensional parameter space we start by finding a starting
point. This could be achieved by imposing it as an input, or by using a flat probability distri-
bution over parameter space, namely, generating n random variables within a n-dimensional
box, or by using a more sophisticated method (see later on for a detailed discussion on the
starting point). Then, we use it to generate the next point. The generation of a point j+ 1
from a point j requires, first of all, the choice of a generator. Let us define it following
the probability distribution function ~G
(
~θk|
(
~θ j,~σ
))
, an n-dimensional normal distribution
centered at the variable set~θ j with a variance vector~σ:
Gk| j =
n
∏
i=1
Gi
(
θki |
(
θ ji ,σi
))
=
n
∏
i=1
e
−
(
θki −θ
j
i
)2
2σ2i .
The new set of variables~θk is then tested regarding the prior P k
(
~θk
)
and the total likelihood
Lk
(
~θk
)
. In principle it is suitable to evolve towards better total weights. Hence, if a new
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point has a better weight than its predecessor it will be accepted automatically. However, it is
in the nature of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to allow some steps back in the evolution
of the weight throughout the chain, although with a lesser probability. This way it is possible
to avoid being trapped in a well. Thus, the new point will be accepted with a probability
min
Gk| j×P k
(
~θk
)
×Lk
(
~θk
)
G j|k×P j
(
~θ j
)
×L j
(
~θ j
) , 1
 . (8.1)
If accepted, j+ 1→ k. Otherwise j+ 1→ j. Of course, since Gk| j ≡ G j|k, the generator
function does not contribute to the acceptance probability. This reinforces the MCMC char-
acteristic of the random walk, avoiding the influence of a configuration generation on the
evaluation of the configuration itself. We define the weight of a point j to be
Q j = P j×L j. (8.2)
Each different variable set kept has a given multiplicity, which is the number of times the
code stayed at that point before accepting a different one. A total number of points was
asked for a chain –typically 104 or 105. Then, it is a good thing to ask the run to make
several chains –a few tens, typically–, so we may avoid the results depending on a particular
choice of a starting point. Furthermore, this allows us to compare the yield of two different
chains, and so to explore potentially disconnected regions of parameter space. The number
of different points within a chain depends on how easy it is to jump from one point to the next
and how many points are rejected. This is determined by the interplay between the density
of healthy configurations –in which is included the possibility of fine-tuned solutions– and
the mean deviation, the size of the step with which we generate new candidates, determined
by the variance in the generator function. For a given deviation, the denser a region is in
healthy points, the easier to find a successful point. For a given density of healthy points,
the smaller the deviation, the easier to find a successful point. It is interesting to have not
too large deviations, so the probability of falling out of a healthy region with each step is not
too large, but too short deviations may prevent the chain to explore the parameter space and
stay trapped in a single region. This interplay is relative to the way we define P and L , and
thus depends on the run. The best choice of the mean deviations is found by trial and error.
Namely, the code does not contain a smart and automatic way to choose how large will be
the step.
8.2.3 Finding a starting point
The starting point represents a problem by itself. Indeed, if we are trying to find rare config-
urations in the parameter space, then it is not obvious to randomly find a point j for which
simultaneously P j
(
~θ j
)
6= 0 and L j
(
~θ j
)
6= 0 in order to have Q j
(
~θ j
)
6= 0, and therefore be
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able to define a meaningful probability of acceptance for j+1 using (8.1). The rareness of a
configuration may be interpreted as fine-tuning. If a subset of variables, or parameters after
the spectrum calculation, have a strong influence on the phenomenology of the point, and if
they are needed to follow some relation with a narrow tolerance, then such a configuration is
fine-tuned. And the narrower is the tolerance, the more fine-tuned is the point. For example,
the neutralino mass is a parameter at the origin of fine-tuned requirements, specially towards
masses lighter than ∼ 30GeV . If the configurations needed are intrinsically fine-tuned, then
randomly finding a starting point is actually looking for a needle in a haystack. In these cases,
we may use a efficient tool to find such an unflinching starting point: a MCMC made of a
chain which is not retained but which purpose is to approach the desired region in parameter
space. We call this first MCMC the pre-MCMC. Thus, the search for a starting point can be
decomposed into two steps. First we relax some of the most stringent conditions we want
the chains to respect. For the neutralino mass case this is achieved by defining a different
form of the prior imposed on its value, namely, giving it an exponential distribution. The
mass prior at the pre-MCMC level does not have a sharp edge at the upper bound any more
as required at the MCMC, but very heavy neutralinos will be strongly disfavored. A heav-
ier neutralino point, with a very low total weight Qpre−MCMC, is good enough to launch the
pre-MCMC. Thus we force this preliminary random walk to exponentially fall into lighter
mass regions. This way we allow more points to help us finding a suitable one, by letting
them generate a random walk which is conceived to converge towards the region of interest.
Secondly, once we fall into an interesting region, we evaluate the weight of the given point
with respect to the criteria chosen for the run. Finally, when the weight of a point overcomes
a given threshold, then it becomes the starting point, and the MCMC iteration is eventually
launched, the subsequent chain will be stored. This threshold is to be defined with respect
to the total weights one is expecting to get. In general, the maximum weight that we get is
& 0.5. However, the MCMC can gain several orders of magnitude in a few steps, depending
on the amplitude of the variance. This way, a threshold of 10−15 is reasonable. Although the
first ten points or so might have very bad total weights, the thousands to come will success-
fully probe the region of interest.
Otherwise, if it is not difficult to pick a starting point out of absolute randomness, then the
starting point may be generated by picking a set of variables with flat probabilities within
each interval defined for each dimension of the parameter space.
Finally, sometimes we would like to make special checks at some particular configurations.
Then, in order not to lose time in finding a starting point, we can use a forced initialization
by imposing the starting point as an input. Of course, this way, a many chain run will al-
ways start at the very same point. In such cases, a low deviation is used, since the aim is to
scan the surroundings of the given point. Otherwise, if the user has a set of suitable initial
points which are not necessarily sitting very close to each other, it can be indeed interesting
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to generate chains for each one of them and compare the different regions obtained, the total
weights and the extensions of them, and whether the MCMC could build bridges between
them.
8.3 Quantifying the performance of a set of variables: priors and like-
lihoods
8.3.1 Functions
In order to compute a point’s weight –prior and likelihood– we call functions that will help
us evaluate each partial weight. Then, the product of these partial weights will give the
total weight. These functions are thus normalized to give a certain value between 0 and 1,
quantifying thus the points behavior regarding a certain prior or likelihood. Depending on
the nature of the criterion, we apply different functions, which are defined as follows.
1. For some points the actual probability is given by a Dirac delta function. This is the
case, for example, of the spectrum calculator. Either it is able to compute the super-
symmetric spectrum, or it is not. Here we cannot quantify a continuous value of the
requirement. The criterion is thus binary. Hence, for a given point j, the probability of
it surviving the test 0 is simply given by
F0
(
x j, x0
)
= δx jx0.
2. For the various data fitting criteria imposed to the supersymmetric realizations, we used
likelihood discrimination. Whenever a quantity was to be found within a certain range
without a preferred value within it, we used a round-edged flat-distribution –instead of
a Heaviside function for smoothing reasons. It means that besides defining the upper
xmax and lower xmin limits tolerated for an x quantity, an exponentially decaying edge
with a certain deviation σ is included.
F1 (x, xmax, xmin,σ) = e
− (x−xmin)
2
2σ2 i f x < xmin,
= 1 i f xmin ≤ x≤ xmax,
= e−
(x−xmax)2
2σ2 i f x > xmax.
σ is chosen such that F1 drops rapidly outside the interval, namely σ xmax− xmin.
3. Whenever a criterion has to fit a preferred value µ with a certain deviation σ toler-
ated, we used a normal distribution centered in the former, the latter being the normal
variance.
F2 (x, µ, σ) = e
− (x−µ)2
2σ2 .
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4. For those quantities that only have lower or upper bounds, we use
F3 (x, µ, σ) =
1
1+ e−
x−µ
σ
.
With this definition, for an upper (lower) bound σ has to be negative (positive). For a
small value of σ as compared to the bound µ and the variable x, this is similar to a step
function of values 0 and 1 on each side of µ. Only, this function is differentiable.
The code does not treat all criteria at the same level. Indeed, all those making use of the F0
function come first. If any point fails this test, then the computation of all the rest is useless.
This allows to prevent the code of spending time on uninteresting calculations.
8.3.2 On priors
Part of the evaluation of a point is determined by its correspondence with our initial expec-
tations, with the theoretical idea we want to test. Also, it has to meet numerical-physical
sense. These are the priors. A detail of those which were implemented, always or for some
runs, is given below.
1. The sprectrum calculator is called to get sparticle and Higgs masses. Both spectrum
calculators return an error message if there is any during the spectrum calculation.
Actually, whereas we ask SuSpect only for this job –albeit, in a consistent and reliable
manner–, NMSSMTools does more with the variable set. Indeed, not only the spectrum
is calculated, but also masses of squarks, sleptons, gluinos and charginos are compared
to limits established by LEP. Furthermore, extensive limits on Higgses from the same
experiment and from the Tevatron are checked, such as e+e−→ hZ, e+e−→ hA, the
Z width, the decays t˜ → blν˜ where l stands for a lepton, t˜ → χ0c, b˜→ χ0b. From
CLEO, ϒ→ Aγ and the A width. From BaBar, the ηb mass difference. See [5, 6, 7] and
references therein for details on these limits. One can switch on and off the verification
of each constraint. Those listed above are those we kept, for the rest, we implemented
them aside. Structural problems are also checked. These are common to both spectrum
calculators and include the existence of Landau poles below the GUT scale, unphysical
global minimum in the Higgs potential, Higgs mass scales above the SUSY breaking
scale and the integration of the RGE. An error message is discriminated as an ill defined
supersymmetric point. In this case the point is rejected straight away, and its attributed
probability is null. This means this prior –which contains also a bit of likelihood,
treating the mass limits and other data-fitting criteria in the case of NMSSM– responds
to a delta function discrimination. A viable candidate k has to go through
P kSUSY = F0(k, SUSY ) = δSUSY .
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2. In the case of NMSSM, mO has to check whether it is treating the Higgs correctly.
It is achieved by looking to the Higgs self interaction coupling, which intervenes in
the Higgs mass calculation. If this coupling is ≥ 1, the treatment of the Higgs sector
might be wrong. We have to discriminate these points, not because they are necessarily
excluded, but because we cannot trust the way mO is treating them. This coupling is
called laMAX by mO. Thus, we impose the prior
P klaMAX = δMSSM +δNMSSM×F3 (laMAXk, 1,−0.001) .
3. If micrOMEGAs, while ordering the spectrum, is not able to find the LSP (error in
the sortOddParticles function), we reject automatically the point. This prior is also
evaluated by
P kspec = F0(k, spectrum) = δspectrum.
4. We are looking for neutralino DM, whus we require the LSP to be the neutralino.
Again, a binary criterion given by
P kLSP = F0(k, LSP = χ01) = δLSPχ01
is applied.
5. In a number of runs of the MCMC, we wanted to explore low mass neutralinos. There-
fore we set an upper-limit for mχ01 in order to avoid less fine-tuned, trapping regions. In
some other cases, we wanted to explore larger masses without falling into these already
explored regions. In which case we set a lower limit for the mass. In any case we im-
pose mχ01 ≥ 1GeV , which was decided to be the lower possible value for our searches
for a simple reason: mO does is not trustworthy in the FO calculation for neutralinos
below this limit. Hence, for the candidate k, we impose a neutralino mass interval.
Thus, this prior calls
P kmχ01
= F1
(
mχ01,k, mχ01 min, mχ01,max, 0.1
)
,
with the values of mχ01,min and mχ01 max depending on the run. All quantities are to be
expressed in GeV .
6. The search for interesting points is performed inside a box. Indeed, we require each
variable to lie in a certain interval. The phenomenology we are looking for defines
these intervals. Therefore, for a candidate k, we define the prior on the variables as
P~θk
(
~θk
)
=
n
∏
i=1
F1
(
θki , θi,min, θi,max, σθi
)
,
where maxima, minima and tolerances depend on the run.
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Finally, the total prior of a candidate k is given by
P k = P kSUSY ×P klaMAX ×P kspec×P kLSP×P kmχ01 ×P~θk .
As discussed previously, when the portion of parameter space able to produce healthy con-
figurations is very narrow, getting a starting point forces the use of a pre-MCMC, in which
some of the priors may be changed. It is the case of low mass neutralino searches. In this
case, the pre-MCMC takes a different prior for the neutralino mass, with the aim to force
the pre-MCMC towards lower masses. The strategy is then to accept any point with a non
vanishing total weight, regardless of the neutralino mass, and apply an exponential prior on
top of it. For example, when we were looking for neutralinos lighter than mmaxχ01
= 15GeV ,
the exponential prior took the form
P kmχ01≤m
max
χ01
=
10GeV
mmaxχ01
exp
(
−10
mχ01
mmaxχ01
)
=
2
3
exp
(
−2
3
mχ01
GeV
)
.
This prior replaced P kmχ01
in the pre-MCMC. However, when a point for which mχ01 ≤ m
max
χ01
and Q≥Qthreshold , the MCMC was started with the flat prior on the neutralino mass. For the
case where mmaxχ01
= 15GeV , Q≥ Qthreshold = 10−12.
8.3.3 On likelihoods
The rest of the determination of the total weight of a point relies on its comparison to several
data-fitting criteria. Observations have to be respected, and that is why we associate likeli-
hoods to the most constraining limits emanating from experiments in particle physics. We
take only these into account (and not DD nor ID limits) since we are trying to find a particle
physics candidate. We will analyze its behavior in the galaxy and universe later on. A part of
the outcome of the NMSSM spectrum calculation should be included in the total likelihood.
However, for the sake of simplicity, we let those criteria evaluated by a test 0 along with the
spectrum calculation itself. Here are enumerated the likelihoods taken into account.
1. The relic density of a stable neutralino can be computed via the FO mechanism intro-
duced in the Sec. 1.2.2, or may be assumed to be accomplished through the FI mecha-
nism as described in Sec. 2.6. The former case is achieved by a call to the DarkOmega
function in mO. It returns ΩFOLSPh
2. Here, the LSP is the neutralino. This value is then
required to take into account the WMAP cold dark matter content measure. This es-
timation is composed of a central value ΩCDMh2 and a 1σ error ∆ΩCDM h
2, and usually
the interval (ΩCDM±∆ΩCDM)h2 is considered. However, the nature of both ends of this
interval are conceptually very different in their implications. The upper end is a strict
limit, since there cannot be more neutralinos than the DM observed. However, the
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lower end of the interval is to take as an indication for the total DM only. With this we
have in mind the possibility of many particle DM, to which the neutralino would be a
partial contributor. We still want the neutralino to represent, at least, an important frac-
tion of the observed DM. The likelihood function we built takes then the upper end as a
limit, but it allows the neutralino density fraction to be as low as 10%×ΩCDMh2. The
interval has not evolved much in the last three years, namely, the WMAP 5-year result
reads (ΩWMAP5±∆ΩWMAP5)h2 = 0.1131±0.0034 [14], whereas the WMAP 7-year re-
sult gives (ΩWMAP7±∆ΩWMAP7)h2 = 0.1120±0.0056 [15]. What is rather convenient
is that both intervals have a similar upper value. We use the WMAP 5-year results
in the analysis. For the FO case the likelihood of a candidate k was computed with
F1
(
ΩFOχ01
h2,k, 0.1×ΩWMAP5,ΩWMAP5, ∆ΩWMAP5
)
. If the FI mechanism was assumed,
then automatically ΩFIχ01
h2 = ΩWMAP5. Hence, the likelihood associated to the relic
density of the neutralino is given by
LkRD = δFO×F1
(
ΩFOχ01
h2,k, 0.01131, 0.1131, 0.0034
)
+δFI.
2. Runs aimed to probe regions opened by the FI ask for lowΩFOχ01
h2 values. Indeed, the FI
is an alternative to explain why configurations for which the relic density of neutralinos
after FO would be too diluted to explain the DM in the universe. When probing this
particular case, we ask ΩFOχ01
h2 ≤ 0.1×ΩWMAP5. In such cases, we want the tolerance
to be strict. The likelihood
LkFI = δFO+δFI×F3
(
ΩFOχ01
h2,k, 0.01131,−0.00034
)
.
is used. This criterion could easily be understood as a prior, since it is not really fitting
any data, and is rather forcing a required configuration.
3. The first particle physics criterion requires the candidate point to have a sufficient, yet
not too large, contribution to the magnetic dipole momentum of the muon. Recall that
gµ = 2(1+ aµ), the latest measurement giving aµ,meas. = [255(63)(49)]× 10−11 [16],
were the first error is statistical and the second is systematic. Therefore we require
the supersymmetric contribution of a point k, ∆akµ, calculated with the gmuon function
in mO implemented for both MSSM and NMSSM, to lie within the allowed interval,
using quadratic summation of the errors. Namely, we define
Lkgµ = F2(∆a
k
µ, aµ,meas.,
√
632+492×10−11).
4. In the SM, the ρ-parameter quantifies the relative strength between the neutral and
charged current interactions at zero momentum transfer. ∆ρ measures its deviation
from unity. The MSSM corrections to this electroweak observable are computed by
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the deltarho function in mO, and include the t˜ and b˜ loop contributions and two-loop
QCD corrections. These corrections have to stay marginal in order not to perturb the
low energy phenomenology of the EW interaction. An upper limit of ∼ 0.002 is thus
set, though with no precise definition. The deltarho function is not defined for the
NMSSM. We include the likelihood
Lk∆ρ = δMSSM×F3(∆ρk, 2 10−3,−10−4)+δNMSSM.
5. The following limit is set by the first b-physics constraint: the b→ sγ branching ratio.
It is deduced from the measurement of the B¯→ Xsγ branching ratio, where Xs stands
for any s-quark containing meson. The function bsgnlo computes this branching ratio
for both MSSM and NMSSM taking into account NLO contributions. Nevertheless,
it was shown that NNLO contributions are not negligible in the case of the SM alone,
∆b→sγNNLO ' 0.45 10−4 [17]. From this expression we take the theoretical error to set
the tolerance, assuming it is of the same order for supersymmetric estimations. We
choose to shift the value returned by the bsgnlo function by the SM NNLO contri-
bution and only then compare it to the experimental bound, which sets the ratio to
be (3.52± 0.34) 10−4 [18]. This shift is, of course, hypothetical, but a good enough
approximation knowing that we take into account the theoretical as well as the experi-
mental errors. Hence, we define
Lkb→sγ = F2
(
(b→ sγ)k−∆b→sγNNLO, 3.52 10−4,
√
(0.23)2+(0.34)2×10−4
)
.
In late runs the full NNLO computation has been included in the estimation of the
supersymmetric contributions to this branching ratio, making useless the shift we have
applied. However, most runs used the previously described form for this likelihood.
6. Similarly, we use the function bsmumu to compute the Bs→ µ+µ− branching ratio in
the MSSM and NMSSM, which takes into account various corrections, in particular
those stemming from Higgs exchanges. The current experimental averaged bound is
4.7 10−8 [18]. Thus, we include the likelihood
LkBs→µ+µ− = F3
((
Bs→ µ+µ−
)k
, 4.7 10−8,−4.7 10−10
)
.
7. Next we compute the likelihood of the candidate taking into account the branching ratio
for Bu→ τντ. The function btaunu computes the ratio of its value in the MSSM and
NMSSM to its value in SM alone. This ratio should fit the value of 1.28± 0.38 [18].
Therefore, the
LkBu→τντ = F2
(
(Bu→ τντ)k , 1.28, 0.38
)
likelihood is included.
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8. The B0s meson has a different mass from its anti-meson. This difference is called
∆Ms. The MSSM and NMSSM corrections to the SM predicted value may be of
some importance. MicrOMEGAs includes the deltaMs function which returns the
NMSSM contribution ∆MNMSSMs which is to be added to the SM value of ∆MSMs =
(134.934±21.063)×10−13 GeV [19] before comparison with the experimental value
of ∆Mexps = (117.0±0.8)×10−13 GeV [16]. It was only recently been implemented in
the MSSM and was taken into account in the latest applications of the code. Using the
theoretical and experimental errors quadratically summed as tolerance, the following
likelihood is taken into account
Lk∆Ms = δMSSM +δNMSSM×F2
((
∆MNMSSMs
)k
+134.934×10−13 GeV,
117×10−13 GeV,
√
21.0632+0.82×10−13 GeV
)
.
9. Similarly, the B0d meson has a different mass from its anti-meson. ∆M
NMSSM
d is also
computed in mO by the deltaMd function. The SM estimate reads ∆MSMd = (3.883±
1.251)× 10−13 GeV [19], while the latest experimental averaged value is ∆Mexpd =
(3.337±0.033)×10−13 GeV [16]. Again, this function it is been recently implemented
in the MSSM and will be added to the analysis in the near future. Thus,
Lk∆Md = δMSSM +δNMSSM×F2
((
∆MNMSSMd
)k
+3.883×10−13 GeV,
3.337×10−13 GeV,
√
1.2512+0.0332×10−13 GeV
)
.
10. The lightest Higgs mass has a lower limit that applies to the MSSM from unfruit-
ful searches at LEP and Tevatron. In most MSSM configurations, it is required that
Mh ≥ 114.4GeV [20]. We notice that for MA . 120GeV this bound could be trans-
lated into a coupling ratio, allowing lower values for Mh. Indeed, for example, in the
dominant Z-boson exchange channel of Higgs production at LEP, if the final state is
Zh or ZA, for close masses of the Higgses, these might be impossible to disentangle.
Furthermore decays could mimic those of SM final states. Uncertainties become larger
and thus constraints are less stringent. That is why, for late runs, a link to HiggsBounds
and SUSY-HIT was implemented, to check more fine-tuned Higgs configurations, thor-
oughly checking all Higgs decay modes. To this purpose, all couplings between the
lightest CP-even Higgs and the SM particles are computed, either by mO or by SUSY-
HIT, and are sent to HiggsBounds, which checks their ratio to the SM values. The
square of this ratio has to be smaller than one for all channels, and particularly, for the
dominant channel. The code reads the message sent by HiggsBounds resulting from
this evaluation. If the dominant channel has a ratio larger than one, then the point is
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rejected, it is kept otherwise. The NMSSM has a richer Higgs sector and such limits
on the lightest Higgs mass do not apply. Instead, a very complete Higgs study was
performed by the spectrum calculator. Therefore we compute
LkMh = δ
early runs
MSSM ×F3
((
Mh
114.4GeV
)k
, 1, 0.01
)
+δlate runsMSSM ×δHB+δNMSSM.
11. Masses of the supersymmetric spectrum ought to be checked. As it was seen in the
spectrum calculator prior, for the NMSSSM this is done directly by the NMHspec
routine. For the MSSM, the masslim function of mO does this check. However, this
function returns an error if any of the new particles gets a forbidden mass. The criterion
is translated into a test 0:
LkMSUSY = δMSSM×δmasslim=error +δNMSSM.
The most constraining among these masses is the chargino mass, whose smallest al-
lowed value is 94GeV [16].
12. The Z boson width is a very constrained observable. The only possible channels in
which there might be an invisible supersymmetric contribution is the Z → χ01χ01. In-
visible decay modes cannot overcome 1.7±0.3MeV [16]. This criterion is taken into
account in the spectrum calculator for the NMSSM, but for the MSSM is computed
using the pWidth (which calculates the total width) and findBr (which allows to find a
specified branching ratio) functions in mO. Hence,
LkZ→χ01χ01 = δNMSSM +δMSSM×F3
((
BR
(
Z→ χ01χ01
)× ΓZ
MeV
)k
, 1.7,−0.3
)
was included in the total likelihood.
13. Finally we impose a constraint on the process e+e−→ χ01χ02,3 with subsequent decay
of the heavier neutralinos into Zχ01, stemming from LEP searches. Similarly to the
previous criterion, this is automatically checked in the NMSSM spectrum calculation,
but has to be computed for the MSSM. It was accomplished by making use of the cs22
(which calculates a 2×2 process cross section), pWidth and findBr functions. To such
processes the OPAL collaboration set a limit of ' 1 pb [21]. Therefore the following
likelihood is defined
Lke+e−→χ01χ02,3 = δNMSSM + δMSSM×
F3
((σe+e−→χ01χ02,3
pb
×BR(χ02,3→ Zχ01))k , 1,−0.01
)
.
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Thus, the total likelihood of the k candidate is
Lk = LkRD×LkFI×Lkgµ×Lk∆ρ×Lkb→sγ×LkBs→µ+µ−×LkBu→τντ×Lk∆Ms×Lk∆Md
×LkMh×LkMSUSY ×LkZ→χ01χ01×L
k
e+e−→χ01χ02,3
.
8.4 Output and data analysis
8.4.1 Data generated
Each time a point was successfully evaluated and passed the acceptance criterion (8.1) data
was generated. This data includes its characteristics: the set of free parameters and various
observables. Different data are kept in different files. Each point has its own line in each of
those files, with columns representing the different quantities stored. Each different chain is
numbered and so are the corresponding files.
Regarding the code information, all the individual weights –all priors and all likelihoods–
are written down, as well as a point’s total weight and multiplicity.
The point itself is, of course, also written. However, only the free parameters are kept. For
example, in all runs the trilinear coupling of the bottom sector was always set to zero. Thus,
it was not written for each point. For many runs, the gluino mass M3 was forced to be 3×M2.
Again, M3 was not written in those cases.
Not all the spectrum was written, however, the most important masses are kept, starting with
the neutralino mass. The NLSP (which ever it is, though in most cases it is the chargino,
the lightest stop or the second lightest neutralino) was always kept, since it plays a role in
case of coannihilating DM. The chargino mass is written down, since it is one of the most
interesting particles to predict at colliders: it has a good chance to be the lightest charged
particle of the spectrum. Higgs masses are important for the phenomenology of a point and
are thus stored as well.
The neutralino LSP is the main character of DD and ID. Its components are crucial param-
eters in the cross section computation. They are kept. Notice that the NMSSM includes a
singlino component. It is useful to check to what extent these points differ from the MSSM
configurations. It is also the case for the Higgs particles: their singlet components in the
NMSSM show their deviation from the MSSM. Thus we also keep the singlet component of
these particles.
Assuming either FO or FI, ΩFOχ01
h2 is always useful. In the first case, its relative contribution
to ΩCDM sets the neutralino fraction ξ –as defined in (4.1)– of neutralinos in the DM density
at Earth, Sun and galaxies. Thus, ΩFOχ01
h2 and ξ are kept. For the FI case, it is still inter-
esting to establish whether this mechanism can save configurations in which the neutralino
would have annihilated too much in EU if it had suffered the FO mechanism. Along with
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this, we keep the channels responsible for the neutralino annihilation in EU, since they will
be helpful to understand the difference in behavior in the EU as compared to in the present
astrophysical surroundings.
DD cross sections are computed for each successful point. Interaction cross sections are
computed after the procedures seen in Sec. 4.2.2. Among the theoretical uncertainties on the
interaction rates are the nuclear form factors. In these, the scalar coefficients are the main
contribution to the error in SI interactions. They depend on the light quark masses and light
quark fractions in nucleons. Whereas quark masses do not introduce large uncertainties,
the fractions do. The latter are computed using the pion-nucleon sigma term σpiN and the
σ0 parameter evaluating the size of SU(3) symmetry breaking effect (see [22] for a more de-
tailed discussion). There are three standard pairs of values for (σpiN , σ0): (55MeV, 35MeV ),
(45MeV, 40MeV ) and (70MeV, 30MeV ). The first is a medium value, whereas the second
gives a lesser fraction of the most reactive s-quarks, and the third a bigger contribution of
s-quarks. The spread between the lower value and larger is of about an order of magnitude.
Recent lattice QCD developments suggest the s-quark contribution may be towards the lower
estimates, namely with σpiN ' (50±10)MeV and σpiN ∼ σ0 (see [23] and reference therein
for a discussion). There is a small difference (. 4%) between proton and neutron cross sec-
tions. Therefore, for each point, six values are stored for SI interactions: three estimates
for both neutrons and protons. We choose to represent the lowest estimate from the three,
for proton interactions. Thus, when ruling out a particular data set using current experi-
mental limits, we are being conservative. For SD interactions, separate values are kept for
neutralino-neutron and neutralino-proton cross sections. These cross sections also depend
on a choice of parameters for the nucleon from factors. Three normalized nuclear structure
functions are used to estimate the pure isoscalar, mixed isoscalar-isovector and pure isovec-
tor components of the squared SD amplitude [22]. They quantify the magnitude of the spin
in the nucleon and the spatial distribution of the spin, and they depend on the exchanged
momentum. These are computed using the quark content coefficients for each component.
We take the mO default values given in Table 1 of [22].
Neutralino annihilation in galaxies can yield indirect signals. These interactions would hap-
pen at rather low velocities, as compared to what happened in EU. Therefore, not only the
cross section might have a velocity dependence and thus be orders of magnitude larger or
smaller, but the spectrum of SM particles thus created could be different as well. The anni-
hilation rate σv at v = 10−3c is thus computed, along with the main channels into which the
neutralino annihilates. As it was stated in Sec. 4.3.3, one easy way to constrain DM is using
ID γ-rays from dSphs. Indeed, computing the γ-ray spectrum resulting from low velocity
neutralino annihilations is the first of two factors to compute fluxes from dSphs observed
by terrestrial and satellite γ-ray detectors. Upper limits for such fluxes are drawn by the
Fermi collaboration for two different energy ranges [24]. Hence, using the likelihood fitted
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DM distributions along with the l.o.s. integral furnished in the same study for eight differ-
ent dSphs we can estimate the fluxes and thus constrain supersymmetric scenarios. Finally,
other interesting ID spectra can be computed. These include antiproton and positron. For
both, a potential signal is not only dependent on the production rates where the neutralino
annihilation happens, but also on the way these particles propagate through the ISM to reach
a detector. micrOMEGAs includes a quick treatment of the propagation. It is not necessarily
the most sophisticated estimation in the matter –it does not include a detailed map of the
ISM, hence it only gives an averaged approximation–, but it still represents a good tool to
check whether some configuration could yield important signals, whether more detailed stud-
ies should be carried out, and this in a very short computing time. This, however, requires
a longer calculation time and more data to be stored than just a number, but a collection of
points in the flux vs. energy plane. This is why we only compute these fluxes for benchmark
points, namely when it is important to check what those points which overcome all previ-
ous tests would imply regarding antimatter signatures. The case of radio light is treated in
the same way. Indeed, electrons and positrons would radiate radio photons by synchrotron
radiation. Here mO does not provide any estimate of the radiative processes, and can only
provide the produced spectrum of electrons and positrons in the galaxy. The rest is treated
independently by a code written by Ce´line Boehm, which takes the spectrum as an input,
computes the radio signal yield (including the energy losses and spatial diffusion in the MW
and the energy losses in galaxy cluster), and compares it to data in any given direction of the
sky. Limits can be drawn this way for particular points.
8.4.2 Representing results
By reading a file containing basic information on a run, such as the number of chains, the
number of points per chain, the number of variables and other, the data analysis routine is
able to read data, discriminate it with different criteria and plot it. In general, when repre-
senting supersymmetric configurations with dots on a plane or by histograms, we attribute
color shading to the total weight contribution. Points are classified in four different groups.
The first group is composed of those points j for which Q j1≥ 0.32×Qmax, where Qmax stands
for the maximum total weight of the run. The second corresponds to those points lying in
0.05×Qmax≤Q j2≤ 0.32×Qmax. The third group satisfies 0.003×Qmax≤Q j3≤ 0.05×Qmax.
Hence, the first group is limited at 1σ, the second at 2σ and the third at 3σ away from Qmax.
Finally, the fourth group contains the remaining points: Q j4 ≤ 0.003×Qmax. This classifica-
tion is arbitrary and relative to each run, since it depends on its Qmax. The different nature
of priors and likelihoods as well as the shape of the distributions associated to them make
very difficult to have an absolute meaning of the total weight. When configurations are rep-
resented by dots, only the first three groups are represented: the first is the darkest and the
third is the lightest. When the frequency of a given quantity is represented in a histogram,
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then the weight attributed to a point j is Q j/Qmax. Four histograms are represented. The
same shades applied to dots are used for contributions from the first group alone, for the sum
of the first two and the sum of the three groups. There is a darkest shading corresponding to
all points.
Regarding colors, they allow the representation of a third dimension in a plane, by attribut-
ing a given characteristic to each dot. For histograms, different colors give distributions for a
particular subset of points. These attributions are most often chosen by discriminating points
with respect to a given limit or constraint. Usually, when none of these apply, we represent
dots in blue. When just one such discrimination is done, then red shows points which are
ruled out by the specified criterion, the rest still being tainted of blue. When more than one
discrimination is used, then failing one criterion makes a point’s dot yellow. When a point
fails two criteria, then the corresponding dot turns red. If it fails three, then its dot goes
black/gray. Safe points in these cases are represented in green. A special case arises when
the groups of points failing to two different criteria have a null intersection. In such a case
one can use two different colors for the two failing groups, namely, yellow for one, red for
the other.
The limits that we use to discriminate points can also be drawn in the corresponding plane.
We use Higgs sector constraints from a study realized by the Tevatron New Phenomena and
Higgs Working Group, including results from both the CDF and D/0 detectors [25]. This limit
applies only to the MSSM, and excludes scenarios with a combination of light pseudoscalar
mass MA ≤ 200GeV and large tanβ≥ 30. These two supersymmetric parameters play a fun-
damental role in Higgs couplings to standard model particles and to sfermions. In this plane,
thus, points are represented, together with the upper bounds given in [25], for two different
benchmark scenarios: maximum mixing and no mixing at all in the stop sector [26]. The
limits were established by analyzing 2.2 f b−1 of data looking for Higgs boson production in
the τ+τ− final state associated with b-quarks, which are correlated for a given combination
of MA and tanβ. In very late runs we also include the recent CMS limit in the same plane
from early 2011 results presented in [27].
The LHCb collaboration has estimated their projected sensitivity to the Bs→ µ+µ− branch-
ing ratio with 1 f b−1 of integrated luminosity (see [28] for the state of the art in the matter).
They should be able to attain values of 6×10−9, considerably lowering the current best limit
established by the CDF collaboration. We use this projection to predict the possibility of
observation of supersymmetric configurations by showing the Bs→ µ+µ− branching ratio in
the configurations found with respect to the LSP mass, together with the current CDF limit
and the projected LHCb sensitivity.
DD was at the very motivation of our research for light neutralino configurations in the
MSSM and NMSSM. In the plane σSI vs. mχ01 we represented scenarios with the color codes
already described. Superimposed to those we show the latest results from the CDMS collabo-
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ration [29]. We did not use a more recent study for a lower threshold performed by the same
collaboration [30] because it was somewhat controversial. The XENON100 collaboration
published their earliest, more constraining results in 2010 [31]. Nevertheless, these results
were not received without criticism [32]. Indeed, their assumptions on the efficiency of the
scintillation detectors Le f f seemed to be too optimistic: they claimed that the extrapolation
towards low energy, where no trustworthy experimental investigation has yet been done, was
to be flat. The XENON100 collaboration replied to this criticism by estimating the spread of
different estimations [33]. That is why we performed a reanalysis of their limits, assuming
a decreasing efficiency towards low energies. This is a more conservative approach, which
still gives more stringent constraints than the CDMS results. This was the limit we used to
discriminate points regarding DD in our early results presented in [1]. In later studies we
used the latest XENON100 results [34], where the error in the unknown Le f f is integrated in
a more sophisticated statistical study. The new published limit is still a matter of discussion,
however, we take it as it is and discuss the implications of such exclusions. In light neutralino
searches in the NMSSM we will treat the CoGeNT preferred region and present results from
configurations falling in the preferred region pointed out in [35]. Even though we also rep-
resented the equivalent results in the σSDp vs. mχ01 and σ
SD
n vs. mχ01 planes, the best limits
available are never constraining our configurations. However, future experiments might start
scanning the relevant regions of these planes. Among these is the MIMAC detector, which
could give precious information of nuclear recoil events [36]. Three different regions can be
categorized regarding the expected performance of this detector: a region where DM could
be detected and both the σSDp rate and the DM mass can be determined. Then a region where
the DM could be detected but where statistics are too low to get more information: if no
signal is seen, scenarios falling into this region can still be excluded. The third region is
where the MIMAC detector is not expected to have any sensitivity. This is a projection of
future research. No point can be ruled out using these regions, however, it is very interesting
to investigate what scenarios fall in them. That is why the data analysis routine can dis-
criminate points among these three regions, and represent them with different colors. Blue
was used for those scenarios which are unattainable by MIMAC, whereas points falling in
the exclusion region are tagged in cyan, and the points which could be resolved are colored
in magenta. In all these planes, we have to take into account the neutralino local density.
Indeed, all limits are derived assuming a certain DM local density (ρDM0 = 0.3GeV cm
−3),
and using a particular choice for the local mean velocity and velocity dispersion of the DM.
Since not all our scenarios are supposed to represent the whole of the DM, instead of calcu-
lating the limits again for each point, we rescale the interaction by the ξ factor, introduced in
Sec. 4.2.1 and defined by (4.2). Thus, what is indeed represented and discriminated are the
ξσSI vs. mχ01 , ξσ
SD
p vs. mχ01 and ξσ
SD
n vs. mχ01 planes.
Regarding ID, as already described in Sec. 4.3.3, we used systematically the limits estab-
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lished by the Fermi null results from γ-ray observation towards dSphs [24]1. Among the
eight dSphs studied, the most constrainting is Draco. Limits obtained from this dwarf galaxy
are thus used to discriminate points, using the more conservative limit. Indeed, the l.o.s.
integral, JNFWDraco, includes a fit of the DM distribution and is obtained using a NFW halo pro-
file. The profile was fitted using a likelihood method, and thus, an estimate is established
along with theoretical errors. Let us call them JNFW,0Draco , δJ
+ and δJ−. Hence, JNFWDraco is ex-
pected to lie in
[
JNFW,0Draco −δJ−, JNFW,0Draco +δJ+
]
. These errors are propagated into the flux
estimate. Since it is not obvious to represent these errors in the flux for each point, we
choose to rescale the limit given by Fermi. Thus, if the limit is φDracolim , then we also repre-
sented φDracolim × (JNFW,0Draco +δJ+)/JNFW,0Draco and φDracolim × (JNFW,0Draco −δJ−)/JNFW,0Draco , and used the
former to discriminate points, thus being conservative. Notice that the angular resolution of
the LAT is of ∼ 0.5◦, and thus the choice of the profile shape to use for the fit of the DM
density is not as relevant, since the inner part of the dSph is largely contained in the area
contained in an observed pixel. When computing the γ-ray flux from neutralino annihila-
tions we weighted the JNFWDraco integral by ξ
2 in order to take into account the actual fraction
of neutralinos in the dSph.
Other planes in which the results where projected are correlations of parameters or observ-
ables, useful to understand the scenarios found by the code, and useful to predict which
scenarios may be tested by which experimental technique.
8.5 What the code does and does not do
The MCMC was conceived to find suitable configurations to explore the favored regions
pointed out and explored by recent DD developments from DAMA [38], CoGeNT [35],
CDMS [29], XENON100 [31] and more recently Edelweiss [39], for particle DM masses
around 10GeV and SI interactions around 10−41 cm2. Its performance is to be evaluated
with this in mind. However, it has shown some potential, and it is natural to imagine further
applications and improvements of what has already been done.
8.5.1 General behavior
In general, we can say that we have explored the general configurations for neutralino DM
between 8 and 500GeV in the MSSM, and between 1 and 500GeV in the NMSSM. Runs
usually yielded a few 105 different points. This number usually is sufficient to get smooth
parameter distributions. Nevertheless, it is not a precise criterion to say we found all possi-
ble configurations, but shows that at least the most frequent are found. What defines what
is enough is whether we find interesting results regarding the possibility of explanations for
1 Fermi-LAT has recently shown improved limits [37] which were not taken into account in this work, though they can
be easily implemented in the near future, when a more detailed publication will be available.
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possible DM signals, as well as exploring unseen configurations, particularly in the very
light NMSSM neutralinos scenario. It was however difficult to escape some very proba-
ble regions, such as that in which the neutralino annihilates via the Z-resonance and thus
mχ01 'MZ/2. That is why we introduced priors to force exploration in regions unlikely to be
scanned otherwise, such as the light configurations in the NMSSM.
Usually the best total weight found was of about 0.5− 0.8. Having more than ten criteria
potentially decreasing the total weight, these values are rather good. Again, this does not
ensure we find the configurations with the best fit to the data, but it seems hardly possible
to find better scenarios once we reach so large total weights. Therefore, we can be sure we
found good configurations, although we cannot state that we found all of them.
Further developments have not been included for a simple reason: the data analysis had to
be prepared and physical implications were to be drawn. The motivation was to get interest-
ing phenomenological configurations and thus understand the results was far more important
than further develop the MCMC. Indeed, once interesting data was gathered, it was more ex-
citing and fruitful to analyze it rather than keep exploring. Furthermore, it took a long time
to explore all the interesting correlations –taken in a broader sense than those of variables
alone, but including analysis of correlations on observables– and plots. Also, the competition
of other groups looking for similar results, as well the quick evolution of experimental limits
and constraints, pushed towards quick production of results, which needs the dedication to
the data analysis.
Furthermore, the tool as it is allowed me to successfully investigate other questions, such as
the studies dedicated to the FI implications in supersymmetric configurations. Here it was
very simple to use the same tool, only the likelihood on the relic density was to be adapted,
and no prior on the neutralino mass to be taken (which is equivalent to allow a very large
value for the maximum mass tolerated, and the same regarding its lower value). Similarly,
for an investigation of the MIMAC potential on supersymmetric configurations only the prior
on the mass was to be lifted, and the data could be generated straight away.
Adaptation is also easy, since including further variables and likelihoods to the algorithm
represents a very small problem. Even though multiplying the number of variables to scan
may dilute the parameter space and thus make the exploration more difficult, there is always
the possibility of defining the intervals for a given variable in a smart way, as well as adapting
the deviations.
Depending on the aim of the run, its computation time can change. Light neutralino searches
can take several days in a local processor. Because of the fine-tuning of the desired config-
urations the pre-MCMC can take a day or so to find a suitable starting point, specially in
the MSSM, where healthy configurations are not at all frequent. Otherwise, once a chain has
started, it takes a few hours to find its few∼ 104 points. This depends on the deviations, since
it is shorter to reject a point, specially by a binary criterion, than to compute all observables
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and write down all the information of a given point. Thus a chain with less different points
will be quicker than a very low multiplicity, denser chain.
8.5.2 Perspectives
The cuts introduced by priors on the neutralino mass suggest that the code is not really
prepared to explore very fine-tuned regions. One way to explore them would be to further
introduce priors on some observables, such as light Higgses in the NMSSM. This can only
be applied to regions already known, or at least where some theoretical intuition leads to.
Also, when rare configurations are found and the code enters such a region, we could define
very small deviations to ensure we do not jump out of it as quickly as we enter them.
There is no convergence criterion applied. This could be a smarter way to make a chain stop.
Once a very large total weight is found, and by some automatic adaptation of the deviations
explored it thoroughly, it might be a good moment to stop a chain and start the procedure
again with a new starting point, ideally quite different from the previously found.
In the same light, we could think of a fine-tuning measurement. It would be helpful and
interesting to understand which realizations lie on narrow relations between parameters,
masses, and couplings, and how narrow these relations have to be, with what tolerance a
given scenario can be expanded. However, I do not think this is an important quantity for a
discrimination between models: what if nature is very fine-tuned?
Regarding data analysis, correlation estimators are not used. On one hand, it seems not fun-
damental regarding variables, since many different configurations are explored. However,
some variable values can be indeed crucial in the success of a point. It would be interesting
to find, for each region found, what are those variables that need to be correlated in order
to produce healthy configurations. In many cases this can be studied without sophisticated
statistical tools, but it is undeniable that quantifying such correlations thoroughly can throw
some light on the characteristics of the parameter space explored.
Other techniques exist to scan parameter space thoroughly. One of them is the nested sam-
pling technique [40] in which a fixed number of points is kept. Iteration does not increase
the amount of data, but replaces the worst behaving points by a new one, found by a random
generation. This technique can be very useful to explore regions of parameter space that
would be unnatural for the MCMC, if the starting point and deviations chosen do not allow
the chain to attain it. One drawback is the needed amount of points for a large number of
dimension in parameter space. However the algorithm would not need to evaluate such a
large amount of points at each iteration, since only one at a time is to be evaluated. Here the
most difficult step is therefore generating points. Unfortunately this points towards the same
systematic weakness of starting point definition for the MCMC.
9 Light neutralino searches
9.1 Light neutralinos in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
Let us now discuss the outcome of the runs and data analysis in the MSSM. As it was stated,
the very first motivation for this code to be written was the search of O(1− 15)GeV neu-
tralino configurations. Thus we first focus in these searches. The first results obtained in
this light were presented in [1]. We further explored the astrophysical implications of light
NMSSM neutralinos in [41], and we revisited the results in the MSSM applying new con-
straints in [8].
Neutralino DM in the MSSM has been considered for a long time as an explanation to the
cosmological DM problem (see for example [42, 43, 44, 45]). More recent studies have
further extended the investigation of light (. 50GeV ) neutralino by lifting gaugino mass
unification and thus expanding the phenomenological configurations stemming from the
MSSM [46, 47]. In [48] it was even considered that the neutralino could be hot DM be-
ing in agreement with CMB constraints and structure formation for mχ01 ≤ 1eV . However,
there is no a continuum of solutions as a function of neutralino mass, and they argue that
if the neutralino was to account for the CDM, then lower bounds in the (5−15)GeV range
(depending on the analysis) are unavoidable. This is the philosophy of our study as well: is
a light-but-cold relic neutralino in the MSSM plausible once we apply the latest constraints
from collider searches to the widest variety of supersymmetric configurations?
We proceed by scanning the parameter space taking into account all the likelihoods described
in Sec. 8.3.3, that is to say, we expect the neutralino to be a DM candidate, thus contributing
to the DM relic density, as well as a product of a supersymmetric configuration which is not
in conflict with particle physics experiments. Once such configurations are found, we com-
pare the Higgs sector parameters found to constraints from unfruitful Higgs searches at the
Tevatron. We then evaluate the possibility of astrophysical signals from DD experiments, in
which, though, the astrophysical uncertainties enter in the errors.
Since we presented the first results in [1] we have extended the search to new regions in pa-
rameters space, changing our conclusions. We present our results chronologically, with the
late investigation –which is currently in preparation for publication– being the most com-
plete.
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Parameter Minimum Maximum Tolerance
M1 1 100 3
M2 100 2000 30
µ 0.5 1000 0.1
tanβ 1 75 0.01
MA 100 1000 4
At -3000 3000 100
Ml˜ 100 2000 15
Mq˜ 300 2000 14
Tab. 9.1: MSSM free parameter intervals for the first light neutralino searches (GeV units).
Fig. 9.1: Neutralino mass spectrum in the first light neutralino MSSM search. The color code is described in
Sec. 8.4.2.
9.1.1 The first run
Neutralino mass below 15GeV : negative results
We proceed to discuss the results presented in [1]. Since the aim is to find light neutralinos,
here the prior on the neutralino mass was set by mχ01 min = 1GeV and mχ01,max = 15GeV . In
this run we assumed the FO mechanism for the neutralinos to achieve an acceptable relic
density. Thus, points had relic neutralino densities down to 10%ΩWMAP5h2. Recall that we
took a stringent and constant upper limit on the lightest Higgs mass. Priors on parameters
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Fig. 9.2: Frequency distributions of free parameters in the first light neutralino MSSM search. The color code
is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
Fig. 9.3: Frequency distributions of the lightest neutralino components in the first light neutralino MSSM
search. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
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where taken as described in Table 9.1. These were defined to force a configuration where
M1 ≤ M2, µ, so the neutralino is mostly bino. Also, allowing µ and MA to be as small as
possible as well as tanβ as large as possible increases the chances to have large enough in-
teractions via Higgs boson exchanges for the FO mechanism to yield a low enough relic
density of neutralinos. We present only results for µ≥ 0, nevertheless we have also explored
negative µ scenarios, although the results in such case are not worth a discussion. We used
one free parameter for soft slepton masses and one for soft squark masses.
A total number of 754186 points were kept and analyzed in this run. The best total weight
is of only 0.226, which is rather poor. Furthermore, only two points are included in the first
group of Q-weights (as defined in (8.2)), whereas only 34 can be found among the second
group. The third is populated with 64301 points, less than 10% of the total. This already
says that it is difficult to find good configurations in this region. When we analyze the mean
individual likelihoods, the worst is Lb→sγ with only 0.035. Among the rest, around 0.4−0.6
we find the Higgs mass limit –which here is taken as the sharp lower limit of 114.4GeV , see
Sec. 8.3.3– and the contributions to the gµ and the Z width. This gives an idea of what criteria
are difficult to satisfy, however, the low weight of different points may be due to different
criteria.
Neutralino masses found span from 8.9GeV to 15.5GeV . However, Fig. 9.1 shows that very
few configurations yield neutralinos lighter than 12GeV . Furthermore, the very low curve of
the points closer to Qmax only takes off from zero above 10GeV .
Fig. 9.2 represents the free parameters found in this run, whereas Fig. 9.3 shows the lightest
neutralino components. It is easy to see that among the parameters determining the neu-
tralino mass –see (6.1)–, the lighter is by far M1. The lightest neutralino is thus bino-like,
with this component representing & 85% of the LSP. The µ parameter is constrained to be
larger than∼ 100GeV since it is strongly correlated to the highly constrained chargino mass.
Hence the higgsino components are rather small: N213 . 15% and N214 1%. The wino mass
is rather large. Even though sometimes it approaches the ∼ 110GeV range, it is not light
enough to really contribute to mχ01 .
In order not to overproduce neutralinos in the EU, they need to annihilate enough, that is
to say, attain annihilation cross sections of the order of 310−26cm3s−1. For neutralinos
lighter than 15GeV , the available channels for annihilation are all SM fermions but the
top-quark. Since here neutralinos are heavier than 1GeV , neutrinos final states are kine-
matically disadvantaged: the favored annihilation channels are the bottom-quark and the
tau-lepton. Thus the only particles that can intermediate the interactions are vector bosons,
sfermions and Higgs bosons. The couplings to EW carriers are heavily constrained: since
here mχ01MZ/2, the neutralino contributes to the invisible Z decay, which is constrained by
LZ→χ01χ01 , ensuring this coupling to be small. Also, we observe rather heavy sfermion masses.
Therefore the preferred exchange is through Higgs bosons. Here, the lightest Higgses have
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masses well above 100GeV . Thus the only way for neutralinos to annihilate enough is to
have large couplings to Higgses, an important fraction of higgsino, and large couplings of the
Higgs to the final state particles. Light MA ensures a maximum splitting in the Higgs sector.
The lightest Higgs couplings depend on the β angle (see Sec. 6.2.2). This is why we observe
very large tanβ values: it enhances the Higgs coupling to the b-quarks. The neutralino-Higgs
couplings are determined by the α mixing angle –hence upon MA–, the β angle, but mainly
on the higgsino fraction, as it was seen in Sec. 6.2.2. Such large couplings manifest them-
selves in the SI nucleon-neutralino elastic scattering cross sections, since these occur mainly
through the exchange of a Higgs boson through a t-channel, squark masses being too heavy
to compete. Moreover, the need of a consequent fraction of higgsino in the LSP explains the
concentration of the µ parameter towards the lower values allowed. This is also the origin of
a poor value of likelihood devoted to the gµ. The MSSM dominant contribution is given by
the chargino-slepton-muon coupling and the chargino propagator [50]. This contribution is
indeed maximized for low chargino masses, themselves attained for light charged higgsino
and/or light charged wino, i.e., small µ and/or small M2. The first case is realized here.
Fig. 9.4: Points of the first light neutralino MSSM search in the tanβ vs. pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass MA
plane. Exclusion limits from a Tevatron Higgs are shown for two benchmark scenarios. The color
code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
In this particular run, the γ-ray constraints from the dSphs are not taken into account. The
reason is simple, at the time these results were published the analysis of such observables had
not been done yet. However, it is not necessary to look at those limits since, unfortunately,
all points are already ruled out by those constraints that were successfully computed. Indeed,
in Fig. 9.4 we see that all configurations found by the MCMC lie above the Tevatron limits
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Fig. 9.5: Points of the first light neutralino MSSM search in the ξσSI vs. neutralino mass mχ01 plane. Exclusion
limits from CDMS-II and XENON100 (here, the 2010 rescaled results) are shown. The color code is
described in Sec. 8.4.2.
Fig. 9.6: Points in the ξσSI vs. neutralino mass plane for a light neutralino MSSM search without taking into
account the limits on Bs→ µ+µ−. Exclusion limits from CDMS-II 2009 alone and combined results
(solid lines), XENON10 [49] and the 2010 rescaled XENON100 limits (dashed lines) are shown. The
color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
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on the tanβ vs. MA plane. Similarly, Fig. 9.5 presents where configurations rest on the ξσSI
vs. mχ01 plane. As expected, all of them have rather large interactions and are thus excluded
by the XENON100 limits established in their first results, and, of course, even more by the
latest results from the same collaboration.
This run lead us to the following conclusions regarding light neutralino scenarios in the
MSSM. On one hand it is very difficult to generate configurations without failing to any of
the data fitting criteria we have defined. On the other hand, those configurations found are in
disagreement with the exclusion limits of the Tevatron Higgs searches and of the XENON100
experiment.
To show the power of a particular constraint on the parameter space we performed a quick
run in which LBs→µ+µ− = 1 for all points. This way, the Bs→ µ+µ− exclusion limits where
not taken into account, whereas all the rest was kept. Results are shown in the ξσSI vs. mχ01
plane in Fig. 9.6. This figure shows that if there was no limit on BSM contributions to the
Bs→ µ+µ− BR, then, most of the points would be excluded by both DD experiments and the
Tevatron (the red points). Of the remaining points, most would be excluded by one or the
other criterion (yellow points). Only a few would survive to both (green points). Therefore,
we conclude that every single constraint reduces the parameter space of healthy configura-
tions, that even if one particular constraint is relaxed success is not guaranteed in largely
expanding the parameter space allowed, and that it marginally increases the chances of hav-
ing more points overcoming Tevatron and DD limits. Therefore, it is safe to claim that, given
the constraints we have imposed, no successful configuration can be found for neutralinos
lighter than 15GeV in the MSSM.
Search for a new lower limit for CDM neutralinos in the MSSM
Since the search for O(1− 15)GeV neutralinos overcoming all constraints applied failed
to provide good candidates, we extended our study to larger neutralino masses, namely
mχ01 ≤ 50GeV . The aim was now to find the lightest healthy neutralino around O(10)GeV .
For this second run the only change included in the code was the upper limit of the neutralino
mass in the prior. Indeed, we set mχ01,max = 50GeV . Thus we concluded that neutralinos
could be as light as' 28GeV in the MSSM with the parameter space described in Table 9.1.
The results of this run were also presented in [1].
This run generated 2954127 different points. The best weight was 0.750, whereas 30.2%
of the points belonged to the Q1 group and 88.8% of the points had a weight better than
0.003×Qmax. This shows that this run is much more successful than the first and equivalent
run that searched for light neutralinos, described in Sec. 9.1.1.
Neutralino masses spanned from 8.9GeV to 51.3GeV . The code was able to scan to-
wards light neutralinos, however that region has no statistical weight, as it can be seen in
Fig. 9.7. In this figure we can see that the neutralino mass distribution presents a very pro-
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Fig. 9.7: Neutralino mass spectrum in the search for the new lower bound on cold neutralino masses in the
MSSM. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
Fig. 9.8: Frequency distributions of free parameters in the search for the new lower bound on cold neutralino
masses in the MSSM. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
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Fig. 9.9: Frequency distributions of the lightest neutralino components in the search for the new lower bound
on cold neutralino masses in the MSSM.. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
nounced peak around (42− 45)GeV , that is to say, around MZ/2 ' 45.56GeV [16]. It is
not surprising: neutralino annihilations have to be strong enough in order not to overtake
the observed relic density of DM. The neutralino annihilation into SM fermions via the
exchange of a Z-boson through an s-channel behaves as 〈σv〉 ∝ (1−M2Z/s+ iMZΓZ/s)−2.
Since ΓZ ' 2.50GeV [16], this implies that this annihilation channel is most efficient when
s 'M2Z , that is to say, through a resonance. The neutralino, as a WIMP in the EU, freezes-
out for a temperature of roughly TFO ' mχ01/20, i.e., annihilation into fermions occurs at
s'
(
mχ01 (2+1/10)
)2
= 4.41m2χ01
, which leads to mχ01 'MZ/2.1' 43.4GeV . This value is
even closer to the observed peak, confirming the EU resonance mechanism to obtain a low
enough relic density through the FO mechanism.
The resonance in the exchange of a Z-boson is a very helpful mechanism: indeed, because
of its convenient kinematics, other interactions which would have been invoked to help anni-
hilating neutralinos are smaller, namely those which require Higgs exchanges. Light Higgs
with large couplings to fermions lead to unhealthy implications in b-physics as well as the
possible exclusion from the Tevatron limits, as it was seen in Sec. 9.1.1. That is what we
observe in Fig. 9.8: a large span of values are found for tanβ, whereas MA is actually more
concentrated towards large values yielding small couplings. The coupling of neutralinos to
the Z-boson depends upon the Higgsino fractions, N213 and N
2
14. We observe in 9.9 that in this
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Fig. 9.10: Points from the search for the new lower bound on cold neutralino masses in the MSSM represented
in the tanβ vs. pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass plane. Exclusion limits from a Tevatron Higgs are
shown for two benchmark scenarios. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
region of parameter space the neutralino is most of the times more than 90% bino. Conse-
quently, the higgsino fractions are lower than in the light neutralino searches. Indeed, since
the mechanism of annihiliation is sufficiently enchanced by kinematics, the coupling can
drop to lower values. That is why the µ parameter can now span more values: for µM1,
the bino fraction is much more important than the higgsino components, which is now al-
lowed. We also observe that light sleptons are preferred whereas heavy squarks are also
favored.
We saw that here the large tanβ vs. light pseudoscalar intersection is not well represented
among selected points. Indeed, Fig. 9.10 shows that only a fraction of points are excluded
by Tevatron. Moreover, there are two disconnected regions, the largest being far away from
the Tevatron limits. Following the color code we also see that the points excluded by DD
are in the smaller cloud, of larger tanβ values. In the ξσSI vs. neutralino mass plane, as we
expected, the points form a v-shaped cloud with the tip around MZ/2. Indeed, the closer a
point is to the resonance, the smaller the couplings to the Z and the Higgs. The latter implies
smaller SI elastic scattering with nucleons. That explains why the resonance induces the
lowest interaction rates. The upper cloud is clearly related to the large tanβ region, as color-
tagging exposes. It suggests that its extrapolation towards lighter neutralinos corresponds to
the points we were able to find in Sec. 9.1.1. That identification allows us to assign a larger
higgsino component to these points (i.e., smaller µ values), which in turn explains the posi-
tion of this cloud with respect to the ξσSI axis. In general, this type of configuration seems
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to be unhealthy not only for light neutralinos. For reference we also show the SD interaction
rates in Fig. 9.12. It is clear that the most stringent limits currently available are far away
from the parameter space we explored. No further constraints can be obtained by looking at
these interactions.
Using this run, thus, we can estimate a lower value of the neutralino mass. Indeed, with the
likelihoods and priors as they were taken for these points as well as in Sec. 9.1.1, the healthy
point yielding the lightest neutralino lies in the light tail of the Z-resonance cloud. By asking
points with the lightest neutralino possible, for which the Q≤ 0.32×Qmax, not excluded by
the Tevatron limits in the Higgs sector, and not ruled out by DD experiments, we came to the
conclusion that in this search the lightest possible neutralino had a mass of ' 28GeV .
Caveats to the first search in the MSSM
It is important to notice that these runs do not take into account the possibility of Higgs
bosons lighter than 114.4GeV . If the pseudoscalar Higgs mass is close enough to that of the
lightest scalar Higgs, then their production is more difficult to test in collider experiments.
Thus, the constraint on the light Higgs mass can be translated into a limit on its couplings
to the SM particles. Lighter Higgs bosons imply more possibilities for lighter neutralinos.
Indeed it should be easier to achieve a safe relic density through the FO mechanism with a
lighter exchanged particle. Also, we expect a better general behavior with respect to most
constraints in which the Higgs plays a role, such as all limits on b-physics. This is why
the lightest Higgs mass limit in the MSSM has been improved in mO and it will definitely
be included in future releases. It is still under development, but with the current state of
the code we could perform a new run taking into account this allowed region in order to
complete our searches of light neutralinos in the MSSM. Also, compared to [60], we have
restricted sleptons to be heavier than∼ 100GeV , while stauons could be as light as 81.9GeV
and smuons as light as 94GeV [16].
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Fig. 9.11: Points from the search for the new lower bound on cold neutralino masses in the MSSM represented
in the ξσSI vs. neutralino mass plane. Exclusion limits from CDMS-II and XENON100 (here, the
2010 rescaled results) are shown. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
Fig. 9.12: Points from the search for the new lower bound on cold neutralino masses in the MSSM represented
in the ξσSDp vs. mχ01 plane (left panel) and in the ξσ
SD
n vs. mχ01 plane (right panel). Exclusion
limits shown for reference: CDMS [51], COUPP [52], KIMS [53], NAIAD [54], PICASSO [55],
SuperKamiokande [56], XENON10 [57] and ZEPLIN [58], whereas all data points were obtained
at [59]. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
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9.1.2 A second run: lighter Higgs and slepton configurations
We present now a more recent analysis of light neutralinos in the MSSM. The results here
have been shown and updated in [8].
Neutralino masses below 15GeV : a new open region
Parameter Minimum Maximum Tolerance
M1 1 1000 3
M2 100 2000 30
M3 500 6500 10
µ 0.5 1000 0.1
tanβ 1 75 0.01
MA 1 2000 4
At -3000 3000 100
Ml˜L 70 2000 15
Ml˜R 70 2000 15
Mq˜1,2 300 2000 14
Mq˜3 300 2000 14
Tab. 9.2: MSSM free parameter intervals for the a further light neutralino search (GeV units).
In this late run, thus, we took the improved limit on the Higgs mass by making use of the
HiggsBounds package linked to mO. The prior on the neutralino mass was kept in order
to scan masses lighter than 15GeV . Furthermore, new free parameters were included: the
gluino mass M3 was no longer forced to be proportional to the wino mass M2, and was in-
stead taken as a free parameter with a wide range, squark masses were split into two free
parameters, one for the first and second generations, and one for the third, and finally the
sleptons were split into two free parameters, one for the left handed and one for the right
handed sleptons. Indeed, we expect the sbottom mass to be more constrained since it plays
an important role in the B-mesons loop corrections to rare decays and mass oscillations.
Actually, the stop mass is also important but to yield enough destructive interferences to
lower the supersymmetric contribution to the b→ sγ branching ratio. If all squark masses
were degenerated, then this tendency would be immediately transmitted to the other squark
generations. Moreover, very light sleptons have been pointed out as a possibility for light
neutralinos to annihilate enough in [60]. In particular, the physical mass of the sleptons is a
mix of the left and right handed states. These new inclusions could open some new possibili-
ties in parameter space in which constraints can be more easily respected: loop contributions
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Fig. 9.13: Neutralino mass spectrum in the second light neutralino MSSM search. The color code is described
in Sec. 8.4.2.
of squarks and gluinos could cancel out for some combination of their masses, therefore
it is suitable to have them all as free as possible in order not to miss such configurations.
However, we find out that this is not a crucial feature. We also relaxed the lower limit of
the pseudoscalar mass and let the HiggsBounds package stop those configurations ruled out
by this parameter being too small. Hence, we scan the set of parameters given in Table 9.1
together with their intervals and tolerance levels.
In this run we used a forced initialization technique. First, a few runs were used in order
to explore possibilities, after which we chose a certain number of starting points and finally
these were used to scan the parameter space. We found a total number of 301912 points,
in two rather distinct regions: added to the old region we had explored –although enhanced
by the possibility of lighter Higgs bosons– we found a light slepton region. Indeed, the best
total weight was of 0.220, while the region corresponding to our previous findings could
only reach weights of 0.085. Among all points 6506 points lied at 1σ from Qmax, 25217 at
2σ, and only about a third had weights within 3σ of Qmax. Once again, the bad likelihoods
are those of the b→ sγ, but more importantly in this run, the Bu → τντ branching ratio.
The best likelihoods are obtained for the new light slepton region where b→ sγ is no longer
constraining, and Bu→ τντ gives a likelihood of ∼ 0.1. In the lighter Higgs region only an
interplay of these two criteria can make a relatively good total weight, namely, both being
between one and two σ away from the central value.
As it can be seen in Fig. 9.13, the situation has not changed dramatically from the first run: it
is very difficult to find healthy configurations yielding neutralinos lighter than (10−12)GeV ,
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Fig. 9.14: Frequency distributions of free parameters in the second light neutralino MSSM search. The color
code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
and most points found are concentrated towards the prior upper bound. Actually in this run,
masses were found from 8.6 to 15.4GeV , almost exactly the same interval as previously
found. Even though we could have expected more results towards lighter neutralinos, the
constraints are so difficult to overcome that even in this more relaxed run the mass spectrum
does not change drastically. However, the curve representing the best likelihoods is now
much closer to the others, showing that there is a larger concentration around the best points,
which correspond to the light sleptons.
The parameter space found is represented in Fig. 9.14. We readily see that the distributions
are not shaped in quite the same way as in the previous run. We can distinguish three tanβ
regions: below 25, between 30 and 36, and above 60. We also can clearly observe two
distinct MA regions: around 100GeV and above 600GeV . Lighter pseudoscalars are asso-
ciated to the two smaller tanβ regions, which together imply rather light charged Higgses
H±. Thus the resulting enhancement in the supersymmetric contribution to the Bu → τντ
branching ratio lowers the total weight for these configurations. The split in MA and tanβ
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Fig. 9.15: Frequency distributions of the lightest neutralino components in the second light neutralino MSSM
search. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
gives rise to the tendency to have two preferred regions in other parameter distributions such
as those of M2, M3 or Mq˜3 . Notice that right handed sleptons are always as light as possible
and that left handed sleptons are concentrated below 500GeV , suggesting a large mixing of
the states, and a relic density achieved through the exchange of sleptons, at least partially.
Regarding the squark masses, we see that the first run interval and the current are similar
for the third generation, albeit with two peaked regions appearing in the distribution shape,
whereas the first and second tend to be heavier. This confirms our expectations: the third
generation destructively contributing to the b→ sγ was constraining the others in the first
run. Relaxing the other masses shows that is is preferred to have heavier squarks, to reduce
other loop contributions to b-physics observables. A very similar conclusion stems from
Fig. 9.15: roughly the same intervals are spanned, but with slight differences and a tendency
to have three separated peaks contributing. Indeed, the new peaks show an even more pro-
nounced bino composition of the neutralino.
The main difference with the previous run takes place in two sectors: the Higgs and the
sleptons. Indeed, whereas before the SM-like Higgs boson had a mass limited to 114.4GeV ,
now it can be smaller. Furthermore, the neutralinos we found before were ruled out by the
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Fig. 9.16: Standard Model-like Higgs boson mass as a function of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass in the
second light neutralino MSSM search. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
Tevatron limits in the tanβ vs. MA plane. This limit is taken into account by HiggsBounds,
thus we are not finding those exact same neutralino configurations for light Higgses. Instead,
lighter Higgs bosons are found together with a light pseudoscalar. Hence, these two masses
are very correlated in this new region, as we can see in Fig. 9.16. Indeed, in order to over-
come the limits on the Higgs mass, both Higgs bosons have to be light. It becomes obvious
that all these points were impossible to be obtained in the previous run by looking at the
range of the lightest CP-even Higgs mass. In this plot we cannot see the region correspond-
ing to light sleptons though, as it is associated with heavier MA.
The two new regions found, namely that of Higgs exchanging and that of slepton exchang-
ing neutralinos, behave very differently regarding further constraints we apply from CMS,
Fermi-LAT and XENON100. Let us start by discussing the limits on the tanβ vs. MA plane.
In Fig. 9.17 we have splitted in two the two very different regions represented in this plane.
In the top panel we observe the light Higgs configurations, corresponding to light pseu-
doscalars. Such a region is divided in two. The missing connecting sector is ruled out by
limits on the Bu → τντ branching ratio, while the apparent configurations are accepted at
best at 1σ away from the central value for that observable. We observe only two colors in
this plane: red and black. Therefore, all points in this region are excluded by both Fermi
and XENON100. Moreover, the region on top corresponding to tanβ & 27 is ruled out by
CMS. The lower panel shows the rest of the configurations, corresponding to light slepton
exchanges. Such a cloud is far away from the reach of CMS and can only be constrained by
ID or DD searches.
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Fig. 9.17: Points of the second light neutralino MSSM search in the tanβ vs. pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass
plane. Exclusion limits from a CMS Higgs are shown in the top panel for the light Higgs region. The
bottom panel shows the configurations characterized by light sleptons. The color code is described
in Sec. 8.4.2.
Regarding γ-ray fluxes from the Draco dSph, the two regions yield different fluxes. Indeed,
Fig 9.18 shows that, unfortunately, all Higgs-exchanging scenarios fall well above the Fermi-
LAT limit from a factor 2 to 12, hence they are ruled out. However, the limit only partially
exclude the second cloud. The lightest safe point has a neutralino mass of 12.6GeV , all
points yielding lighter neutralinos over-predicting the flux.
Fig. 9.19 represents the yields of this run in the ξσSI vs. mχ01 plane along with limits from
XENON100 and CDMS-II. On one hand the SI DD limit from XENON100 constrain the
light Higgs scenarios, as it also did in the previous run. Even if we argued that we could
have chosen more conservative nucleon form factors, it is impossible to move the cloud by
more than an order of magnitude. It is thus safe to exclude all these points regarding this
criterion. On the other hand, the light slepton cloud is safe with respect to XENON100.
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Fig. 9.18: Integrated γ-ray flux from the Draco dwarf spheroidal galaxy as a function of the neutralino mass in
the second light neutralino MSSM search. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
Finally, in Fig. 9.20 we show the value of the estimation for the Bs→ µ+µ− branching ratio
in the MSSM. What we can see is that, once more, the two separate regions behave very
differently with respect to this criterion. Indeed, while all points found are safe with respect
to the current Tevatron limit accordingly to the code discrimination procedure, different con-
clusions can be drawn with respect to the LHCb projected sensitivity to the rare decay of
Bs into muon pairs. The light Higgs points tagged in red and black would be in the reach
of LHCb while the slepton exchanging points would escape the projected sensitivity. This
means that if LHCb observes such decays, the slepton exchanging scenarios would be ruled
out, since they do not predict any signal. Conversely, if no signal is observed, then a further
criterion rules out the light Higgs exchanging points in the MSSM.
In conclusion, this run shows that there is a narrow window of configurations with very cor-
related values of the scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs boson masses that provide MSSM DM
neutralinos which are safe regarding all particle physics constraints –although very border-
line with respect to at least Bu→ τντ and b→ sγ. However, the astrophysical signatures of
these points, specifically in the SI DD experiments and in the γ-ray signal from dSphs, are
largely above the observations published by the XENON100 and the Fermi-LAT collabora-
tions. Assuming that the s-quark content in nucleons could be overestimated –suggesting
lower SI neutralino-nucleon cross sections– it is difficult to gain more than a factor ∼ 10
in the interplay between cross section estimation and exclusion limits, and thus save some
of these neutralinos with respect to the SI cross sections limits. Limits established by the
null flux of γ-rays from Draco already take into account uncertainties, and the exclusion we
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Fig. 9.19: Points of the second light neutralino MSSM search in the ξσSI vs. neutralino mass plane. Exclusion
limits from CDMS-II and XENON100 (here, the 2010 rescaled results) are shown. The color code
is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
show is already conservative to that respect. Roughly half of these configurations are also
ruled out by the CMS Higgs decays into τ pairs searches. Nonetheless, we have successfully
found a new region characterized by light sleptons. These sparticles ensure large enough
annihilation rates in EU. The points associated to this region show better likelihoods in the
very constraining rare B-meson decay criteria and reach total weights of 0.22. Furthermore,
they completely escape the exclusion limits from CMS and XENON100, but are divided
in two cases by the Fermi limits on γ-rays from Draco: neutralinos lighter than 12.6GeV
are excluded, while heavier neutralinos are allowed. This is the lower limit we found for
the neutralino mass, for configurations in agreement with particle physics and astrophysics
experiments.
Further checks: neutralino masses up to 30GeV
In light of the extended analysis we have presented in this section, we checked the con-
sistency of our results by allowing larger neutralino masses. The aim here is to connect
the two regions previously obtained towards the larger neutralino masses. To make such a
run, we fixed the upper limit of the mass prior to 30GeV , since we had previously obtained
configurations yielding neutralinos at around ∼ 28GeV that passed all constraints. The pa-
rameters scanned can be checked in Table 9.2. We also included the CMS, Fermi-LAT and
XENON100 limits and used them to further constrain the points in the analysis.
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Fig. 9.20: Supersymmetric contribution to the Bs→ µ+µ− branching ratio as a function of the neutralino mass
for light neutralinos in the MSSM. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2. We include the current
best limit obtained at the Tevatron, and the projected LHCb results for 1 f b−1 analysed data.
The run produced 241824 points with a maximum local weight 0.718. About 2.9% of the
points belong to best weight group, while 57.1% are in the first three groups. This makes
the run highly successful in finding very good configurations, which are however not that
dense. Hence, around the Mχ01 ∼ 30GeV region is where we found the lightest point in per-
fect agreement with data. The worst likelihood tends to be that of the contribution to the
anomalous magnetic dipole of the muon, followed by Bu → τντ and the invisible Z-width
contribution of χ01 pairs.
The mean value of the prior on the mass is quite bad (0.69 for all points), implying that many
points seat in the tolerance borders of the prior. It is indeed what we observe in Fig. 9.21: the
mass distribution is very concentrated towards 30GeV . The run found points with masses
between 10.5GeV and 31.2GeV , those in the [30−31.2] GeV interval having thus lowered
the mean mass prior. Below∼ 20GeV very few points are found. Although we know that the
light slepton configurations do populate the lighter regions down to ∼ 12GeV with weights
up to ∼ 0.2, it seems clear now that those scenarios are rather fine-tuned relatively to the
∼ 30GeV region.
Even if they are less represented, we do observe the same configurations than in the previous
section. Parameter space distributions and neutralino configurations are shown in Fig. 9.22
and 9.23 respectively. The former also show the safe (with respect to CMS, Fermi-LAT
and XENON100) configuration distributions in green. With this we deduce that most of
the configurations ruled out have M2 below the TeV , M3 below 2.5TeV , while it seems
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Fig. 9.21: Neutralino mass spectrum in the second search for the new lower bound on cold neutralino masses
in the MSSM. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
very difficult to obtain healthy configurations with tanβ below 20, MA below 500GeV or
Mq˜3 below the TeV . All configurations show very light slepton masses, together with a
bino dominated LSP. However, the safe points are indeed dominated by slepton exchanges
since MA is very heavy, hence Higgs exchanges are suppressed. Higgs exchanging scenar-
ios imply around 20% of higgsino in the LSP as it was previously found, while the slepton
exchanging neutralinos stem from bino-dominated neutralinos at 90% or more. In this run
all neutralinos have masses which fall below the Z-boson resonance. In order to achieve
an acceptable relic density for ∼ 30GeV neutralinos, such processes as τ˜ exchanges in a
t-channel for neutralino annihilation into ττ¯ have to contribute, or conversely, annihilation
through the same Z-boson exchange has to be enhanced by having a larger Zχ01χ
0
1 coupling
(which, we recall, is ∝ N213−N214). The former is relevant for light slepton masses while the
latter implies the smallest possible µ values (hence the largest higgsino contributions, thus
the largest couplings to the Z) for the range of neutralinos we ask for. When we further
reduce the neutralino mass, the Z-resonance is further away: either the higgsino contribution
keeps increasing which worsens the Z invisible width contribution of the LSP, and a subse-
quent Higgs exchange is needed; or the light sleptons become the dominant mechanism of
annihilation, which seems to be less problematic. Therefore, while both configurations can
be unified at the Z-resonance mass range, when going below it they are characterized by two
different ways to achieve the relic density and decouple in two separate regions, depicted by
the other likelihoods such as that of the invisible Z-width contribution of Z→ χ01χ01. Finally,
relaxing the squark masses and the gluino mass does not seem to help finding any new kind
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Fig. 9.22: Frequency distributions of free parameters in the second search for the new lower bound on cold
neutralino masses in the MSSM. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2: the green curves represent
the parameter distribution of the safe points only.
of configuration.
Let us now discuss further constraints. In Fig. 9.24 we show the spin independent inter-
action rates in the galaxy with respect to the neutralino mass. The XENON100 limits are
also shown. Recalling the color code as described in Sec. 8.4.2, we see that the constraints
are acting in a very correlated way, at least around 30GeV neutralino masses. Indeed, the
XENON100 limit sets the transition from constrained to unconstrained points: all points
below it are safe with respect to all other experiments as well. Hence it is the most strin-
gent constraint on these points. Fig. 9.25 shows the γ-ray flux predicted from the Draco
dSph for these configurations, together with the Fermi-LAT limits. This is the second most
stringent limit for the larger masses. Nevertheless, we observe that the light end tail of the
slepton exchanging points reach the limit for masses around (12−13)GeV . At these masses
the XENON100 limits are not the most constraining. The change in behavior is explained
because of the SI interactions: the dominating process is the exchange of a Higgs boson
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Fig. 9.23: Frequency distributions of the lightest neutralino components in the second search for the new lower
bound on cold neutralino masses in the MSSM.. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
through a t-channel, as it was discussed in Sec. 6.2.3, which corresponds to the left diagram
in Fig. 6.1. The neutralino coupling to the Higgs is not enchanced for the lighter masses
of the slepton exchanging points, hence the elastic scattering interactions remain constant,
while the exact opposite is observed for the Higgs exchanging points: the lighter the Higgs
boson, the more efficient the annihilation process, the larger the elastic scattering of neutrali-
nos off nucleons. In Fig. 9.26 we show the points in the tanβ vs. MA plane together with the
most recent CMS limits for points corresponding to MA ≤ 500GeV . Even though there are
many points with large MA, we still rule out part of the parameter space due to this constraint.
We have also checked the SD interactions which yield, however, too small cross sections to
further constrain the configurations here presented.
For these points we have also explored the impact of the LHCb projected sensitivity to the
Bs → µ+µ− branching ratio. We present the yield for this observable as a function of the
neutralino mass in Fig. 9.27. The conclusion is very similar to the lighter neutralino run:
most safe configurations are not expected to be in the range of sensitivity of LHCb, while
the excluded regions would fall in the branching ratios LHCb will be able to explore. The
different behavior of the two regions is given by the neutralino coupling to the Z. Indeed, the
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Fig. 9.24: Points from the search for the second new lower bound search on cold neutralino masses in the
MSSM represented in the ξσSI vs. neutralino mass plane. Exclusion limits from CDMS-II and
XENON100 are shown. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
dominant contribution to this branching ratio stems from a triangle loop: the s and b¯-quarks
exchange a charged W -boson to yield a pair of t-quarks which annihilate into a Z-boson
which further decays into two muons. On one hand, the slepton exchanging points tend to be
very bino dominated configurations, thus with a µ mass term not so small. On the other hand
the Higgs exchanging points correspond to lighter µ, which translates into light charginos,
which in turn contribute to the same kind of diagram in replacement of the charged W -boson.
Hence, we do expect a larger contribution of the light Higgs configurations because of their
larger higgsino fraction.
In conclusion, this region shows less fine-tuning than the lighter neutralino configurations,
but have, however, very pronounced light slepton masses. We were able to connect the
two separate regions found for neutralino masses below 15GeV at the light end of the Z-
resonance. Constraints in this region are difficult to overcome for most points, in particular,
those from XENON100. Nevertheless, there is still a cloud of points –tagged in green– over-
coming all constraints, corresponding to heavy pseudoscalar masses, bino fractions above
90% in the neutralino composition and preferred slepton exchanges as the annihilation mech-
anism. Towards lighter masses, though, the Fermi limits from the observation of the Draco
dSph turn to be more stringent for the slepton exchanging points. Indeed, these imply larger
Higgs masses and smaller couplings to the Higgs, hence smaller SI cross sections, while the
annihilation rate keeps growing towards lighter masses.
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Fig. 9.25: Integrated γ-ray flux from the Draco dwarf spheroidal galaxy as a function of the neutralino mass in
the second new lower bound search on cold neutralino masses in the MSSM search. The color code
is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
9.1.3 Summary of the light neutralino searches in the MSSM
We have explored the light neutralino configurations in the MSSM with two different choice
of parameter sets and parameter boundaries. The first search was published in [1]. We
then considered two improvements: we implemented the HigssBounds package in order
to allow Higgs bosons below 114.4GeV which have not yet been ruled out, and we have
relaxed crucial parameters such as the slepton masses, now allowed to attain 70GeV and
thus span the stau masses below 100GeV . Thus we aimed to find the regions claimed in,
for instance, [61] and [60] respectively. While we do find these regions in the second set
of runs we performed with the MCMC code, we came to strong conclusion for the two
configurations: the light Higgs configurations have rather bad likelihoods in the Bu → τντ
and b→ sγ branching ratios, most of them are ruled out by CMS, all of them are ruled
out by XENON100 and Fermi-LAT, and most of them would be seen in the LHCb search
for Bs → µ+µ− decays; the light slepton scenarios are allowed down to mχ01 ' 12.6GeV ,
with lighter neutralinos beeing excluded by Fermi-LAT, and predict SI cross sections of
∼ 10−44 cm2 and no signal for the LHCb searches for Bs → µ+µ− decays. In any case,
it seems rather very unlikely that the MSSM could yield neutralinos in the CoGeNT and
DAMA preferred regions at mχ01 ' 10GeV and σ
SI ' 10−40 cm2.
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Fig. 9.26: Points from the second search for the new lower bound search on cold neutralino masses in the
MSSM represented in the tanβ vs. pseudoscalar Higgs boson mass plane. Exclusion limits from
CMS are also shown. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
Fig. 9.27: Supersymmetric contribution to the Bs→ µ+µ− branching ratio as a function of the neutralino mass
for neutralinos lighter than 30GeV in the MSSM. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2. We
include the current best limit obtained at the Tevatron, and the projected LHCb results for 1 f b−1
analysed data.
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9.2 Light neutralinos in the Next-to-Minimal Supersymmetric Stan-
dard Model
In Sec. 9.1 we looked for light neutralinos in the MSSM and failed to find healthy configura-
tion below 12GeV . The main motivation to extend our studies to the NMSSM was precisely
because of the light configurations: the NMSSM is an extension of the Higgs sector [62, 63],
which is at the origin of many relevant interactions for the neutralino LSP. The new par-
ticle spectrum it generates (see [64]) changes the phenomenology previously obtained in
the MSSM [65], there is indeed an extension of possibilities and a large fraction of these
escape constraints applying to the MSSM. Particularly, most constraints to the supersym-
metric Higgs sector are obtained in the scope of the MSSM, and do not necessarily apply to
the NMSSM [66], in which there are three CP-even neutral and two CP-odd neutral Higgs
bosons. We aimed to test such modifications in light neutralino searches. Other studies have
been carried out at roughly the same time with the same objective [67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72].
Some were published before, some later. Our first results were presented in [1] and were
extended in [41]. Although most results are found here and there, our scan seems to be pow-
erful in the sense that it finds all configurations discussed otherwise individually, and in the
most interesting cases it was the first to produce them.
The only differences with the MSSM have to come from the singlet components of the Higgs
bosons and singlino component of the neutralino, and all results obtained in the MSSM can
be reproduced by the NMSSM. Indeed, neutralinos now have a new component, the singlino.
A singlino-like neutralino has been studied as a DM candidate throughout the history of the
universe (see for example [73, 74, 75]). Here, of course, we will allow for all possible mixing
of its components, as well as the singlet contribution to the Higgs bosons.
Thus, we expand the free-parameter space to the newly introduced λ and κ Yukawa cou-
plings, as well as the Aλ and Aκ trilinear couplings (see Sec. 6.3). The Higgs sector now
contains two pseudoscalar neutral Higgses, thus MA is no longer a free parameter. In spite
the fact that µ is, in principle, no longer a free parameter but an effective mass term, we
choose to maintain it in replacement of the singlet VEV free parameter. We then follow the
same path as in Sec. 9.1, namely, we make use of all the constraints discussed in Sec. 8.3.3
and proceed to scan the NMSSM parameter space using the MCMC. The Tevatron limits no
longer apply to the configuration we found, however, we will still impose DD and ID limits
to constrain the successful scenarios.
9.2.1 Particulars of the run
In this run we imposed, as it was done in the MSSM, a prior in the LSP mass: mχ01 min = 1GeV
and mχ01,max = 15GeV . We look for neutralino DM assuming the FO mechanism by impos-
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Parameter Minimum Maximum Tolerance
M1 1 200 3
M2 100 2000 30
µ 0 1000 10
tanβ 0.1 65 3
λ 0 .75 0.1
κ 0 0.65 0.8
Aλ -2000 5000 100
Aκ -5000 2000 100
At -3000 3000 100
Ml˜ 100 2000 15
Mq˜ 300 2000 14
Tab. 9.3: NMSSM free parameter intervals for the first light neutralino searches (GeV units).
ing LRD. As already stated, we included new free parameters: the Yukawa couplings λ and
κ, which sign and upper limits have been chosen in light of a previous investigation of the
relic density through FO for neutralinos in the NMSSM [4], as well as the trilinear cou-
plings Aλ and Aκ, for which a minimum value and a maximum value have been respectively
established in the same study. The rest is scanned the same way as in the MSSM. Small
differences may be found, however, they are not really relevant for this run. The boundaries
and tolerances of this scan are summarized in Table 9.3. A total number of 266904 config-
urations were successfully generated, with a best local weight Qmax = 0.642. With respect
to weights, 21.9% of the points belong to the first group, 21.8% belong to the second, and
93.1% of the configurations satisfy Q≤ 0.003×Qmax. This is a good run in general. When
analyzing individual weights, the most sensitive likelihood is Lgµ , with a global mean value
of only 0.34 when the global mean total weight is of 0.12. However, for those scenarios
lying in the first group of points, those with better weights, their worst likelihood tends to be
Lb→sγ with a mean value within this group of 0.78. A likelihood with a rather poor value,
however, constant for all runs in the NMSSM is L∆Ms with a value of 0.68. Note that this
sets the maximum weight of this run, which would otherwise approach unity, showing the
extremely good performance of the run. We notice that Lgµ and Lb→sγ are generally low for
light neutralinos both in the MSSM and the NMSSM. Here, the contribution of neutralino
channels to the ΓZ→invisible is not quantified in terms of a continuous function, but by a test
0 in the NMSSMTools package. We cannot quantify what borderline extensions would have
been induced this run if a smooth weight would have been established for this criterion. Thus
we expect the configurations to explore other possibilities in the NMSSM.
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Fig. 9.28: Neutralino mass spectrum in the light neutralino NMSSM search. The color code is described in
Sec. 8.4.2.
The neutralino mass range we found is [0.6, 15.3] GeV . Its frequency is shown in Fig. 9.28.
The distribution is concentrated towards the prior upper limit. However, in no way it is
comparable to the same phenomenon in the MSSM: here we find many more points to-
wards lower masses, the distribution is much smoother. Furthermore, the curve representing
the first group is rather close to that of all points. Recall that this curves are weighted by
Q/Qmax. This shows that at all masses found there are healthy configurations. Although the
density of points is lower towards lighter values, this suggests that a run with a lower upper
bound in the prior would find many more healthy points with very light neutralinos. Nev-
ertheless, we can already state that in the NMSSM going towards light neutralinos requires
some amount of fine-tuning.
The parameter distributions are presented in Fig. 9.29. First of all, notice that the distribution
of M1, even though peaked at (15−17)GeV , is extended all the way up to its prior limit at
200GeV . This implies that not all neutralinos are bino-like, and some of them are not at
all bino. The wino mass, though, is spread without a strongly preferred region. We do not
expect wino neutralinos. The effective µ parameter also spans a larger range of values, and
seldom visits smaller values than ∼ 160GeV . Thus we expect that in many cases the hig-
gsino component should vanish. The singlino component is not determined by one particular
parameter, but is the results of an interplay of conditions. Indeed, the lower 3×3 part of (6.2)
indicates that for a large singlino contribution to the lightest neutralino, both 2µκ/λ and λ
should be of the order or smaller than the competing M1 and µ parameters. We see that for
intermediate values of λ, but more importantly, for nearly null values of κ, these conditions
should be met. Indeed, in Fig. 9.30 we observe that all LSP component distributions are
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Fig. 9.29: Frequency distributions of free parameters in the light neutralino NMSSM search. The color code is
described in Sec. 8.4.2.
peaked at zero. This shows that there is no one an only tendency dominating, but there is a
variety of LSP realized. The two components accounting for a strong domination are bino
and singlino, whereas wino is always negligible. Higgsinos are very often absent, and never
larger than 10% each. Singlino configurations are thus present, which is consistent with the
large peak at . 0.02 for the κ distribution and the large spread of values for λ and µ. Even
though tanβ is not small, it does not reach the large values it reached in the MSSM. More-
over, a vast majority of points have tanβ≤ 20. However, all kinematic reasons given before
not to annihilate via the exchange of an EW gauge boson or sfermion are still valid.
9.2.2 Singlet light Higgses and relic density
We still expect the relic density to be achieved via Higgs exchanges. These have different
and more complex couplings to all particles, in the NMSSM. The value of tanβ –together
with the pseudoscalar mass– is no longer so determinant. The expression of the couplings
between neutralinos and Higgs bosons is long and can be dominated by different terms de-
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Fig. 9.30: Frequency distributions of the lightest neutralino components in the light neutralino NMSSM search.
The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
pending on the neutralino and Higgs compositions (see Appendix A in [63]). However, now
the Higgs bosons may be lighter than the SM-like Higgs mass range. Also, it is clear that in
order to achieve an acceptable relic density, the neutralino has to reach rather large interac-
tion rates. Therefore, annihilation through light Higgs seems a good competitive manner to
achieve the relic density.
Indeed, in order to obtain the correct relic density it is crucial to have an annihilating mech-
anism such as a resonance. In Fig. 9.31 we observe the lightest Higgs masses as a func-
tion of the neutralino mass. This shows that there are indeed very light Higgses down to
. 1GeV . Hence we expect these Higgs bosons to be either mediators of neutralino annihila-
tions through an s-channel and final states of neutralino annihilations via the exchange of a
neutralino in t and u-channels. Moreover, the resonances can be seen in these figures: points
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Fig. 9.31: Lightest CP-even (top panel) and CP-odd (bottom panel) neutral Higgs bosons mass as a function
neutralino mass in the light neutralino NMSSM search. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
condensate towards the straight lines satisfying MH1 = 2mχ01 and MA1 = 2mχ01 respectively.
Furthermore, we see in Fig. 9.32 that there is always either one or the other below 30GeV ,
the artificial limit set by the neutralino mass prior. Indeed, the upper right hand side quarter
of the MA1 vs. MH1 plane is empty. Colors will be discussed in Sec. 9.2.4.
We can check further that the resonance is always verified. Fig. 9.33 shows the points for
which there is no resonance through the lightest pseudoscalar. It represents the frequency
of points in the mχ01 −MH1/2 axis. When the difference between MA1 and 2mχ01 is larger
than 2GeV (top panel), we see a very large peak at mχ01 −MH1/2 ' −2GeV . Therefore,
when there is not a narrow resonant relation between the lightest pseudoscalar and the LSP,
there seems to be one between the latter and the lightest scalar Higgs. However, some points
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Fig. 9.32: Lightest CP-odd Higgs mass as a function of the lightest CP-even Higgs mass in the light neutralino
NMSSM search. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
do not fall in this peak. When we allow the A1-resonance to a spread up to 9GeV (bottom
panel), all points on the left side of the peak, i.e., with light Higgses too heavy to mediate
a resonance, disappear. These might be included in a larger mass difference resonance, or
correspond to very light A1. The peak is less prominent in the bottom panel, meaning that
some points going through a CP-even resonance have a close-to-resonant CP-odd Higgs, or
viceversa. Finally, even in the bottom panel we observe that some points have a CP-even
Higgs lighter than the resonance level. For these points, and those with A1 ligther than twice
the neutralino mass, the light Higgs bosons turn out to be channels into which the neutralino
can annihilate through neutralino exchange. In the case of A1A1 final state, through the ex-
change of a resonant H1. In case of χ01χ
0
1→ H1H1 via the exchange of a neutralino, since it
is not a resonant process, a light neutralino is needed as well as a sufficiently large H1χ01χ
0
1
coupling. This is basically achieved through a large fraction of higgsino-d, higgsino-u and/or
singlino fractions in the neutralino composition together with the corresponding down, up
and/or singlet component of the lightest CP-even Higgs.
Very light Higgs bosons are thus needed to find light neutralinos. This is why, by the way,
we do not find these neutralinos in the MSSM. Moreover, if these Higgs bosons do not exist
in the MSSM, they have to be dominated by the singlet component, and thus be mostly de-
coupled from the SM fermions and gauge bosons. This way, even if kinematically accessible
to past experiments, the very light Higgses escape detection and constraints. Fig. 9.34 shows
the singlet content of the lightest Higgs bosons. Indeed, for the CP-even Higgs, only when
its mass approaches ∼ 100GeV the singlet component drops from 1. A1 is always singlet
dominated, even if for MA1 ∼ (20−50)GeV this contribution could be as low as 67%. This
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Fig. 9.33: Frequency of points satisfying | mχ01 −MA1/2 |< 2GeV (top panel) and | mχ01 −MA1/2 |< 9GeV
(bottom panel) represented in the mχ01 −MH1/2 axis. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
confirms what we expected and explains why these bosons have escaped detection. Further-
more, this makes obvious that the configurations we found are characteristic of the NMSSM.
Thus, the neutralinos annihilate via light Higgs bosons. The final states of annihilation in EU
are shown in Fig. 9.35. The top four panels contain the available fermionic channels. We ob-
serve that when the neutralinos annihilate into fermions, the preferred channel is determined
by the neutralino mass. For mχ01 ≤Mc ' 1.29
+0.05
−0.11 GeV < Mτ ' (1.77682±0.16)GeV [16],
the only available channel is the s-quark pair, and potentially lighter quarks and leptons,
however these are very subdominant. Above this range and up to the running bottom mass
' 4.16+0.18−0.06 GeV [16] the dominant channel is the ττ¯. For the rest, the bb¯ channel is dominant,
however, very rarely at 100%. Usually an important contribution of ττ¯ and/or cc¯ complement
it. When the Higgs bosons constitute the final state, it is always in pairs of the same kind,
namely the A1H1 channel does not contribute. Whenever the H1H1 channel contributes, it is
dominant. It is easily understood: the exchanged particle can only be a neutralino in a t or
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Fig. 9.34: Singlet components of the lightest CP-even Higgs as a function of its mass (left panel) and of the
lightest CP-odd Higgs as a function of its mass (right panel) in the light neutralino NMSSM search.
The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
u-channel, since the A1H1H1 coupling is CP-odd. It is not, thus, a resonant configuration.
The only available particles for final state in such a process are Higgs bosons, thus there is
no competition from fermions. When the final state is a pair of pseudoscalars, there is also
the possibility of a H1 resonant exchange. If such a channel is opened, then the annihilation
may be shared with fermionic final states. If not, then it is dominant, in analogy with the
H1H1 dominant final state. That is why the A1A1 final state spans more possibilities. Colors
in Fig. 9.35 will be commented later on.
9.2.3 Annihilation in galaxies: cross sections at low velocities
Let us now address the production of SM particles in neutralino annihilation in our galaxy
and other DM containing objects. The neutralinos we found contribute to the CDM compo-
nent of the energy density of the universe. Neutralinos move around at low velocities in the
galactic (or equivalent object) frame: typically vG . 1000kms−1 ∼ 3.3× 10−3c. However,
the annihilation rate determining the relic density is fixed at higher energies, namely, for tem-
peratures of ∼ mχ01/20. Using the usual relation between temperature and mean particle ve-
locity, 3T/2∼mv2EU/2 (with T in energy units), we get vEU ∼
√
3T/mχ01 ∼
√
3/20' 0.4c.
Now, it has been discussed in Sec. 2.2 that the annihilation rate could be strongly depen-
dent on the relative velocity of the DM. If no particular mechanism is used, a simple ex-
pansion about the relative velocity can be made, thus 〈σv〉 ∼ a+ bv2 where a and b are
constants. If in EU the dominant term is the p-wave, i.e., 〈σv〉 ∼ bv2, then when v→ 0,
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Fig. 9.35: Neutralino annihilation channels in the EU as a function of the neutralino mass in the light neutralino
NMSSM search. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
〈σv〉 → a bv2EU ∼ bv2G× 104. This is exactly the case of H1 exchanges: p-wave cross
section tends to zero at null velocity because of chirality suppresion, due to the Majorana na-
ture of the neutralino. Here, other channels such as sfermion exchanges become dominant,
however at lower rates. Thus, some processes with large enough cross sections in EU will be
subdominant in galactic frames, and the total cross section itself will be much smaller than in
EU. Furthermore, for resonant diagrams not suffering from this suppression at low energies,
the cross section could suffer the inverse fate. It no longer could be expanded as a quadratic
function of the velocity [76]. Similarly to what was explained for the case of the Z-boson
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Fig. 9.36: Ratio of neutralino annihilation rates at a given temperature T to the EU typical approximation
T = mχ01/20 for resonant A1 exchange processes for mχ01 = 10.10GeV and ΓA1 = 1.1×10
−4 GeV as
a function of temperature. Various values of the ∆= 1−m2A1/4m2χ01 parameter are drawn.
resonance in 9.1.1, in A1-resonant processes we have
σv ∝
1
(s−M2A1)2+Γ2A1M2A1
=
1
16m4χ01
1
(v
2
4 +∆)2+
Γ2A1
4m2
χ01
(1−∆)
=
1
16m4χ01
×Π, (9.1)
where ∆ = 1−m2A1/4m2χ01 . We see that if the resonance is very narrow, i.e. ∆ ' 1, and the
A1 width is small, i.e. ΓA1/mχ01  1, then the cross section attains its maximum value for
v→ 0. We further checked this behavior by taking a particular point as an example, for
which mχ01 ' 10.10GeV and MA1 ' 20.12GeV , thus ∆ ' 7.9× 10
−3, whereas ΓA1 ' 1.1×
10−4 GeV . In such a case, by replacing these values in (9.1) we come to the approximated
expression Π' ((v2/4+7.9×10−3)+2.9×10−11)−1. Thus, slowing down from v' 0.4c
to v' 3.3×10−4c implies increasing the interaction rate by
σvG
σvEU
' ΠG
ΠEU
' 36.7.
Therefore for this point we get a boost of more than an order of magnitude from EU to the
galactic frames. Now if we freeze the value of ΓA1 and mχ01 , allowing only the variation of
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Fig. 9.37: Neutralino annihilation rates at v= 10−4c as a function of the neutralino mass. Various values of the
∆= 1−m2A1/4m2χ01 parameter are drawn. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
MA1 , thus of ∆, and furthermore express the ratio of the cross sections at a given temperature
T to the cross section at T = mχ01/20, then we get
σv|T
σv|T=mχ01/20
'
( 3
80 +∆
)2
+3×10−11 (1+∆)(
3T
4mχ01
+∆
)2
+3×10−11 (1+∆)
. (9.2)
This expression only depends on the choice of the temperature T and of the narrowness of
the resonance ∆. In Fig. 9.36 we show the behavior of the boost represented by (9.2) as a
function of the temperature for various resonance tunings. Notice that boosted processes are
not expected to change their favored final states between EU and galactic interactions. We
conclude that there are major differences between the neutralino annihilation rates in EU to
that of the galaxies in some cases. Indeed, Fig. 9.37 shows a span of 14 orders of magni-
tude in σv|v=10−4c, whereas at EU the cross sections oscillates around 3×10−26cm3 s−1, the
canonical value, without much spread. This can be also observed by comparing the EU an-
nihilation channels (see Fig. 9.35) to those at low velocities represented in Fig. 9.38. Higgs
channels are not represented simply because they do not contribute for low velocity anni-
hilations. As it was explained, the chiral suppression eliminates the production of Higgs
pairs. All points that were annihilating into Higgses in EU are now found in the fermionic
channels. For some kinematical configurations the ss¯ channel is dominant, however, in most
cases ττ¯ and cc¯ are the preferred final states. In particular, we see that now there are points
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Fig. 9.38: Neutralino annihilation channels at low relative velocities as a function of the neutralino mass in the
light neutralino NMSSM search. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
for which the dominant channel is ττ¯ at neutralino masses above Mb. That implies that the
process occurs via the exchange of a τ˜ rather than a Higgs exchange. Furthermore, leptonic
final states are favored compared to hadronic final states because of the exchanged sfermion
mass (see Fig. 9.29).
Fig. 9.39 summarizes the situation of EU light Higgs bosons resonant exchanges and their
corresponding behavior at low energies, while Fig. 9.40 shows the same but for non-resonant
EU neutralino exchanges.
9.2.4 Indirect detection contraints from γ-rays
We now proceed to constrain the parameter space using dSphs. Indeed, we computed the
γ-ray flux coming from these DM dominated objects as it was described in Sec. 4.3.3. It
was discussed that the most stringent constraints in the Fermi-LAT study come from the
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Fig. 9.39: Neutralino annihilation diagrams for dominant resonant exchange of light Higgs bosons at early uni-
verse (left) and their corresponding annihilation diagrams at low energy (right). While the resonant
A1 exchanges get a boost for low neutralino relative velocities, resonant H1 exchanges are suppressed
and are subdominant with respect to the sfermion exchanges at low energies.
analysis of the Draco galaxy. However, if for any reason this particular galaxy was to be
misinterpreted, we show in Fig. 9.41 the γ-ray fluxes along with the limits for all eight galax-
ies chosen in [24] for establishing limits. The shape of the cloud of points found for in the
γ-ray flux vs. neutralino mass is very similar to that of the annihilation cross section vs.
neutralino mass. A slight difference can be found, and it is explained by the inclusion of ξ2
in the computation of the flux. Also, there is a difference in the behaviors of fluxes from
a same dSphs between the
[
100MeV, mχ01
]
and
[
1GeV, mχ01
]
integrated energies. Indeed,
the maximum yield in the γ-ray spectrum produced by neutralino annihilation lies typically
around a factor 10 below its mass. Neutralinos with masses around the GeV do not con-
tribute too much to the
[
1GeV, mχ01
]
interval, whereas they can still deposit their γ-rays in
the
[
100MeV, mχ01
]
interval. The most conservative Draco limits (taken from the first panel,
second row in Fig. 9.41, see Sec. 8.4.2) translate into an upper bound for
(
ξ/mχ01
)2×σv:
we found the condition
(
ξ/mχ01
)2× σv ≤ (2−5) 10−29 cm3s−1GeV−2, depending on the
neutralino mass, as can be seen in Fig. 9.42. Points excluded by the overprediction of γ-rays
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Fig. 9.40: Neutralino annihilation diagrams for dominant neutralino exchanges and light Higgs bosonic final
states at early universe (left) and their corresponding annihilation diagrams at low energy (right).
While the non-resonant A1 exchanges are not suppressed at neutralino relative velocities and thus
compete with sfermion exchanges, non-resonant H1 exchanges are suppressed and are subdominant
with respect to the sfermion exchanges at low energies.
from the Draco dwarf spheroidal galaxy are tagged in red in this figure and all others in this
section. Thus, these points can be seen in Fig. 9.38, that is to say, in the annihilation chan-
nel repartition. Indeed, the points excluded by Draco annihilate into the most conventional
channels: a mix of bb¯ and ττ¯ for masses larger than the bottom-quark mass, and ττ¯ below.
Points excluded share their dominant channels in EU and in galaxies, as it can be seen in
Fig. 9.35, which is consistent with our arguments about A1-resonances and boosts. The same
conclusion can be drawn from Fig. 9.31: in the bottom panel, all the points excluded by
γ-rays lie in the resonance line. The fact that they do not fall in the middle of it is easily
understood: those points are excluded by the relic density since they would annihilate too
much in EU and yield a too small density at present. The center of the resonance is actually
set by EEUχ01
= m01 +K = MA1/2, where K stands for the neutralino kinetic energy, which in
turn is set by the temperature at FO. If this relation is too fine-tuned the relic density would
be too small, unless they have small enough couplings. Then, if it is still plausible regarding
relic density to be sitting in the very center of the EU resonance, then at lower velocities, the
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Fig. 9.41: Predicted γ-ray fluxes from the eight dSphs analyzed in [24] for which upper limits are drawn in the
light neutralino NMSSM search. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
bulk of the resonance is not integrated over and thus the cross section is lower. If MA1 is even
a bit larger but still close enough to EEUχ01
then the resonance is only integrated in its lower
tail at both EU and lower velocities, thus the cross section is less dependent upon the reso-
nance. Large couplings can complete the picture to yield large enough cross sections at EU,
but now with a similar cross section at low velocities, which is then enough to overproduce
γ-rays again. On the contrary, if MA1 is slightly smaller than the EU resonance, then at low
velocities the full resonance is integrated in the cross section, thus getting a large boost and
being therefore ruled out by Fermi-LAT. That is why we observe two different red lines in
Fig. 9.31. Also in agreement is Fig. 9.32, in which the red dots are always corresponding to
MA1 ≤ 30GeV .
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Fig. 9.42:
(
ξ/mχ01
)2×σv as a function of the neutralino mass in the light neutralino NMSSM search. The
color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2. Here, red dots correspond to points excluded by Fermi-LAT.
9.2.5 Further indirect detection checks with benchmark points
Once limits were established using γ-rays and the Fermi-LAT constraints, we aimed to further
study the remaining points. However, as it has already been discussed, computing the fluxes
of antiparticles and other photonic signals is less straightforward and should be done point
by point. Thus we defined benchmark points which helped to give an idea of the other ID
yields.
Choice of benchmark points
The dSphs limits was translated in terms of an upper bound for
(
ξ/mχ01
)2×σv. Thus we
chose the benchmark points such as(
ξ/mχ01
)2×σv. (2−5) 10−29 cm3s−1GeV−2,
but as close as possible to the limit. Also, they were asked to lie in the first group of weights,
that is to say with Q ≤ 0.32×Qmax. Graphically speaking, we looked for dark blue points
right below the red cloud in Fig. 9.42. Furthermore, since the final states of neutralino anni-
hilations at low velocities are set by the kinematic configuration of the interaction, namely,
by the neutralino mass and those of the SM fermions, we looked for roughly one point per
1GeV bin from 15GeV down to 1GeV . A summary of the fourteen benchmark points thus
defined is given in Table 9.4.
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mχ01 ξ σv|v=10−4c×10
27 ττ¯ bb¯ ss¯ R(radio)
[GeV] [cm3s−1]
0.976 0.373 0.209 0 0 0.997 0
2.409 1 0.297 0.964 0 0.026 0.040
3.342 0.935 0.345 0.972 0 0.018 0.044
4.885 0.465 3.298 0.0970 0.901 0.0016 0.041
5.626 0.376 5.389 0.0698 0.929 0.0011 0.040
6.551 0.528 3.547 0.0618 0.937 0 0.046
7.101 0.689 2.425 0.0586 0.940 0 0.050
8.513 0.829 2.161 0.0416 0.958 0 0.055
9.274 0.827 2.497 0.0533 0.946 0 0.060
10.27 0.906 2.323 0.0634 0.935 0 0.063
11.50 0.960 2.575 0.0611 0.937 0 0.074
12.74 0.955 3.224 0.102 0.897 0 0.088
13.51 0.558 9.571 0.0781 0.921 0 0.085
14.48 0.147 148.4 0.0748 0.924 0 0.088
Tab. 9.4: Benchmark points used to compute positron, antiproton and radio signals. Their main characteristics
are displayed: neutralino mass, fraction of neutralino in the DM density distribution function, anni-
hilation rate at low velocities, branching ratios of its ττ¯, bb¯ and ss¯ final states and the radio signal to
background ratio from the galactic center of the Milky Way.
Antimatter signals: antiprotons and positrons
The positron and antiproton yields from the galactic center of the Milky Way for these 14
points is shown in Fig. 9.43, along with parametrizations for the backgrounds, from [78]
and [79] respectively. In the case of antiprotons, the computation was done for two sets of
diffusion parameters in agreement with the astrophysical data: the MED and MAX sets, as
given in Table I in [77]. The MAX set defines the upper limit for these parameters regard-
ing astrophysical uncertainties and yield the largest antiproton fluxes, whereas the MED set
gives a more realistic treatment of the antiproton diffusion around the galaxy. Regarding the
background, it represents a good fit to the data by itself, however, its estimation carries a
theoretical error of around 10%. Therefore, the MED estimation for the benchmark points
being always at least 1 order of magnitude below the background, and the MAX estimation
only flirting with the background below 1GeV , we cannot use the antiproton flux to rule
out more points. Regarding positron fluxes, the MED set was used, which is the same as
in [77] (see [80] for more details). The prediction is always 2 orders of magnitude below
the background. This was to be expected, since even the τ dominated annihilation channels
yield a large fraction of light mesons instead of muons, electrons and positrons. Anyhow, the
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Fig. 9.43: Top: antiproton flux expected at Earth for the 14 benchmark points given in Table 9.4 for two dif-
ferent set of parameters. Left panel: MED. Right panel: MAX (see Table I in [77]). The dashed
line represents the background parametrization as given in [78]. Bottom: positron flux expected at
Earth for the 14 benchmark points given in Table 9.4. The dashed line represents the background
parametrization as given in [79].
ττ¯ dominated channels are those contributing the most to the positron flux.
Radio flux from the galactic center and the Coma cluster
Finally, we checked the radio flux observed at earth. These signals depend on the production
of electrons which is associated with the total annihilation rate at low velocities, together with
the propagation conditions through the magnetized ISM, and particularly on the strength of
the magnetic field B. These estimations were done for the benchmark points presented in
Table 9.4. The dependence of such signals on the magnetic field is not obvious, since its
value plays a role both in the generation of radio waves as well as in the propagation energy
losses and in the diffusion in general (see Figure 3 in [82] and Sec. 4.3.3). The interplay
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Fig. 9.44: Radio flux from the Coma cluster for the benchmark points from the lightest (left) to the heaviest
(right) candidates. The dataset are taken from the references in [81].
in theoretical errors stemming from the diffusion parameters (namely the half-thickness of
the diffusion zone, a normalization of the flux and a spectral index of the space diffusion
coefficient, see [80] for a complete study on the matter), energy losses, magnetic field, DM
density and velocity distributions are beyond the scope of our study. However, it is important
to check whether the radio flux is overestimated for safe points.
Let us first focus in the potential signals from the GC of the MW. The method is that de-
scribed in [83, 82]. In particular, the DM distribution is assumed to correspond to a NFW
profile. We use the MED set of parameters for propagation as described in [80], and a value
of B = 20µG for the magnetic field. While it has been commonly assumed that the magnetic
field should be fifty times larger, thorough studies have shown that a value of ' 10µG is
preferred [84]. Using the monochromatic approximation, i.e. associating the electron energy
to the frequency of maximum emission, the radio flux at ν = 330MHz was estimated for
the benchmark points. It was compared to the measurements which set the observed flux to
360Jy for a 7′ angular resolution. Thus, the ratio R of radio flux predicted to the observed
flux for each benchmark point is presented in the last column of Table 9.4. It is important
to notice that none of the benchmark points predicts a larger flux than observed. What is
more, the ratios are vry small. This suggests that even the points predicting the largest fluxes
are at least an order of magnitude below the oberved flux. Hence, not more than 10% of
the observed flux could be due to DM annihilations at the MW’s center. Here, no strong
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conclusions can be drawn, since the radio flux is used to constrain the magnetic field and to
estimate the galactic center production of accelerated leptons. Thus there is no trustworthy
estimation of the astrophysical background. Nevertheless, the contribution of these scenarios
is not dominant, and if some development is achieved in the knowledge of the conventional
sources, then only very loose limits could be drawn. Therefore, we can claim that radio
fluxes from the galactic center are not in conflict with the scenarios we have presented.
Galaxy clusters are also magnetized media containing DM. Thus, radio photons are also
expected, since neutralino annihilations would produce electron and positron that would
propagate in such a medium. Previous studies have focused in the Coma cluster for which
observations are available (see [81] and references therein). We started by testing the pro-
cedure described in [83, 82] with the results shown in [85], two independent studies. For a
MSSM configuration with neutralino LSP at 40GeV annihilating into bb¯ pairs with a cross
section of σv = 4.7×10−25 cm3 s−1, propagated for a magnetic field of 1.2µG, we validated
that the results were compatible. Thus used the same analysis that in [83, 82] to predict the
radio flux from the Coma cluster for the benchmark points given in Table 9.4. In order to do
so we assume a NFW profile with r0 = 4.4102GeV cm−3, rs = 400kpc, a detector angular
resolution of 1◦, a magnetic field of 4.7µG and a density of electrons of 310−3cm−3. The
electron spectrum stemming from neutralino annihilations was computed for an annihilation
cross section at v = 0.01× c, since the mean DM velocity is expected to be larger in such a
system. We display the results in Fig. 9.44. The predicted fluxes lie at least two orders of
magnitude below the observations. It would be difficult to make our configurations yield a
large enough signal to account for the measured flux, or conversely, to further constrain our
scenarios using these limits. However, it may be possible that points ruled out by Draco, with
particularly large annihilation rates, may overproduce the radio flux from Coma as well. Re-
garding the astrophysical uncertainties, increasing the value of the magnetic field up to 12µG
increases the radio flux at 4.58GHz by a factor ∼ 4.5 for the last, heaviest benchmark point.
It is still not enough to come close to the experimental points.
In conclusion, radio fluxes do not constrain the light neutralino parameter space in the
NMSSM. Nonetheless, the flux from the GC could be sizeable, and thus suggests that it
is important to further understand the real value of the magnetic field and the DM distribu-
tion towards that region. Indeed, if any other signal for light neutralinos is found, then this
particular observable might turn out to be a good way to probe their presence in the galactic
center of the MW.
9.2.6 Direct detection
Let us now focus on DD signals. Neutralinos can scatter on nucleons elastically by interact-
ing with quarks through the exchange of a Z-boson, of a squark or of a Higgs boson. The
former two yield SD processes while the latter two intervene in SI processes.
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Spin independent interactions
Fig. 9.45: Spin independent neutralino-nucleon interaction rates, normalized to the neutralino contribution to
the local DM density, as a function of the neutralino mass. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
Here, the red points are excluded by Fermi-LAT. Limits from CDMS-II and XENON100 are shown,
as well as the preferred contour given by the CoGeNT experiment.
Let us start by addressing the SI interactions. These occur via a t-channel exchange of Higgs
bosons or squarks. The former are much more favored. In Fig. 9.45 we show ξσSI vs. mχ01 .
Points excluded by Draco are tagged in red. We see that the cross sections ≤ 10−41 cm2 are
obtained for mχ01 & 5GeV . Fig. 9.46 shows σ
SI vs. MH1 . We observe that cross sections
≤ 10−41 cm2 correspond to MH1 . 5GeV . This means that for these points, MH1 . mχ01 .
Furthermore, the correlation between SI interactions and the H1 mass is striking. It is easily
explained: the SI interactions occurs via a t-channel exchange of a Higgs, here H1. The
interaction cross section, which is proportional to the propagator, goes as
σSIχ01q→χ01q
∝
1(
t−M2H1
)2 .
The effective treatment of the theory involves the interaction between the neutralino and a
parton, namely a quark, of the nucleon. The effective mass that enters the cross section is
neither that of the nucleon nor that of the quark itself, but its contribution to the nucleon
total mass. In this interaction the 3-momentum of the neutralino and the nucleon are small
compared to the mass energy, thus t '
(
mχ01−Q
)2
, where Q is the exchanged momentum.
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Fig. 9.46: Spin independent neutralino-nucleon interaction rates as a function of the lightest CP-even Higgs
mass. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2. Here, the red points are excluded by Fermi-LAT and
yellow points are above the XENON100 exclusion limit.
A good approximation gives,
σSIχ01q→χ01q
∝
1((
mχ01−Q
)2−M2H1)2
∝
1
M4H1
1((
mχ01
−Q
MH1
)2
−1
)2 .
A singularity appears for MH1 = mχ01 −Q. This is not a physical singularity, though, it is
artificial and arises because of the approximation we take. Also, before going into these
narrowly tuned cases, the higher order corrections should be taken into account. Thus we
ignore the possibility of this singularity. If one sets a relation between the neutralino and
Higgs mass, namely MH1 = αmχ01 with α. 1 (which is the case of our points) and neglecting
the effective mass, we get
σSIχ01q→χ01q
∝
1
M4H1
1(( 1
α
)2−1)2 .
This behaves as σSI ∝ M−4H1 down to very low mass values. Actually, at least in the upper
limit of the cloud and for MH1 ≤ 30GeV , there is a power law of exponent −4, in agreement
with our approximative analysis. As it was seen in Sec. 6.2.3, the same diagram exists for
a pseudoscalar exchange, however the relevant terms vanish in the limit of zero momentum
transfer since they depend upon the square of the exchanged momentum, and are thus irrel-
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evant for DD interactions [86]. In particular, the smallness of MA1 cannot help making large
elastic scattering interactions.
XENON100 exclusion limit
Fig. 9.47: Integrated γ-ray flux from the Draco dwarf spheroidal galaxy as a function of the spin independent
neutralino-nucleon interaction rates normalized to the neutralino contribution to the local DM den-
sity. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2. Here, the yellow points are above the XENON100
exclusion limit.
At present, the most stringent limits have been set by the XENON100 collaboration [34].
We intend to use these limits to further constrain the parameter space. It is very interesting
to see that in Fig. 9.45 there is no overlap between the red points and the cloud which is
ruled out by the XENON100 results: the intersection is null. That is why the points above
the XENON100 limit have been tagged in yellow, thus, they can be distinguished from those
excluded by Draco in a same plane, and can be tracked down all the green-red-yellow plots.
In Fig. 9.32 we see that the yellow points coincide with light H1: MH1 . 15GeV . That is
to say, only light CP-even Higgs configurations can be seen or ruled out by SI interactions
scanning experiments. Moreover, we observe in Fig. 9.31 that the yellow points correspond
indeed to the MH1 . mχ01 case, whereas Fig. 9.35 shows that the yellow points correspond to
dominant H1H1 annihilation channels in EU. We saw that those interactions happen through
the exchange of a neutralino and that they imply a large enough H1χ01χ
0
1 coupling, which is
entirely compatible with large SI cross sections since the very same coupling intervenes.
Not only the points excluded by γ-ray considerations are not the same that would be excluded
by XENON100, but also the inverse is (obviously) true. But what is more important, these
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Fig. 9.48: Integrated γ-ray flux from the Draco dwarf spheroidal galaxy as a function of the spin independent
neutralino-nucleon interaction rates normalized to the neutralino contribution to the local DM den-
sity. Only points safe with respect to XENON100 and Fermi-LAT, as well as having ξ = 1 (thus
neutralinos representing the whole CDM of the universe) and a total weight Q ≤ 0.32×Qmax. The
color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
regions lie a few orders of magnitude away from each other, as can be seen in Fig. 9.47:
points touched by XENON100 lie between 1 and 5 orders of magnitude below the Draco
limits, wehreas we saw in Fig. 9.45 that points excluded by Draco are between a factor ∼ 2
and 9 orders of magnitude below the XENON100 limits. This is a desperate claim for the
need of various and different techniques of DM detection to work together in order to find
the DM particles.
If we take the XENON100 limits seriously, the yellow points are excluded –up to the astro-
physical uncertainties, which are far from being completely understood nor fully taken into
account. If we restrain our results to those points with good weights, i.e. points for which
Q ≥ 0.32×Qmax, and whose FO yield is contained in the WMAP 5 year interval, and fur-
ther ask the configurations to be safe with respect to dSphs and XENON100 limits, then we
only get then the remaining parameter space represented in the φγ(E ∈ [0.1GeV ; mχ01]) vs.
σSI plane is given in Fig. 9.48. The extension is very large: there are many points escaping
XENON100 and Fermi-LAT by several orders of magnitude at the same time. The light
NMSSM parameter space needs to be further constrained by other complementary experi-
mental techniques.
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M1 M2 Ml˜ Mq˜ µ tanβ λ κ Aλ Aκ At
14.6 1257 166 1284 175 20.7 0.55 0.27 3529 -361 1005
22.3 157 528 1701 164 20.0 0.55 0.15 3281 -212 1591
16.8 605 192 1782 186 18.3 0.70 0.25 3464 -317 2437
Tab. 9.5: Three examples of NMSSM points falling in the CoGeNT contour in the ξσSI vs. mχ01 plane. For all
of them we have set M3 = 3×M2 and Ab = Aτ = 0. All quantities are expressed in GeV units.
The CoGeNT preferred region
There has been controversy in the SI DD experimental scene. It is beyond the scope of this
work to establish whether experimental results are to be trusted or not. That is why, we
now address the possibility of the CoGeNT results to be actually right. It is important to
notice that we found supersymmetric configurations falling in the CoGeNT preferred con-
tour, as can be seen in Fig. 9.45. It is also worth noticing that all these points lie above
the XENON100 limit, which means that they are represented in yellow throughout this sec-
tion. Moreover, it means that these points correspond to the MH1 . mχ01 configuration: they
achieve the relic density through neutralino exchange annihilations into light CP-even Higgs
bosons. With respect to ID, their yields are suppressed, as it was previously discussed.
When we check the values of
(
ξ/mχ01
)2×σv for these points we find that they yield values
≤ 6×10−31 cm3 s−1 GeV−2, that is to say, at least two orders of magnitude below the limits
established by Draco.
In Table 9.5 we present three examples of points with weights in the first group and which
fall in the CoGeNT preferred region.
Spin dependent interactions
SD interactions were also computed for all points of the run. These are not attaining the
current limits that have been set by various experiments, and are thus not further constraining
the parameter space. Results are presented in Fig. 9.49. SD elastic scattering interactions
occur via the the exchange of a Z or a squark (see Fig. 6.1), while the main channel is that of
the exchange of a Z-boson because of the mass differences: the Z is generally much lighter
than the squarks. We recall that the Zχ01χ
0
1 coupling is ∝ N
2
13−N214. Looking at Fig. 9.30 we
see that this coupling tends to be rather small. The other mechanism, namely the exchange
of a q˜, is even more suppressed since Mq˜ is always heavier than 800GeV and most often
above 1.7TeV , as it can be seen in Fig.9.29. Thus, in any case, there is no large cross section
configuration. Moreover, there is an upper limit of roughly 5× 10−40 cm2, which is more
than an order of magnitude below the most stringent limits even for masses around 15GeV .
Points ruled out by γ-ray overproduction mask those falling above the XENON100 limits,
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Fig. 9.49: Spin dependent interactions of light neutralinos off protons (left panel) and neutrons (right panel)
in the NMSSM. Exclusion limits shown for reference: CDMS [51], COUPP [52], KIMS [53], NA-
IAD [54], PICASSO [55], SuperKamiokande [56], XENON10 [57] and ZEPLIN [58], whereas all
data points were obtained at [59]. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
Fig. 9.50: Supersymmetric contribution to the Bs→ µ+µ− branching ratio as a function of the neutralino mass
for light neutralinos in the NMSSM. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2. We include the current
best limit obtained at the Tevatron, and the projected LHCb results for 1 f b−1 analyzed data.
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and are surrounded by a large cloud of points spanning more than 15 orders of magnitude in
cross sections.
9.2.7 LHCb projections
In Fig. 9.50 we present the full Bs → µ+µ− branching ratio contribution calculated for all
points in this run. We observe that most of the points have contributions of the order of
(3− 4)× 10−9. Knowing that the SM prediction is of (3.6± 0.4)× 10−9 [87], this means
that the supersymmetric contribution in light NMSSM neutralino configurations is subdom-
inant. Indeed, the expected contribution from SUSY is stemming from the Higgs sector. We
have seen that the lighter bosons are highly dominated by the singlet field, which makes the
contribution rather small. Furthermore, the LHCb projection will not be sensitive to most of
our configurations, as their projected sensitivity is still not yet attaining the SM prediction.
10 Directional detection experiments and neutrali-
nos
We already argued that it is necessary to probe DM models with as many different detection
techniques as possible. That is why the possibility of adding new dimensions to the quest of
finding the DM in the near future is exciting.
Future DD experiments will lower current sensitivities to elastic scattering interactions of
nucleons and WIMPs. Of course, not everything can be controlled: new unexpected back-
grounds may appear, which might be difficult to control, even to understand in their nature.
However, current prospects show a very interesting progression in this sense, as we argued
in Sec. 4.2.3.
In particular, there is a growing community of directional detection experimental efforts. As
the Sun –hence the solar system and the Earth– flies through the MW’s DM halo towards
the Cygnus constellation, a fundamental asymmetry on the nucleus-WIMP relative veloc-
ity is expected to be imprinted in the direction of the nuclear recoil track. With the aim
of detecting an asymmetric signal, various prototypes1 are being conceived and tested, and
routines for the analysis of the expected data is in rapid development. These detectors will
be sensitive to the SD proton-WIMP interactions –since they will use mainly CF4 as the in-
teracting medium–, which has not been sufficiently explored yet to constrain the parameter
space of neutralinos. This is why we now couple our searches for neutralino DM candidates
to the results shown in [36] where the projected sensitivity to SD proton-DM interactions of
a forthcoming fluorine detector are estimated. The characteristic of the simulated detector
were set to be those of the MIMAC project, but are representative of the whole generation
of detectors currently in development. Thus, data was generated and analyzed following
these characteristics: 10kg of CF4 operated at 50mbar, assuming that recoil tracks can be
resolved, including the head-tail determination of the event, an energy threshold at 5keV ,
and an exposure of 30kgyr.
The projection shows that if no background events are recorded, the detector would be able
to exclude cross section down to ' 4×10−42 cm2 for a mass of 10GeV . Furthermore, deter-
1 Collaborations such as DRIFT, DM-TPC, D3, Emulsions, NEWAGE and MIMAC are rapidly progressing in the de-
velopment of their detectors, and also actively collaborating. See Sec. 4.2.3 for references.
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mining the directionality increases the number of observables. Using a likelihood analysis, it
is possible to determine the WIMP mass and interaction cross section. The needed statistics
to solve these characteristics can be translated into a sensitivity curve, which is, of course,
above the exclusion limit. In light of these sensitivity curves three regions are defined in
the ξσSDp vs. mχ01 plane: above the discovery limit, between discovery and exclusion limits,
and below the exclusion limits. In the first region, neutralinos are expected to be detected,
their mass and cross section could be measured. Of course, if no event is measured, then
the corresponding configuration would be ruled out. In the second region, neutralinos would
produce some signal but not enough to be solved. If they do not, then scenarios lying in this
region would be excluded. Finally the third region is populated by neutralinos that would
not yield any effect in the forthcoming directional detection experiments.
In order to explore the impact of the projected sensitivity, we make use of the MCMC de-
scribed in Chapter 8 for a wide exploration of the different possibilities for neutralinos in the
range of detection for directional experiments. Namely, we open the door for random walks
with larger masses, around and above 100 GeV , thus making an extension of the applications
so far shown. Then, we explore the yield in terms of SD proton-neutralino cross sections
and compare it to the projected sensitivity of forthcoming directional detectors. Thus, we
are be able to show this reach in terms of supersymmetric parameters, which consequently
sets the possibilities of predictions for collider physics. Finally, we show the very good
complementarity of searches that are respectively sensitive to SI, SD and annihilation cross
sections for the case of neutralino DM in the MSSM and NMSSM. Results presented here
are preliminary, and a detailed study is in preparation.
10.1 General runs in the MSSM and the NMSSM: more similarities
than differences
In order to study the potential of DM directional detectors on supersymmetric configurations
with neutralino LSP, we have performed vast runs in both the MSSM and the NMSSM using
the MCMC as described in Chapter 8. Since the general procedure is similar to that depicted
in Chapter 9, we stress the main intrinsic characteristics of these runs. In particular, these
runs did not include an upper limit for the neutralino mass. Hence, we successfully scanned
configurations with LSP neutralinos of masses up to several hundred GeV .
In the MSSM we performed a run with multiple chains scanning the parameter space de-
scribed in Table 9.2. Here we have used two different starting point techniques: forced
initializations were performed in the light slepton and light Higgs regions in order to ensure
their representation in the results, while random points were also used in order to ensure
the larger masses to be explored. We found 1124360 successful points with a Qmax of 0.75.
More than 25% of the points lie in the 1σ group, while 97.3% belong to either of the three
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Fig. 10.1: Frequency distributions of the lightest neutralino components in the MSSM run for directional de-
tection. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2. The magenta and cyan curves represent the
distributions for those sets falling in the discovery and exclusion regions of the projected sensitivity
of directional detectors respectively (see Sec. 10.2).
first groups. Neutralino masses span the (11.1−693.7)GeV interval.
For neutralino masses below 50GeV we find the same configurations already discussed in
Chapter 9. Actually, the only striking feature in the parameter configurations shown in
Fig. 10.1 is the large peak in M1 corresponding to the bino-like neutralinos annihilating
via the Z-resonance. Above that limit we found neutralinos of two sorts: bino-dominated
neutralinos around the SM-like Higgs resonance (corresponding thus to masses of ∼ (55−
65)GeV ) and higgsino-like neutralinos for even larger masses. In the (60−100)GeV range
an interplay of both bino-like and higgsino-like neutralinos is found. The neutralino LSP
components can be seen in Fig. 10.2. Higgsino-like neutralinos annihilate through various
channels. Large higgsino fractions increase the neutralino coupling to the Z, sfermion masses
tend to be closer to the neutralino mass and the coupling to the Higgs scalar and pseudoscalar
can be large depending on the Higgs mixing parameters α and β. Finally, since the mass of
the neutralino is mainly determined by µ, the chargino has a mass of the same order, allowing
the coannihilation of the two in EU.
The run we present for the NMSSM included a few relaxations in the choice of parameters
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Fig. 10.2: Frequency distributions of the lightest neutralino components in the MSSM run for directional de-
tection. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
and ranges with respect to the previous run (see Table 9.3). Indeed, the squark masses were
split in two and we included M3 as a free parameter as already discussed for the MSSM. Fur-
thermore we symmetrized the Aλ and Aκ intervals, and we extended the M1 and tanβ upper
limits. Hence the parameters scanned and their intervals are given in Table 10.1. Similarly
to what was done for the MSSM, in some chains we used light neutralino points previously
found as starting points in order to ensure the presence of the fine-tuned regions found for
LSP masses below 15GeV , while other chains were started randomly. This run yielded
818816 points with a maximum weight of 0.62. Among these points, 32.4% lie in the first
group of points, while 95.4% are have weights≥ 0.003×Qmax. Neutralino LSP masses were
found from 3.0GeV to 634.5GeV .
As it can be seen in Fig. 10.1, the same conclusions can be drawn in the parameter distri-
butions: the only feature is still the very pronounced Z-resonance region in the bino mass.
Indeed, the NMSSM does not add much to such a general run. At larger neutralino mass,
there is no need for a fine-tuned light Higgs spectrum, nor for light singlino-like neutralinos.
Indeed, Fig. 10.2 shows that the neutralino LSP composition is here almost the same than
in the MSSM, and that excepting insignificant exceptions, the singlino component is always
null. We do observe a larger higgsino fraction in the MSSM, and more bino-like neutralinos
in the MSSM. This might be only a statistical artifact in the interplay between M1 and µ. We
will discuss further the correlations between these two crucial parameters in what follows.
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Parameter Minimum Maximum Tolerance
M1 1 1000 3
M2 100 2000 30
M3 500 6000 30
µ 0 1000 10
tanβ 0.1 75 3
λ 0 .75 0.1
κ 0 0.65 0.8
Aλ -5000 5000 100
Aκ -5000 5000 100
At -3000 3000 100
Ml˜ 100 2000 15
Mq˜1,2 300 2000 14
Mq˜3 300 2000 14
Tab. 10.1: NMSSM free parameter intervals for a directional detection run (GeV units).
Therefore we can treat both cases in a very similar way for most of the mass range explored.
However, we do know that below ∼ 30GeV , neutralino configurations are different in both
cases. Notice that for the current NMSSM run the slepton masses have not been split, hence
the light slepton configurations have not been thoroughly explored.
10.2 Projected sensitivity to neutralinos: discovery and exclusion
10.2.1 The discovery and exclusion regions in terms of the spin-dependent proton-neutralino
interactions
Directional detectors based on fluorine are sensitive mostly to the SD interactions of DM
with protons. Let us now analyze the yield of the runs previously described in light of such
cross sections. We present the results for the MSSM and NMSSM in Fig. 10.5. First of
all it is worth observing that many configurations lie above the projected exclusion limit in
both the MSSM and the NMSSM. This already encourages the efforts for building fluorine
directional detectors. Let us discuss the common features of the models first.
The points that can be detected around the Z-resonance are those not falling exactly in it, but
rather those of masses . 40GeV and & 50GeV . This is easily understood in terms of the
elastic scattering cross section. As it was shown in Fig. 6.1 and discussed in Sec. 6.2.3, the
SD interactions occur mainly via the exchange of a Z-boson. While the Z-resonance is an
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Fig. 10.3: Frequency distributions of the lightest neutralino components in the NMSSM run for directional
detection. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2. The magenta and cyan curves represent the
distributions for those sets falling in the discovery and exclusion regions of the projected sensitivity
of directional detectors respectively (see Sec. 10.2).
attractive pole in order to achieve a plausible relic density, a too fine-tuned relation leads to
a too small relic density unless the coupling to the Z is small. Thus, for points with mχ01 sit-
ting too close of MZ/2, the Zχ01χ
0
1 coupling is small, hence SD interactions are consequently
small.
For the larger masses, hence higgsino dominated neutralinos, the Zχ01χ
0
1 coupling is usually
large, since it is proportional to N213−N214. However, at larger masses the mass split between
neutralinos and squarks narrows. Hence both Z and q˜u,d contribute to the interactions. It
turns out that these two contributions are destructive. Therefore, for a generally dominating
Z exchange with rather large couplings, those configurations having a large enough squark
exchange can lower down the SD proton-neutralino cross section of a few orders of magni-
tude. This is why not all the higgsino points have large interactions. Thus, only a fraction of
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Fig. 10.4: Frequency distributions of the lightest neutralino components in the NMSSM run for directional
detection. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2.
them falls in the discovery region. The general trend to have smaller cross sections towards
larger neutralino masses is a consequence of the kinematic behavior of the cross section:
when mχ01  mp, then the neutralino-proton cross section is proportional to m
−2
χ01
. When the
maximum Zχ01χ
0
1 coupling is achieved –i.e., N
2
13−N214 ' 0.5–, the upper limit for the inter-
action cross section as a function of the neutralino mass is the −2 power law observed in
both panels in Fig. 10.5.
Finally, the lighter neutralinos, as we already discussed in Chapter 9, present different fea-
tures in both the MSSM and the NMSSM. In Sec. 9.1.2 we argued that in the MSSM there
are two branches of points for neutralino masses below 30GeV : the light Higgs configura-
tions and the light slepton configurations. In the top panel of Fig. 10.5, however, we only see
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Fig. 10.5: Spin-dependent proton-neutralino interactions as a function of neutralino mass in the MSSM (top
panel) and the NMSSM (bottom panel) runs for directional detection. The color code is described
in Sec. 8.4.2. We have included the projected sensitivity of a typical directional detector as given
in [36].
one bunch of points towards lighter neutralino masses. Nonetheless the color code helps us
disentangling both cases. Indeed, we know that light Higgs configurations are excluded by
both XENON100 and Fermi-LAT and are consequently tagged in red, while the light slepton
points are safe regarding both of these experimental bounds, and are consequently tagged in
green. Two remarkable features are to be commented. On one hand both configurations tend
to roughly the same value of the cross section which, on the other hand, lies in the discovery
region. It can be interpreted in the sense that both scenarios select bino-like neutralinos with
a small but not null fraction of higgsino. The largest values of the red cloud are above the
larger values of the green cloud due to the larger higgsino fraction of the Higgs exchanging
red points. Kinematically, large interactions are expected since the neutralino approaches the
proton mass, which implies we do not have a m−2χ01
suppression below 30GeV . However, this
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is not enough to meet the largest values obtained for the lightest higgsino dominated points
at mχ01 ∼ 60GeV , for which N
2
13−N214 ' 0.5, since here the higgsino fraction only reaches
10%, thus N213−N214 . 0.1. Anyhow, both configurations could be resolved by a directional
detector.
In Sec. 9.2 we presented the light neutralino phenomenology in the NMSSM. Here the re-
gions of neutralino mass below 15GeV are not well represented. However, we know that,
similarly to the MSSM, the higgsino fractions are of, at most, 10%. Hence the maximum
value of the proton-neutralino cross section should tend to the same value as in the MSSM.
However, we observe a larger spread of values, with, nevertheless, a central value around the
same as in the MSSM, i.e., σSDp ' (10−40−10−39)cm2. Here however, cross sections reach
5×10−39 cm2, which is a factor∼ 5 above the largest values encountered in the MSSM. This
is probably the effect of the interplay between the H˜d and H˜u components. For a maximal
splitting one needs a large tanβ. In the light neutralino MSSM configurations tanβ≥ 40 was
found only for the light slepton points as it can be seen in Fig.9.17, which means higgsino
fraction well below 10%. In the NMSSM, though, tanβ as large as ∼ 50 could be reached
for the lighter points with a higgsino fraction around 10% (see Fig. 9.29). Conversely, in the
NMSSM there are configurations for which the splitting is rather small since tanβ can fall
well below∼ 20. Hence, the coupling to the Z exhibits more variability in the NMSSM light
neutralino scenarios, and so does the proton-neutralino SD cross section.
10.2.2 Implications of the discovery and exclusion regions in the supersymmetric pa-
rameter space
In Figs. 10.1 and 10.3 we have displayed the parameter distributions found for all points
in blue together with those of the points falling in the discovery region in magenta and the
exclusion region in cyan. As it was expected, the most important parameter regarding the
directional detection regions is the µ mass term. Indeed, it has been discussed above that the
crucial point is the neutralino coupling to the Z boson, in turn determined by the higgsino
fraction of the neutralino. And we know that the smaller the µ term, the larger the higgsino
fraction. Also, the lines that separate the three regions (of discovery, of exclusion and of no
sensitivity) depend upon the neutralino mass. As we have seen in Figs. 10.2 and 10.4, the
sizeable contributions to the neutralino are those of the higgsino whose mass is determined
by µ, and the bino whose mass is M1. In particular, no important singlino nor wino contribu-
tions are observed.
Hence a good plane to summarize the situation is the µ vs. M1 plane, shown in Fig. 10.6 for
both the MSSM and the NMSSM. In these plots, the points around the y= x line are those for
which the higgsino and bino fractions are similar, while points lying above it correspond to
M1 ≤ µ, hence to bino-like neutralino, and those lying above it correspond to µ≤M1, hence
to higgsino dominated neutralinos. We can readily see that for µ, M1 . 200GeV there is a
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Fig. 10.6: Higgsino mass parameter µ as a function of the bino mass in the MSSM (top panel) and the NMSSM
(bottom panel) runs for directional detection. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2. The magenta
and cyan points represent the configurations for those sets falling in the discovery and exclusion
regions of the projected sensitivity of directional detectors respectively.
very large probability of detection. Indeed, in Fig. 10.5 we saw that resolvable configurations
have masses below 200GeV . Those figures also show that –higgsino-like– neutralinos up to
∼ 600GeV could be excluded. Indeed, the bottom-right cyan cloud in the µ vs. M1 plane
correspond to exactly those neutralinos. Notice that some points tagged in cyan or magenta
are found for very large µ in the bino-like half plane, in both MSSM and NMSSM. These
marginal points can only be explained by a dominant squark exchange, hence we expect
those points to correspond to the lightest squarks possible.
In the hypothesis of a discovery, in principle, the directional detectors will be able to resolve
the mass and the cross section of the neutralino. Thus, in case of discovery the precious
information about the mass can help disentangling the possible value of µ.
Indeed, if the detected mass is, say, . 100GeV then we know the neutralino is bino domi-
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nated, which fixes M1 to be close to the measured mass, and µ should be . 200GeV . This,
in turn, translates into a prediction for the existence of a rather light chargino of mass
. 200GeV . A better precision of µ could be obtained from the measurement of the cross
section, however, since the neutralino coupling to the Z depends not only on the higgsino
mass but also on its mixing, tanβ also enters the game and the degeneracy is larger.
If a discovery yields a neutralino mass& 100GeV the neutralino is most likely higgsino-like.
In order to disentangle possible bino-like and higgsino-like configurations one should look at
the squark masses needed to achieve a SD proton-neutralino cross section as measured, i.e.
& 10−40 cm2, which should be known in the forthcoming months from LHC results. If such
squark masses are ruled out, then the neutralino could only be higgsino, in which case M1
has to be rather large. Again, one would predict a chargino of a mass close to the measured
DM mass, hence lighter than ∼ 200GeV .
In summary: directional detection can give precious information about µ through the neu-
tralino mass, which in turn implies a certain range of values for M1. This should be enough to
predict signatures for collider experiments. In particular, it is very likely that a discoverable
neutralino would push for the search of a rather light chargino.
10.3 Complementarity of detection techniques
It is interesting to confront the sensitivity to SD proton-neutralino interactions to other neu-
tralino interactions searched for. We can start by comparing the SD interactions between
themselves. Indeed, while the nuclei –by the nature of its unpaired nucleon, if it contains
any– used in DD and directional detection experiments determine whether a given detector is
mostly sensitive to nucleon-DM or proton-DM collisions, it is the model which determines
whether one or the other cross section is favored. Thus we present the correlation between
the ξσSDp and the ξσSDn observables in the MSSM and NMSSM in Fig. 10.7. Here we observe
three different behaviors in both cases. Two proportional lines are drawn at two different val-
ues, while at lower cross sections there is a spread tending asymptotically towards constant
σSDp or σSDn . The latter tendency as well as the upper line are much more explored in the
MSSM run than in the NMSSM case. The lower line, which is the most prominent, indicates
the dominant Z exchange interactions. Indeed, these happen through a t-channel, implying
that the only difference between up and down quarks could come from their couplings to
the neutral weak boson, which is determined by SM physics and not from any neutralino
characteristic. Hence, the relation between the two is constant for any strength of the Zχ01χ
0
1
coupling. Indeed, there is a constant ratio of σSDp /σSDn ' 1.41 for Z exchange dominated
elastic scattering interactions. Deviations from this dominant behavior can only be due to a
sizeable fraction of squark exchanges. If the latter remain small compared to Z exchanges,
then only a small interference is obtained, which is quark –hence nucleon– dependent, im-
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Fig. 10.7: Spin-dependent proton-neutralino cross sections as a function of spin-dependent neutron-neutralino
cross sections in the MSSM (top panel) and the NMSSM (bottom panel) runs for directional detec-
tion. The color code is described in Sec. 8.4.2. The magenta and cyan points represent the config-
urations for those sets falling in the discovery and exclusion regions of the projected sensitivity of
directional detectors respectively.
plying that points have a small deviation from the line. These small interferences would
primarily affect the proton-neutralino interactions, yielding a deviation towards the bottom
of the ξσSDp vs. ξσSDn plane. If both the Z and squark exchanges are of the same size, then
the destructiveness is maximal. In order to have this situation we need light squarks. Here, a
small difference in the split of up-type and down-type squarks couplings to the Higgs yield
an important difference in the mass. The lighter squark will determine the most important
channel, either up-type hence proton interactions, or down-type hence neutron interactions.
Then, the process of the largest transition amplitude is the most suppressed. Finally, the
upper line appears when squark exchanges dominate completely. This implies that the neu-
tralino is either bino dominated or has N13 ' N14 and the squarks are the lightest possible. In
this run we allow values that are probably already ruled out by the LHC, hence we expect the
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Fig. 10.8: Spin-independent nucleon-neutralino cross sections as a function of neutralino mass in the MSSM
(top panel) and the NMSSM (bottom panel) runs for directional detection. The color code is de-
scribed in Sec. 8.4.2. The magenta and cyan points represent the configurations for those sets falling
in the discovery and exclusion regions of the projected sensitivity of directional detectors respec-
tively.
upper line and most of the maximal interference points to disappear in the near future. Any-
how, a limit on one of the cross sections sets automatically a limit on the other, especially if
we are confined to the σSDp /σSDn ' 1.41 case. For example, the σSDn sensitive XENON10 and
XENON100 experiments –that use 131Xe which contains 54 protons, thus an odd number of
neutrons– could lower the current limits on the ξσSDn interactions, which, in the scope of the
MSSM and the NMSSM, imply a limit on ξσSDp .
Let us now look at the SI interactions for these runs. In Figs. 10.8 we display the points in
the ξσSI vs. mχ01 plane, using the magenta and cyan tagging for those configurations that
could be discovered and excluded by a nominal directional detector. As it has been already
stressed before, the XENON100 exclusion limits rule out part of the parameter space. Here,
however, we may stress that many magenta and cyan points lie below the XENON100 limits:
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Fig. 10.9: Predicted γ-ray fluxes from the Draco dwarf galaxy as a function of neutralino mass in the MSSM
(top panel) and the NMSSM (bottom panel) runs for directional detection. The color code is de-
scribed in Sec. 8.4.2. The magenta and cyan points represent the configurations for those sets falling
in the discovery and exclusion regions of the projected sensitivity of directional detectors respec-
tively.
a fluorine based directional detector would scan configurations that are safe with respect to
XENON100 limits on SI interactions. Furthermore, in the MSSM, the magenta point with
the smallest SI interaction reads ξσSI ' 4×10−46 cm2, which is unlikely to be within the sen-
sitivity of the projected XENON-1ton or other SI-oriented projected direct detectors. In the
NMSSM this is even more exaggerated: there is a point in magenta with ξσSI ' 10−50 cm2!
We do the same exercise regarding the indirect γ-ray flux from the Draco dSph predicted for
the neutralinos we found. We present the yield in that observable together with the Fermi-
LAT limits in Fig. 10.9 together with the same tagging for the points as before. The conclu-
sion is similar: we find discoverable configurations which lie up to four orders of magnitude
below the Fermi-LAT limits in the MSSM, and even more in the NMSSM.
In Fig. 10.10 we present a summary of the interplay between the projected sensitivity of
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Fig. 10.10: Predicted γ-ray fluxes from the Draco dwarf galaxy as a function of ξσSI in the MSSM (top panel)
and the NMSSM (bottom panel) runs for directional detection. Points excluded by XENON100 are
not drawn. The color code is the same as in Fig. 10.9.
fluorine directional detectors, the SI interactions and the γ-ray fluxes expected for neutrali-
nos in the MSSM and the NMSSM. In those plots the points excluded by XENON100 have
been omitted. It is important for the prospect of directional experiments that we find large
concentrations of points which are not excluded by any experiment yet, which are far away
from detectability by other techniques such as ID and DD, and which could be discovered or
excluded by such projected detectors.
11 Light scalar dark matter in hadron colliders
This chapter is devoted to study the production at hadron colliders of the new particles intro-
duced in Chapter 7. Recall that we have introduced a scalar DM candidate coupled to SM
fermions and their new mirror partners via Yukawa couplings. In particular, the possibility
of these couplings being large in the quark sector, and the fact that the Fq’s are coupled to
gluons, imply that a large production rate could have happened at the Tevatron, and would
certainly take place at the LHC. The results of this study were presented in [88].
Here we introduce the relevant processes and compute the cross sections at parton level both
analytically and numerically. Then, we scan the parameters and show the production cross
sections at Tevatron and LHC. Finally, for the case of the ATLAS detector, we compare the
expected signal to the SM background, after studying numerically generated events.
11.1 Production processes
Hadron colliders result from parton collisions, where partons are the hadron (here, protons
and antiprotons) constituents. While their main components are light quarks and antiquarks,
at high energies gluons and heavier quarks and antiquarks –especially of the strange flavor–
may play an important role. Therefore, when colliding protons against protons, or protons
against antiprotons, all production processes derived from quark, antiquark and gluon inter-
actions are expected, although with different cross sections.
11.1.1 Relevant diagrams for hadron collisions
The (7.1) and (7.2) vertices imply tree level production of Fq particles at hadron colliders.
Large enough interactions are needed to produce a signal at the LHC –a collider made to
scan the EW-scale physics–, or conversely, to constrain the parameter space of this phe-
nomenological configuration. Processes where two quarks exchanging a rather light particle
–the scalar– produce particles with [100GeV − fewTeV] mass –the quark mirror partners–
seem to be favored. In the same train of thought, gluon fusion –therefore a purely strong
interaction process– can give birth to two Fq particles with rather large rates. Of course, the
q-quarks and Fq fermions correspond in flavor (flavor conservation is to be respected since
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we assume no flavor mixing in the mirror side) and span all possibilities.
Hence, at parton level, relevant di-Fq production processes include (see Fig. 11.1):
1. qq→ FqFq and q¯q¯→ F¯qF¯q through t and u-channels scalar exchanges;
2. qq¯→ FqF¯q with the same scalar exchange;
3. qq¯→ FqF¯q with a gluon exchange in s-channel;
4. gg→ FqF¯q through t and u-channels Fq exchanges, and through an s-channel gluon
fusion.
Notice that 1. and 2. imply only the (7.1) vertex, whereas 3. and 4. stem from the (7.2)
vertex alone, and are therefore purely QCD processes.
We can also expect the production of just one Fq accompanied by a scalar through the fol-
lowing processes (see Fig. 11.2):
5. qg→ FqS, and,
6. q¯g→ F¯qS through a t-channel Fq and F¯q, as well as a q and q¯ exchange in an s-channel.
Both 5. and 6. rely on one (7.1) vertex and one (7.2) vertex.
11.1.2 qq→ FqFq partonic cross section form
Let us focus on the production of two Fq particles through qq annihilation with the exchange
of an S. It is indeed expected to happen at the LHC for mFq ∼ O(100GeV − 1TeV ) for
u-quark annihilation, for example. Furthermore, since the S is light compared to the Fq, for
q energies & mFq , the Fqs can be produced almost on-shell. Let us explore the behavior
of such production channels at these energies. These processes are the most characteristic
to this particular model, invoking twice the (7.1) vertex. Such a vertex will introduce the
combined cql PR+ c
q
r PL projected coupling, which we call, for simplicity, glr. The same way,
we note g¯lr ≡ cqr PR + cql PL. Notice that the cql and cqr contributions are symmetric. To tag
particles, let us introduce the subscripts i ∈ {1, ..., 4} for the two entering quarks and the
two resulting Fqs respectively, each carrying a 4-momentum pi. With the usual Feynman
rules and spinor notation (see for example [89]), and writing the results as functions of
the Mandelstam variables, we have the t and u amplitudes for these processes expressed as
follows
Mt =
i
t−m2S
[u¯4glru2] [u¯3glru1] ,
Mu =
i
u−m2S
[u¯4glru1] [u¯3glru2] .
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Fig. 11.1: Partonic production of di-Fq at tree level.
The squared amplitude is therefore
|M |2 = 9
2
(|Mt |2+ |Mu|2)− 32 |Mmix|2, (11.1)
where |Mmix|2 stems from the interference between both exchange channels. The pre-factors
shown are color factors. Indeed, each fermionic current must conserve color, since scalars
do not carry any. Notice that t and u channels are indistinguishable if both fermionic currents
are of the same color. This part contributes to both the single channel and the interference
terms, and accounts for the three same-colored leg processes, to which we have to subtract
the repeated half, which makes 3/2. There are also two different colored leg diagrams, which
do not interfere, making three combinations. Therefore, the non-interfering term gets a factor
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Fig. 11.2: Partonic production of Fq + S.
3+3/2= 9/2, whereas the negatively interfering term just gets a factor−3/2. Noticing that
g2lr = g¯
2
lr = c
q2
l PL+ c
q2
r PR,
glrg¯lr = g¯lrglr = c
q
l c
q
r ,
p3.p1 = p4.p2 =
−t+m2Fq +m2q
2
,
p3.p2 = p4.p1 =
−u+m2Fq +m2q
2
,
we come to
|Mt |2 = 1(
t−m2S
)2 ×Tr [(/p4+mFq)glr (/p2+mq) g¯lr]
×Tr [(/p3+mFq)glr (/p1+mq) g¯lr]
=
1(
t−m2S
)2 [(cq2l + cq2r )(−t+m2Fq +m2q)+4mFqmqcql cqr]2 , (11.2)
|Mu|2 = 1(
u−m2S
)2 ×Tr [(/p4+mFq)glr (/p1+mq) g¯lr]
×Tr [(/p3+mFq)glr (/p2+mq) g¯lr]
=
1(
u−m2S
)2 [(cq2l + cq2r )(−u+m2Fq +m2q)+4mFqmqcql cqr]2 , (11.3)
|Mmix|2 = 1(t−m2S)(u−m2S)×
Tr
[(
/p2+mq
)
g¯lr
(
/p3+mFq
)
glr
(
/p1+mq
)
g¯lr
(
/p4+mFq
)
glr
]
=
1(
t−m2S
)(
u−m2S
)×[
1
2
(
cq4l + c
q4
r
)(
s2+ t2+u2+2
(
m2Fq +m
2
q
)(
2s−m2Fq−m2q
)
−4m2Fqm2q
)
+2cql c
q
r
((
cq4l + c
q4
r
)
smFqmq+ c
q
l c
q
r s
(
m2Fq +m
2
q
)
−2cql cqr m2Fqm2q
)]
. (11.4)
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Now, if we express the Mandelstam variables in the CM frame,
s≡ (p1+ p2)2 = 4E2,
t ≡ (p1− p3)2 = m2Fq +m2q−
s
2
+
1
2
√
s−4m2Fq
√
s−4m2q cosθ,
u≡ (p1− p4)2 = m2Fq +m2q−
s
2
− 1
2
√
s−4m2Fq
√
s−4m2q cosθ,
where θ ≡ (~p1, ~p3) and E stands for the individual energy of the particles. We choose to
express t and u as a function of s rather than E. Now, taking mFq  mq, mS, (11.2), (11.3)
and (11.4) become,
|Mt |2CM '

(
cq2l + c
q2
r
)(
1−
√
1−4ζcosθ
)
1−2ζ−
√
1−4ζcosθ
2 , (11.5)
|Mu|2CM '

(
cq2l + c
q2
r
)(
1+
√
1−4ζcosθ
)
1−2ζ+
√
1−4ζcosθ
2 , (11.6)
|Mmix|2CM '
(
cq4l + c
q4
r
)
(4ζ−1)(cos2θ−1)−8cq2l cq2r ζ
(cos2θ−1)(4ζ−1)+4ζ2 , (11.7)
where the dimensionless parameter ζ stands for m2Fq/s. Now, the on-shell limit is achieved
for E → mFq , which is equivalent to s→ 4m2Fq and ζ→ 1/4. Taking this limit into (11.5),
(11.6) and (11.7), and replacing in (11.1) we get
lim(ζ→1/4)|M |2CM ' 36
(
cq2l + c
q2
r
)2−12cq2l cq2r . (11.8)
Regarding the cross section, if we take the usual expressions (see for example [89])
dσ
dΩCM
=
1
64pi2s
|~p1|
|~p3| |M |
2
CM,
σ= 2pi
∫ 1
−1
dσ
dΩCM
d cosθ=
1
32pis
|~p1|
|~p3|
∫ 1
−1
|M |2CMd cosθ
=
1
32pis
 1−4ζ
1−4m2qs
 12 ∫ 1
−1
|M |2CMd cosθ
' 1
32pis
√
1−4ζ
∫ 1
−1
|M |2CMd cosθ, (11.9)
which when applying the same limit in (11.8) vanishes as expected:
lim(ζ→1/4)σ'
1
32pis
√
1−4ζ
∫ 1
−1
|M |2CMd cosθ= 0.
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The same limit is found for s→ ∞. Let us look for the maximum value of the cross section
σmax between these two extreme cases. Intuitively, we expect this maximum to happen for
s & mFq . Therefore we introduce the ε parameter such that s ≡ 4m2Fq(1+ ε2). We therefore
look for ε0 such as
∂σ
∂ε
(ε= ε0) = 0.
Now, we expect the general solution of ε to depend upon θ, or more accurately stated, on
the integral over cosθ of the squared amplitude. As a proof of concept, let us look ε0 for
cosθ= 0. Then, ε0 is the solution of
−4 [7(cq4l + cq4r )+12cq2l cq2r ]ε6−16 [3 (cq4l + cq4r )+5 cq2l cq2r ]ε4
−3 [5 (cq4l + cq4r )+8cq2l cq2r ]ε2+2 [3(cq4l + cq4r )+5cq2l cq2r ] = 0,
which is ε0 ' 0.47. A numerical resolution including the integral gives ε0 ' 0.64. For
cql = c
q
r = 1 and mFq = 300GeV one finds σ ' 30 pb. This sets a order of magnitude of the
cross sections we may expect for production of di-Fq events for typical values of the param-
eter space.
By analysing the different production processes expected (Fig. 11.1 and 11.2), the behavior
described above is also expected to happen for qq¯→ FqF¯q events, with however some inter-
ference with the s-channel gluon exchange process. Therefore, for quark and antiquark in-
volving processes, at large couplings (cql , c
q
r & 1), we expect to be dominated by the Yukawa
coupling vertex (7.1). At lower coupling values, the QCD-like vertex (7.2) becomes dominat-
ing. Again, single Fq production processes are a mix of both cases. They need non-vanishing
cql , c
q
r values though.
11.2 Parameter space scanning and tools
We may now address the scan and numerical evaluation of parameter space. We compute the
cross sections at parton level and hadron level for both Tevatron and LHC. We do not include
cuts in these calculations. The detector sensitive region is only taken into account for event
generation. As one can see in (11.9), the relevant parameters at parton level are cql , c
q
r and
mFq . These, of course, hold for hadronic cross sections as well, the only difference being the
convolution with the PDF. Numerical cross section calculations were achieved using differ-
ent tools. At parton level, we compared our analytical results with the outcome of Comphep
4.5.1 [90], and mainly of Calchep 2.4.5 [91]. Indeed, this model was implemented by includ-
ing the (7.1) and (7.2) vertices in addition to the SM. Once the model files were successfully
modified, we tested the parton level cross sections using the Easy 2× 2 integrator, and the
more sophisticated VEGAS Monte-Carlo phase space integrator. Convergence was achieved
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without problems and our results were validated. This also gave us an idea of the behavior of
the other expected processes such as d¯d¯→ F¯dF¯d , since we could trust the outcome of these
numerical tools. We have also implemented the model in micrOMEGAs 2.4 [2] to make use
of its facilities to perform scans. Here, the cs22 function allows one to compute 2×2 cross
sections, and results were in good agreement with the Calhep output.
At hadron level, the same tools were used. In Calchep, by specifying the PDF package one
wants to use, the convolution is done. In micrOMEGAs there is a function called hCol-
lider which computes a given production channel for proton-proton or proton-antiproton
collisions, at a given CM hadron energy, making not only the convolution but also the sum
over all processes contributing to the production channel asked. For all convolutions the
CTEQ6L [92] package was used.
11.3 Parton level cross sections
If we take the u-quark as a representative example of the quark content of the proton, let us
see the resulting behavior of some production cross sections. To do so, let us fix the value of
mFq = 300GeV , and take mS = 2MeV although its value is highly irrelevant once it lies in
the interval defined in Sec. 7.2.2.
Fig. 11.3: Partonic cross sections for mFu = 300GeV and c
q
l = c
q
r = 1.
The parton energy behavior is shown in Fig. 11.3 for cql = c
q
r = 1. For this choice of param-
eters we see that the dominant channels are indeed those producing FuF¯u, getting to the very
large value of ∼ 500 pb. This implies that the dominant interaction is the gluon exchange
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process, since it is the only difference between uu→ FuFu and uu¯→ FuF¯u (and potentially its
interference with the t and u-channel S exchange). Besides, the gg→ FuF¯u process implies
only QCD couplings and is of the same magnitude as uu¯→ FuF¯u. For lower values of cql and
cqr the domination of gluon exchange and QCD-like interactions emphasizes. It is worth to
remark the general shape of these cross sections. Indeed, not only we encounter the predicted
form for uu→ FuFu, but the other processes share this shape. It was to be expected: the ex-
changed particles allow the almost on-shell production of the Fu, assuming that the dominant
diagrams are always those exchanging light particles. As it was shown in Sec. 11.1.2, the
evolution of the cross section regarding energy is strongly coupled to the mFq mass. Namely,
if we take larger masses we will get the same shape but kinematically shifted towards larger
values of energy. Notice that the uu→ FuFu process reaches ∼ 30 pb at its maximum, as
predicted by the analytical calculation.
Fig. 11.4: Partonic cross sections for mFu = 300GeV and c
q
l = c
q
r = 3.
In Fig. 11.4 we repeat the exercise but for cql = c
q
r = 3. This is an extreme behavior, indeed
uu→FuFu reaches the value of 2nb, and would be easily ruled out. However, we can observe
that for these values we are dominated by the Yukawa coupling of quarks to Fq and S with
interaction rates larger than strong interactions.
11.4 Signals: Fq decay
Detection of the new particles introduced by this model could not be achieved only by their
production, but also by their decay into observable SM particles. Actually, the Fq being
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charged and colored, we expect it to interact in the detector. However, even more probable
is its decay. This decay, namely the Fq→ qS process, is represented in Fig. (7.1) and would
be driven by the (7.1) vertex.
Using the same notations as previously but now using subscripts given by particle names, the
transition matrix of such a decay is given by
MD =
[
u¯qg¯lruFq
]
,
which leads to
|MD|2 = Tr
[(
/pFq +mFq
)
glr
(
/pq+mq
)
glr
]
= 2
(
cq2l + c
q2
r
)
pFq.pq+4c
q
l c
q
r mqmFq.
Notice that there is no particular color factor to the decay, since averaging over Fq colors and
summing over q colors cancel out. In the CM frame which is the rest frame of Fq, we can
express the decay rate as
ΓFq =
|~pq|
32pi2mFqES
∫
|MD|2dΩq
' c
q2
l + c
q2
r
8pi
mFq,
where we used the mFq  mq, mS approximation. For mFq = 300GeV and cql = cqr = 1 this
gives ΓFq ' 24GeV , or equivalently, the Fq mean lifetime is τ' 310−26 s. Obviously, this is
short enough for the decay to be considered as instantaneous.
Hence, the production of Fq particles would be followed by its decay into quarks and scalars,
the former generating a jet, the latter escaping the detectors as missing energy. Thus, a
di-Fq production with subsequent decay would produce {2 jets + /ET}, whereas a single Fq
production process would potentially show up as a {1 jet + /ET} event. These are the signals
to be looked for at hadron colliders.
11.5 Production at Tevatron: a limit on mFq
In Sec. 11.1.2 and 11.3 we showed that the cross section of di-Fq production can reach very
large values. Therefore it is crucial to address the question whether these particles would
have been seen at (or constrained by, or ruled out by) the Tevatron. For low values of the
cql and c
q
r couplings, production of such particles may still be large because of new QCD
couplings. Thus, regardless of the Yukawa coupling values, we expect to constrain mFq by
comparing cross sections yielded by this model to those of similar Leptoquark signatures at
the D/0 detector at Tevatron where the analysis of { jets + /ET} sets a limit to ≤ 1 pb [93].
This translates into a more stringent bound for mFq than new quark generation searches.
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Nevertheless, this comparison is not as accurate as what a proper study dedicated to this
model would yield, thus it sets only an order of magnitude and represents a preview of the
limits that could be found.
Furthermore, we show that this limit can be established regardless of the cql and c
q
r couplings.
Fig. 11.5 shows the Fu production cross sections for pp¯ collisions at 1.96TeV CM energy for
different channels, taking cql = c
q
r = 3. We see that the dominant final state is FuF¯u, which is to
be linked with the quark-antiquark asymmetry intrinsic to pp¯ collisions. Fig. 11.6 indicates
that the production cross section does not vary much with the coupling values. Furthermore,
it appears that for cql = c
q
r ∼ (1− 2) there is negative interference between the channels,
getting lower cross sections than when cql = c
q
r = 0 or 3. Hence, it is this channel that is
used to constrain the Fu mass, since we know that it stays dominant even for small values
of the Yukawa couplings. With this analysis we can conclude that mFu must be heavier than
∼ 450GeV if such particles exist, otherwise they would have been seen at D/0.
Fig. 11.5: Fu production cross sections at the Tevatron for c
q
l = c
q
r = 3. Also displayed is the ∼ 1 pb limit
established by the D/0 collaboration for scalar leptoquarks [93], which may be adapted to this case.
11.6 Production at the LHC
11.6.1 Production cross sections at the LHC
Let us now address the possible signals at the LHC. When studying the parton level cross
sections we established that the interaction rate is large for a parton energy which is just
above the Fq mass. The parton energy is the outcome of a probabilistic convolution with
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Fig. 11.6: FuF¯u production cross sections at the Tevatron for various c
q
l and c
q
r values. Also displayed is the
∼ 1 pb limit established by the D/0 collaboration for scalar leptoquarks [93], which may be adapted
to this case.
the PDF. In general, partons will carry only a fraction of the incoming hadron momentum.
However, up to some point, the larger the proton energy, the larger the probability of a large
parton energy. Therefore, it is to be expected that the second run of the LHC at 10TeV ,
and even more the ultimate run at 14TeV , would produce many more events than the 7TeV
ongoing run. Nevertheless, it is most interesting to use whatever data is available, understood
and released by the detectors collaborations, and as soon as possible.
Hence, let us check the cross section values for Fu (we still focus on the u-flavor since u-
quarks are the most likely to interact in proton-proton collisions) production at different CM
energies. Fig. 11.7 represents such behavior for mFu = 300GeV and c
q
l = c
q
r = 1. Fixing the
proton momentum to 3.5TeV for a CM energy of 7TeV leads to a dominant FuF¯u channel.
The FuFu and FuS channels only can be dominant for c
q
l , c
q
r & 2. In any case, the production
cross sections for such a configuration go from hundreds of pb for the earlier LHC run to a
few nb for the maximum energy expected.
We recall that mFu = 300GeV is already excluded though, but even if cross sections lose a
few of orders of magnitude for larger masses, they still are competitive and interesting to look
for. Indeed, Fig. 11.8, in which the collision energy is set to 7TeV , shows cross sections as a
function of mFu . As expected, the lighter the Fu, the larger the production rate. This confirms
the rather large cross section scenario: for ∼ TeV Fu, the FuF¯u and FuS channels reach 1 pb.
By the end of 2012 LHC will have provided (5− 10) f b−1, which means (5000− 10000)
events for such cross sections, a large enough value to be seen by the ATLAS and CMS
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Fig. 11.7: Fu production cross sections in pp collisions for mFu = 300GeV and c
q
l = c
q
r = 1.
detectors within their first run.
11.6.2 Relevant backgrounds
In order to detect or constrain this scenario we need to address its detectability at a given de-
tector. This was explored in a collaboration with John Ida´rraga of the ATLAS collaboration
for this purpose. Steps to follow are to identify the SM processes with the same signature
as the signal, and compare kinematical behaviors at the detector to study the possibility of
disentangling observed events systematically. The first physics run of ATLAS sets the CM
energy to 7TeV . Let us focus in di-Fu production. These events will produce {2 jets + /ET}.
That same signature is characteristic of several SM processes. The procedure for a complete
study of the detectability of a given event includes the simulation of such SM events, which
represent the unwanted background. The first step is to identify the relevant processes, then
estimate their production cross section at the detector. It is crucial to be careful in the back-
ground processes selection, as there is a probability of mismatch or of losing part of the
event at the detector. For example, an original {3 jets + /ET} background event has a certain
probability to be observed as {2 jets + /ET} if a jet is lost by merging with its neighbor-
ing jet. For the selected background processes, the cross sections calculation was achieved
using MadGraph [94], which generates events and takes into account the preselection cuts
matching the ATLAS calorimetry and tracking devices as defined by the ATLAS collabora-
tion [95]. We stay at production level and do not analyze the final state for background.
The first background process to address is the production of a Z boson along with jets. In-
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Fig. 11.8: Fu production cross sections at 7TeV pp collisions for c
q
l = c
q
r = 1.
deed, when the Z decays into neutrino pairs, the observed event is { jets+ /ET}. For this
process the estimated cross section is of 8nb. Such a large cross section makes a further
analysis of these processes mandatory. Actually, it has been shown that a cut based analysis
can solve this background down to a few f b ([95], p. 1595). It is decisive, though, that the
kinematic distributions of the signal and background do not share the same shape.
Another source of background is the fraction of the copious production of tt¯ events that
subsequently experiences the following decay chain tt¯ →W+bW−b¯→ l+νlbl′−νl′ b¯. If the
leptons l and l′ fall out the region of identification of the ATLAS detector, namely if their
pseudorapidity η reaches ≥ 2.8 and thus escape detection by propagating close to the beam
axis. The cross section for tt¯ production reaches ∼ 1nb. In spite of its very large cross sec-
tion, it is possible to overcome such a background. Indeed, this channel has been studied in
detail, and it has been shown that it is not a real threat for {2 jets + /ET} events ([95], p.
1595), nor other combination of leptons, hadrons and /ET [96]. Indeed, the ATLAS detector
is able to identify b- jets: b-tagging reduces the background with high efficiency.
Finally, another background is the production of a pair of vector bosons: WZ, ZZ or WW .
The former two can experience the decay of a Z into neutrinos, making the /ET , while the
other boson produces two jets. WW production would need a missed lepton, just like in the
tt¯ case, thus its contribution is expected to be smaller. WZ production has a cross section of
11 pb and ZZ of 4 pb. The same analysis used for Z+ jets can be applied for these channels,
and when the kinematic shapes can be disentangled, a signal produced with a few f b could
be detected ([95], p. 1595).
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These preliminary conclusions lead to a very optimistic scan of parameter space and suggest
the possibility to constrain most mFu values up to a few TeV for almost any set of couplings.
Indeed, in the pessimistic scenario of cql = c
q
r = 0.3, the di-Fu production exceeds the f b for
mFu ≤ 2TeV as one can see in Fig. 11.9.
Fig. 11.9: Fu production cross sections at 7TeV pp collisions for c
q
l = c
q
r = 0.3.
11.6.3 The ATLAS potential to detect scalar dark matter
With these considerations, it is necessary to further analyze the background kinematic distri-
butions, specially for Z and jets production, and to compare them with the expected behavior
of the Fu potentially produced at pp collisions. Therefore, we analyze the transverse momen-
tum pt and pseudorapidity η of Z + jets (at parton level) of the outcome of the MadGraph
simulation run. We compare these to the same variables obtained from Calchep event gen-
eration for one of the two Fu produced. These events were generated for a CM energy of
7TeV , for mFu = 300GeV and c
q
l = c
q
r = 1. Results are shown in Fig. 11.10.
The Fus are produced at rather low |η|, and rather large values of pT , as compared to the
background. This was expected, since we concluded that the Fu have a larger production
probability if produced almost on-shell, therefore with not much energy and no preferred
direction. This feature is crucial to allow a good kinematic separation of the signal and the
most competitive background, as seen in Fig. 11.10. The background tends to produce par-
ticles much more forwardly and therefore could be reduced by a cut analysis. This suggests
the scalar DM scenario has a large potential of detectability at ATLAS. This signal is not
very unique in its shape. Indeed it resembles that of MSSM signatures [95]: one more rea-
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Fig. 11.10: Comparison of kinematic distributions of an Fu signal from di-Fu production and the Z + 2 jets
background at the ATLAS detector for
√
s = 7TeV , mFu = 300GeV and c
q
r = c
q
r = 1.
son to further study this scenario, since the potential discovery of such signals would imply
a degeneracy in the possible theoretical explanations.
11.6.4 Perspectives for a complete study
Not only the ATLAS detector has the potential to detect this scenario, it is also crucial to
apply more detailed and sophisticated analyses in order to find means to disentangle this
model from other theoretical predictions. A full simulation of the final state has to be carried
out, including all decays and the Geant-4 simulation of the ATLAS detector, tested and
validated by the ATLAS collaboration.
11.7 Summary
We have showed that the possibility of dark matter being of scalar nature implies the possi-
bility of a large amount of events at the LHC. It has been analytically shown that parton level
cross sections producing the Fq almost on shell reach very large rates. After implementation
in automatic codes, an exploration of mFq , interaction energies, and couplings, numerical cal-
culations lead to the same conclusion. Furthermore, mFq is the most critical parameter, since
QCD-like interactions always ensure Fq the production, the amount depending of its mass.
Hence, the Tevatron can already constrain mFq to be lighter than∼ 450GeV by a rough com-
parison with other searches performed for the Leptoquarks model. The LHC first run could
explore Fq masses of the order of a few hundreds of GeV and up to a few TeV regardless of
the couplings between the scalars, quarks and Fq. The kinematic distribution of the produced
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particles is promising: it has a different shape from that of the largest background process.
It has also a drawback: this shape is similar to that of other theoretical signature such as
the MSSM. In any case it seems that it is worth to study this model in detail in light of the
coming years of data accumulation and analysis at the ATLAS detector.
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Conclusions
Light Dark Matter is an exciting, rapidly evolving subject. The possibility of interpreting all
the gathered data of the past decade in terms of constraints, and drawing the possibilities of
neutralino Dark Matter for masses below ∼ 15 GeV is a difficult, yet enlightening exercise.
The supersymmetric parameter space can be comprehensively scanned by combining the
searches related to spin-independent and spin-dependent elastic scattering of neutralinos and
nucleons, to the annihilation into Standard Model particles –in particular into γ-rays–, to the
measurements at LHC, such as those of rare meson decays and oscillations as well as poten-
tial signals. In the MSSM it seems impossible to have neutralinos lighter than ' 12.6 GeV
and still overcome all constraints, from Particle and Astroparticle Physics. However, in
the NMSSM, the singlet sector of the model gives fruitful alternatives, in particular, Higgs
bosons as light as 1 GeV . Finding these configurations, which predict a wide range of masses
and cross sections for neutralinos, represents a major result in this hot topic. Moreover, the
very light Higgs bosons in the NMSSM could yield specific signatures for the LHC: further
phenomenological and experimental explorations are urgent to reveal or rule out these sce-
narios.
But not only Supersymmetry may be just around the corner. Another model, that of scalar
Dark Matter particles at the MeV scale and their associated new charged and colored fermions,
is within the reach of the LHC detectors. The signals predicted by this model could mimic
some of the expected supersymmetric signatures. It is then crucial to make predictions as
specific as possible for this model, for a trustworthy explanation of the observations to –
hopefully– come from hadron collisions. A full simulation is yet to be done. Light scalars
could also play an important role in the Early Universe, and maybe contribute to solve the
primordial nucleosynthesis lithium problem –an interesting possibility to be explored. Fur-
thermore, if these scalars are coupled to neutrinos and are as light as one MeV , they could be
produced in supernova explosions, which could imply perturbations in the neutrino radiative
transport theory of those magnificent events.
This work shows the congested cross road between experimental results and theoretical pre-
dictions around the Dark Matter problem. It becomes obvious that it is important to rely on
all experimental techniques available in order to scan all the parameter space of Supersym-
metry, of all the plausible models explaining Dark Matter, and of all the phenomenologies
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predicted by the available theories. Indeed, the Dark Matter problem is still unsolved.
Thus far, the LHC has not yet reported the discovery of the long awaited Supersymmetry.
The so-called new physics is not showing up in its most expected way, which should produce
striking features above the SM background. The most conventional ideas for physics beyond
the Standard Model and the star Dark Matter candidate, the neutralino, are still purely hy-
pothetical considerations. With the parameter space rapidly closing down, we may have to
go deeper in the comprehension of the Dark Matter related phenomena. The standard pic-
ture being –in my opinion– discredited, we need to start considering other scenarios. Is the
freeze-out Nature’s way to produce the Dark Matter observed? Could not the neutralino, or
the scalars, acquire their relic density via the freeze-in mechanism?
Some DD experiments have shown unresolved events: DAMA/LIBRA, CoGeNT and more
recently CRESST. They point towards a certain range of mass and cross sections for a Dark
Matter particle. However, other direct detection experiments such as CDMS-II, XENON100
or KIMS rule out those regions. There is conflict between experiments that are designed to
search for the same effect. This claims for a review of what is expected to happen in such
experiments: maybe we are simply not observing what we expected. Are we interpreting the
raw data in the best way? Are we losing valuable information by taking wrong hypotheses?
Why should we assume the Dark Matter sector to be made only of one particle? There could
be two stable relics –or many more. And what if the Dark Matter was a composite particle,
would not it have much more complex interactions with ordinary matter? After all, we are
made of a multitude of particles and molecules and so is all the known Universe.
New data is coming. The LHC is running better than expected. The Higgs boson could show
up soon, or not. Cosmology is going one step further in its observation of the CMB with
Planck. The finesse of the experiment is striking, reaching tiny effects which have enormous
implications in the History of the Universe. While we may expect a refinement of the cur-
rent parameter determination, it is yet to be seen whether high multipole and/or polarisation
analyses can shed light on the nature of Dark Matter. New generations of direct detection
experiments will go beyond the already remarkable achieved sensitivities, with larger and
longer exposures, with better control of the experimental set up. If future directional de-
tection experiments record events, they will be able to determine the Dark Matter mass and
interaction rate, as well as the astrophysical parameters of the local Dark Matter distribution
and velocity dispersions. Fermi-LAT, AMS, HESS and other detectors and observatories are
scanning the skies in search of unexpected signals, and are ready to hunt for Dark Matter
signatures.
However, it is not only by piling up experimental results –even if these are achieving excel-
lence in the experimental point of view– that we will accomplish a broader understanding of
the Universe and its constituents. Indeed, we are privileged to witness the most sophisticated
observations and framework, with Cosmology and Particle Physics both being extremely
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successful in telling the story of what we see at macroscopic and microscopic scales. But
this privilege is not the only one, maybe not even the most exciting, for the challenges we
are holding in our hands are bigger, deeper: we know a lot, but the unknown is even larger.
We need to be ready for an inclusive synthesis of all the pieces of the puzzle we have been
able to gather. We are trying to reconstruct a picture, and we have glimpse of the scenery it
suggests. But we still do not know: is it a desert, is it a jungle, or is it something else...?



